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ABSTRACT

This study is an analysis of the impact of researcher designed Oral Mathematics

drill activities on Grade 9 (Senior 1) students' leaming of mathematics. A mixed method

research design was ernployed in order to exarnine the Grade 9 srudent volunteers' ability

to produce automatic respoltses to various mathernatics questions after exposure to

researcher designed Oral Mathematics drill activities.

The findings revealed that students were able to produce automatic responses in a

number of areas of rnathematics after a certain amount of rehearsal using Oral

Matheniatics dri ll activities.

The shrdy provides mathematics teachers and resource teachers with inforrnation on how

to design and irnplerneut their own Oral Mathernatics drill activities that meet their

students' learning needs. It also provides teachers with an effective yet inexpensive

approach to teaching lnathematics and assessing learning of mathernatics.
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C}TAFTER 1:

ORAL MATHEMATICS AND THE TEACHING AND

LEARI\ING OF MATHEMATICS

Introductiott

I believe that mathematics teaching and learning is an interactive process between

teachers and learners. In order for mathematics leaming to take place at least two

requirements are necessary. The first requirernent is that the leamers need to be interested

in learning mathematics. A second, and equally important requirement, is that the

teachers need to tnake mathematics learning slightly challenging to the learners by

continuously assessing the accuracy of the learners' replies as well as the ease with which

the learners provide those replies. Without a challenge leamers may evenfually get bored;

yet, with too much challenge, they may get frustrated not only with the process of

learning but also with the subject area itself.

Oral mathematics is a great tool for teachers to use in their classroom in order to

add srnall daily challenges in mathematics leaming for all their students. The reason why

I believe so strongly in the importance of Oral Mathematics is due to my own experience

as an elementary school child many years ago. A type of experience that left a great

irnpression on rne happened during the sumlner vacations while visiting relatives. One of

tny uncles, the jovial uucle Feri, took a great pleasure in asking us cliildren mathematics

questions. Each day when my cousins and I were playing together, Uncle Feri would say:

"Let's see how well yor-r know the times table." Then he would quickly ask: "What is 6
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times 7?" And then, "What is 7 times 6?" Uncle Feri always expected a quick reply; if we

were not fast enough, he would laughingly provide the answer. After a few math

questions he would end the math game by saying: "We need to leave some fun for

tomorrow too." By the end of that sumlner vacation we were masters in providing quick

and correct replies to the times table questions. The following sulnmer Uncle Feri noticed

that we could still reply quickly to the tirnes table questions, so he asked us questions

like: "what is 500 plus 600?" or "what is 7000 take away 3000?" Answering math

questions daily might not be a child's expectation for a summer vacatioll, but those few

minutes of Oral Matli questions each day left me with a positive and mernorable

experience that I cherish to this day and now try to share with others through my Oral

Mathematics drill activities.

In this age of advanced technology, the knowledge and use of rnathematics, both in

and outside of the mathematics classroom, is becoming rnore iurportant, yet, many

students are unable to use mathematics outside the classroom context (Boaler, 1998). My

personal experiences working with elementary and secondary school students both as a

schoolteacher and as a tutor affirm Boaler's claim. Furthennore, "mathematical

knowledge is cumulative: a child who rnisses a step in the development of a concept

carulot go on" (Mighton, 2003, p. 20).The ability of students to do well in mathematics

relies on their understanding of previously leamed material (MECY, 2008; Van de Walle

& Folk, 2008) as well as their retentioll of it (Mighton, 2003). For this reason, I have

been trying ovet the years to develop ways of helping stLrdents become more successful

rnathematics learners, The resea¡ch study presented in this thesis is part of that effort.

Tliis thesis is a report of a mixed method, three-rnonth long study of mathematics
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Iearning conducted in an urban senior high school with five Grade 9 (Senior l) students-

Daily exposure to researcher designed Oral Mathematics drill activities showed that it

was possible to cause automaticity in sfudent replies to mathematics questions which

were based on the concepts of the Grade 8 Manitoba curriculum outcomes not just on

basic facts. The results of the study were based on data collected through researcher-

designed tests, surveys, daily quizzes and the researchel's fîeld notes. Chapter I of the

thesis presents the problem statement, the background of the sfudy, and the significance

of the study for teaching and leaming mathernatics. Chapter 2 presents a discussion of the

literature relevant to this study. Chapter 3 describes the research method used in the

study. Chapter 4 presents and discusses the quantitative data collected in this study.

Chapter 5 presents and discusses the qualitative data collected in the study. Chapter 6

presents the conclusions drawn from the findings of the sfLrdy.

Oral Matlrctnatics: úVltut is it?

Oral as defined by Web.sler"s New Oollegiate Dictionary (1979) rneans "uttered by

the rnouth or in words: spoken" (p. 800). Speaking is a nafural human activity. Children

learn to commutricate with those arourd them by learning to use tlie spoken language of

their caregivers. 'Oral tnathematics' then could simply nrean mathematics expressed

vocally rather than in a written form. This definition, which could include many types of

matli activities, is very broad and, therefore, must be made more specific. From tliis point
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forward, I will capitahze the phrase, 'Oral Mathematics', to indicate that I use it with the

specific meaning provided below.

Oral Mathematics is not a discussion about mathematics during math class. It is not

simply listening to a mathematics teacher who is presenting a lesson to a class full of

students. Oral Mathematics is not a simple regurgitation of facts, rules or procedures

without understanding. In addition, Oral Mathematics does not employ the aid of a

calculator or any kind of object for manipulation or written calculation. Although all of

the above-mentioned ideas rnay be useftil in mathematics leaming, none define Oral

Mathernatics.

In this study, 'Oral Mathematics' refers to rapid spoken mental math activities like

the ones I mentioned in the introduction. It is a variety of short and quick mental math

activify sessious during which both the mathernatical questions and answers are presented

orally (by vocalization) rather than in writing. It is very important to note that these

rnental rnath activity sessions are short in duration; ideally 5 minutes in length but

definitely no ûtore tlian 10 minutes per session. Althougli they are incorporated into math

lessons, Oral Mathernatics activities are never the sole mathematics lesson of the day. It

is equally irnportant to note that the mental rnath activity sessions are fast paced,

reqr"riring students to reply rapidly. In Oral Mathematics there is no time for lengthy

periods of thinking and slowly figuring out the answer to a question. Oral Mathematics

activities are short, quick math drills based on previously learned material that requires

sildents to rely on their existing mathematical knowledge. Oral Mathematics activities

must always be based on concepts for wliich students have developed an understanding

but canuot yet retrieve facts linked to this understanding quickly. For example, a prirnary
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school student rnight understand that adding two numbers fiteans cornbining thern

together to form one bigger nuntber, or adding two sets ûleans combining thern into one

bigger set. This same student rnight also be able to figure out correctly any number of

addition questions with the aid of rnanipulative objects, but might be incapable or slow in

figuring out the answers in his or her liead. Drills that encourage students to think and say

the answer out loud rnay incidentally aid thern in quìckly retrieving the concepts which

they already understand when these concepts are needed.

Not only is it important that sftrdents remember basic facts and are able to do quick

mental calculations, it is equally useful that adults be able to perform simple mental

calculations as paft of their daily actìvities. The ability, while shopping, to quickly

calculate mentally or estimate how much a few grocery items will cost will help us to

know whether we call pay for all the items we intend to get. I believe that schools need to

place a greater emphasis on mental mathematics by using Oral Mathematics drill

activities right frorn the start in primary grades; "because figuring in our heads is such an

irnportant life skill, it should have a regular role in your classroom math teaching"

(Burns, 2007 p.5l ). Students need to know their arithrnetic facts well so that they can use

those facts with ease when perforrning mental or pencil and paper calculations. I strongly

believe that basic fact mastery, as John Van de Walle and Folk (2008) state, "is not really

new mathernatics, rather, it is the developrnent of fluency with ideas that have already

been learned" (p. 167). Furthermore, I fully agree with their statement that, "although

students who do not have a comrnand of the basic facts can make use of calculators and

tedious counting, relying on these rnethods for simple number combinations is a serious

handicap to mathematical growth" (p. 167).
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Oral Mathematics drill activities are not restricted to elementary school classes.

High-school students also have a need for better rnental calculations, and they, too, can

benefit from daily Oral Mathematics drill activities. Using drill or rehearsal to reinforce

and to commit to memory, or retrieve from memory, rnaterial that has been already

learned is very important (Bruning, Schraw, Norby & Ronning ,2004), because it allows

sfudents to attend to new patterns, relations, and principles in matliematics without being

distracted by a lack of proficiency with the simpler rnaterial and the basic facts involved.

I also believe tliat drill activities need to be carefully designed with a specific purpose in

rnind in order to most benefit students (Van de V/alle and Folk, 2008).

Activities to be used as drills for Oral Mathernatics vary according to grade level.

For example, after teaching several lessons on addition or subtraction, a Grade 1 or Grade

2 teacher might spend five minutes at the start of each mathetnatics class reinforcing that

knowledge by asking students to reply orally to a few basic addition or subtraction

questions such as 4 + 5 :_ (9), or 8 - 3 : _ (5). This can be done by sirnply aski¡g the

questions without a visual aid or by presenting the questions on the chalkboard or by

using an overhead projector.

At a Grade 5 or Grade 6 level a teacher might use Oral Mathematics to reinforce

students' knowledge of fractions. An activity for practicing halves might look like the

following example: one half of 6, 60, 600 (3, 30, 300; a simple activity); or one half of

30, 300, 3000 (15, 150, 1500; a little more difficult); or one half of 250,2500,25000

(I25,1250, 12500; even more challenging).

Sirnilarly, at a Grade eight level a teacher rnight ask students to reply orally to a

few simple mathematical questions at tlÌe start of each mathelnatics class to reinforce
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their knowledge of decimals or percentages. Examples of these sirnple questions include:

V/hat is l0% of 30, 50,70? (3,5,7); What is 20%o of 30, 50,70? (6, 10, 14); What is30o/o

of 30, 50,70? (9,15,21).

Keeping in mind that Oral Mathematics questions need to be short and simple, at

the high-school level the questiorìs can take the following fonn: "What is the

complementary angle of a 70 degree angle?" (20"); "Which quadrant does the point (-5,

2) lie in?" (quadrant II); "What is the slope of the line y : - 2 x ?" (the slope is -2); or

"What is the y-intercept of the line y : 3 x * 5 ?" (the y-intercept is +5).

The beauty of Oral Mathernatics is that the teacher can immediately assess and

correct, if need be, every response, thereby reinforcing the correct response. As described

above, Oral Mathematics drill activities can be designed for any grade level. They can be

made to be as simple or as challenging as tlìe students need them to be and therefore can

be useful for the whole class. At any grade level the challenge is to create drill activities

which students enjoy and which are at the same tirne good teaching tools,

Orsl Matlrctnatics nnd Auditory Memory

The purpose of Oral Mathematics is to enhance rnathematical memory and to

trigger quicker rlathematical thinking. When studying matliematics, students need to

develop mechanisms which will help them to remember what they have learned and

which also will help them to retrieve tliat knowledge at a later tirne. The short tenn,

working memory has a very limited capacity and helps retain information while a
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problern is being worked out, but it is irnpermanent and cannot hold information for long

(Bonds-Raake and Raake, 2003). The long-term memory, on the other hand, is permanent

and can hold an unlimited arnount of information (Bonds-Raake & Raake, 2003).

Tlie auditory memory according to the APA Diclionary of Psychologlt (VandenBos,

2007, p. 87) is "the type of rrernory that retains information obtained by hearing.

Auditory memory may be either short-tenn lnemory or long-tenn Íìelnory, and the

material retained may be linguistic (e.g., words) or nonlinguistic (e.g., music)_"

A non-matliematical but, nevertheless, practical example of the relationship

between oral learning and auditory memory is presented to us when we are introduced to

someone for the very first time. We hear the person's rlarìe when being introduced, but

unless that name is dear to us or is very unusual, most of us will forget it shortly after we

have heard it. On the otlier hand, if we repeat the name out loud right after we hear it

being said, and say it out loud a few more tirnes while we are talking to that person, it is

more likely that we will have that name cornmitted to memory. I believe that the ways we

commit a person's name and simple rnathematical facts to memory are most likely tlie

sarne or at least very similar; that is to say, we need rehearsal in order to retain

information in long-temr memory (Bonds-Raake &, Raake, 2003). For exarnple, in a

Grade I class, the teacher hands out a worksheet with sirnple basic fact questions like 3 +

4: _ (7), and the sfudents calculate the answers and write them down- Sorne students

might comrnit the arithmetic fact to memory, but rnany will not. Lack of ability to

refieve facts instantly or autornatically is likely to cause students difficulties with more

complex rnath questions (Cumrning & Elkins, 1999; Poncy, Skinner & Jaspers, 2007;

Woodward ,2006).If instead of lianding out a worksheet full of questions, we catl
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inragine the teacher asking one question at a time orally and perhaps placing the question

on the board or overhead projector. The students, after figuring out the answer to the

question, would call out the answer (7 in our example) and then say the complete

algebraic statement out loud: 3 * 4 :7 This method may increase the chance that the

math fact will be committed to memory. The above example of the relationship between

oral learning and auditory memory, I believe, is a good illustration of the relationship

between oral mathematics and auditory rnemory. Research studies such as those by

Chaffin and Imreh (2002), Cumming and Elkins (1999), Freeze (2007), Poncy, Skimier

and Jaspers (2007); and'Woodward (2006) point the reader to the importance of

autornatic retrieval or autolnaticity-

Oral Mathematics uses the power of auditory memory. Students' ability to solve

tnathematical problems heavily relies on their ability to recall: (a) basic facts of addition,

subtraction, multiplication and division, (b) rules on how to perfonn the four operations

(addition, subtraction, multiplication and division) not only on whole numbers but also on

fractions and decimals, (c) pattern building, (d) other mathematical rules and concepts

such as orders ofoperation, ratios, percents, perfect squares, square roots ofperfect

squares, estimation, comparison of numbers (), (, :), (e) recognizing certain geometric

shapes such as regular and irregular polygons (triangles, quadrilaterals, pentagons,

hexagons), and (f) calculating the perimeter and area of regular and irregular shapes

(triangles, quadrilaterals, pentagons, hexagons) (MECY, 2008). Teachers need to help

students develop this ability to recall by drawing on different ways of hurnan learning.

When students write in their notebooks "2 x 5 : 10" as well as say out loud "two

times five is ten" or "two tirnes five equals ten", they then increase the chance of them
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remembering the equation. By writing down the equation, students are using motor

learning; when they are looking at the equation, they are using visual learning; as they are

saying it out loud, they are using oral learning; and as they hear themselves say the

equation out loud, they are using auditory learning, I believe that by presenting students

witli a variety of fonns of learning (motor, visual, oral, and auditory) teachers increase

the chances of helping more students to learn (in this case, mathematics, but this may also

be applicable to other subject areas).

Although some students find learning easy, rnany stLrdents have at least some

difficulty doing mental and written calculations. Improving their ability to recall

infonnation quickly and accurately may lead to more success in mental calculations as

well as written calculations. I propose Oral Mathematics as a way of helping students to

recall relevant mathematical information by using the power of their auditory memory.

Ornl Matltematics and Mathemutics Teaclting and Leurning

Over the yeats, students have been taught to learn mathematics by doing numerous

written math exercises using pencil and paper as well as using rnanipulatives such as rods

and blocks. Althouglr many students benefited frorn those methods, there were still many

other students who struggled in the mathematics class.

Lee and Olszewski-Kubilius (2006) have noticed that while some gifted students

may prefer to leatl otr their own, many students, especially the non-gifted, prefer

auditory modes of learning. Since I believe that every student has the right to learn, we
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must explore and detennine the modes of learning that will aid each sfudent most.

Perhaps exposing students to multiple modes would be most beneficial, since that way we

would be engaging more students in the modes suitable to them. Struggling students may

need "seeing" and "doing" as well as the cornbination of "listening" and "speaking" for

their learning success. If this hypothesis is true, then struggling mathernatics students

may need exposure to oral and auditory work in order to be able to learn. This is where

Oral Mathematics comes in.

Mathematics learning is a cornplex process. The learner needs to understand the

rnathematical concept, which he or she is intending to learn (conceptual leaming). He or

she then needs to learn the process involved in learning the concept and in obtaining a

solution (procedural learning). Finally the learner needs, I believe, to commit to memory

as well as be able to retrieve fron rnemory all that he or she has understood and

practiced. This final stage is where I believe Oral Mathematics fits into the big picture of

mathematics teaching and leaniing (see Figrre 1-l).
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Figure 1-1. My visualization of mathematical learning and fluency

In my opinion, learning mathernatics is similar to learning a foreign language or

leaming to play a tnusical instmment. Learning the content presented in a new lesson

requires retrieval of previous knowledge. In order to retrieve previous knowledge, it had

to have been previously committed to mernory.

Some students know how to do quick and accurate mental calculations and to

reÍieve information llecessary for their calculations. Other students need to be taught to

do quick and accurate mental calculations. They also need to be helped to cornmit

infonnation to memory and to retrieve it when needed. Building auditory mernory

understanding

Mathematical

fluency
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through Oral Mathematics is a method of helping sfudents to memorize and retrieve

information.

Oral Mathematics is a small part of mathematics teaching and learning. The ability

of students to perform quick mental calculations is essential if they are to succeed in their

study of mathematics. The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics' (NCTM)

CurrÌcultu¡t and Evalualion Standard,s.for School MathemaÍic.ç states that "fostering the

use of a wide variety of cornputation and estimation techniques-ranging from quick

mental calculation to those using computers-suited to different rnathematical settings"

need to be included in the teaching of computation (NCTM, 1989, p. 95).

More specifically, Oral Mathernatics is a part of mathematics we know as mental

mathematics. The exclusive use of the human brain while performing rnathematical

calculations without the aid of calculatoLs, abacns, pencil and paper or any manipulative

is part of the definition of both oral and rnental rnathematics. The difference in the two

lies in the speed of the process and in the types of activities.

The irnportance of mental calculation has been recognized by mathematics

educators, as explained in the following statement: "students should possess adequate

tnental arithrnetic skills so that they are not dependent on calculators to do sirnple

computations and are able to detect unreasonable answers when using calculators to solve

harder computations." (NCTM, 1989, p. 96)

Althougli today most people have access to a calculator, rnental calculations did not

and cannot be replaced by calculators. Mental calculations are perfonned by people in

various sirnple daily activities either because a calculator or a pen and pencil are not

available or because it is faster and easier to compute many everyday mathernatical
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problems using mental calculation than using a calculator or writing it on a piece of paper

(Bunis, 2007 ; Rubenstein , 200I) . Therefore, learning to perfonn rnental calculations is an

important part of mathematics learning.

Mathematics is a necessary part of our daily living. We use mathenatics when we

do our incorne tax returns, when we calculate the exact measurements in doubling or

tripling our favorite cookie recipe, and when we figure out the right coin combination for

the bus fare, Lack of adequate knowledge of mathematics will limit the type ofjobs one

can be hired to do. The Comtnon C,urriatlum Framework notes the importance of

mathematics in today's world, by stating, "A greater proficiency in using mathematics

increases the opporfLrnities available to individuals. Snrdents need to becorle

mathematically literate in order to explore problern-solving situations, accommodate

changing conditions and actively create new knowledge in striving for self-ftllfillment"

(Western Canadian Protocol, 1996, p.3).

Solving mathematical problerns accurately and efficiently is what the Western

Canadian Protocol (1996) and the Westem and Northern Canadian Protocol (2006) state

as desired learning outcomes for students to attain if they are to be proficient in

mathematics. This is wliat Oral Mathematics drills are intended to promote. In Figure 1-1

(page 12),my visualization of mathematical leaming and fluency, I would place Oral

Mathematics in the mathernatical fluency section, because Oral Matliematics incorporates

understanding of concepts, learning of procedures, ancl melnorization of concepts ancl

processes.

Classroom work, homework, and tests and quizzes are all part of rnathematics

teaching and learning. Teachers assign classroorn exercises so tliey can check sfudents'
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ability to use their newly learned knowledge while available to answer questions if

needed. Homework is usually assigned to give students an opportunity to do work

independently of their teacher. Tests and quizzes allow the teachers and the students to

see if tlie new matedal has been learned well enough so that it can be used to solve

problerns in a tirnely way. The goal of Oral Mathematics drills is to improve students'

mathernatical performance in class work, homework, on qloizzes and tests as well as on

their out of school mathernatics calculations.

As stated earlier, rnathematics teaching and learning has gone through marly

changes, and it will continue to change as society and the needs of society change.

Mathematics was tauglit through memorization of facts and rules, and through tlie

memorization and practice of procedures. It was also tauglit through rnanipulation of

objects for the purpose ofcreating conceptual understanding. Throughout the years

students listened as teachers explained, they completed worksheets, manipulated objects

and, rnore recently, talked about and wrote about mathematics. Many pieces of the

nratlrematical leaming ptzzle have been discovered, lost, rediscovered ald used over the

years. Nevertheless, one piece of mathematical learning is still rnissing! That piece is

seeing things quickly. The instant recall and transfer of knowledge frorn a simple to a

more difficult math question is a valuable ability that can be learned by using drill

activities. Not just any kind of drill activities bttt oral drill activities.

Oral Mathematics, which is part of mental mathematics, is one small yet very

important palt of basic mathematics. Instant recall, for example, which Oral Mathematics

airns to enhance, is a valuable ability to have, yet many students seem to be lacking it.

Lack of instant recall of basic facts can become a handicap for students if not remedied.
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However, teachers do not need to send home the facts sheets to be memorized. Like

V/illiarnson (2007) has suggested, we can attempt to improve sfudents' ability of rapid

recall by designing activities for mental math.

Pattem and sequences are imbedded in mathematics school cruricula. Oral

Mathematics can be thought of as a paftern building technique; a knowledge transfer

frotn very simple to more difficult activities. For exampIe,2 x 4 can be expanded into 2 x

40,2 x 400,2 x 4000 . . . and as far as the teacher wishes to expand it. When this pattem

building exercise is carried out orally, the student not only senses the pattern but receives

an instant respotlse as to the correctness to his or her answer, and may receive a

correction if necessary. This type of pattern building exercise is useful not only in the

elementary grades but also in secondary school.

At a secondary school level a teacher can start with an example such as 50Yo of 60

and tlren cau expand it into 50o/o of 600,50o/o of 6000 and flirther, using very large

numbers. Also, the teacher can start with the same number and expand the patteni in the

opposite direction: 50% of 6,50o/o of 0.6, 50% of 0.06 and further, using srnaller and

srnaller increments.

If this pattem building is done as a written exercise, the sfudent might nake

mistakes arrd not even be aware of thern, but if it is done as an oral exercise, the

correctness of the reply is assessed instantaneously.

In mathematics, as in reading, students need to develop fluency. The NCTM

Standards document defines computational fluency as "having and using efficient and

accurate methods for computing" (NCTM, 1989, p.32). The methods can vary as long as
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they produce quick, accurate results, and the students using them are able to explain their

method, while realizing that other equally good methods exist.

It is important that students are aware when they make mistakes in their

calculations, and it is equally irnportant that they learn to do calculations correctly.

Researchers such as Hindy (2003), and Wicket, Kharas and Bums (2002) developed and

used strategies that allow students to instantly correct themselves if they made a mistake.

The Oral Mathernatics drill activities which I have developed in this study are strategies

that allow students to be aware of their mistakes and to allow them to learn to produce

correct calculations-

Since mathematics learning involves a continuous process of building mathematical

knowledge upon previous mathematical knowledge, it can be compared to building a

brick wall. Each layer of bricks is built on a previous layer of bricks. How well the wall

stands depends on each layer of bricks, not just the last layer. In comparison, how well

students do on their Grade 12 mathernatics examination depends on how well they

leamed their mathematics in all the previous grades. Their exam mark will not sirnply be

the result of their Grade-12 mathematics learning.

As previously stated, mathematics learnin-e is cumulative. Therefore, it is irnportant

that students form a good foundation at the beginning of their formal education in the

primary grades. This is probably best achieved by using a variety of leaming rnethods. It

is also important that students continue to increase their knowledge level year after year.

Oral Mathematics can serve as a vehicle to enhance students' mathernatical learning by

providing daily exposure to and rehearsal of (with the purpose of automatization): (a)

coticepts and (b) procedures from prior grades in a fast, organized and efficient manner.
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The Researclt Question

I believe the ultimate goal of every mathematics teacher is to see his or her students

become capable of solving mathernatics problems of all types on their own and with ease,

startilig frorn simple calculations, such as figuring out the solution for 17 * 18 : (35), to

more elaborate word problerns (e.g., ror,rtine problems, non-routine problerns and

everyday life problerns). Understanding mathematical concepts, performing mathematical

processes fluently, and having a quick and accurate recall of basic arithrnetic facts and

procedures are all necessary parts of the ability to solve problerns. Students need to have

a variety of metliods whicli aid therl in learning and in understanding rnathematics. Many

educators, such as Baron (2004a,2004b,2004c,2004d), Burns (2007),Mighton (2003,

2007) and Wright, Martland Stafford and Stanger (2002) believe that a step-by-step

rlethod of learning mathematics is irnpor-tant not only for leaming procedures but also for

developing an understanding of concepts.

Oral mathematics is a relatively unknown method of rnathematics teacliing and

learning in our schools, but as Carraher, Carraher, and Schliemann (1987) stated,

"teachers may profit frorn being acquainted with these procedures" (p. 96). In the

previotts section I argued for the important role that Oral Mathematics can play in tlie

teachin-u and leaming of rnathematics. My research study will contribute to this argunent

by inquiring into the actual impact that the use of Oral Mathematics clrill activities will

have on students' learning of mathematics. The research questiolr for the study is: Car

Oral Mathentalics drill aclÌstilies involving lhe trnderslanding o/'malhemcttics concepl.s

(and nol.lt.rsl basic.facts) be de,signed and im¡tlentettled itt a wuy lhal increa.tes accuracy

anrl speed lo lhe poirtl of developittq{ aulotnctliciÍy'?
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In this chapter I have described rny beliefs about mathematics teaching and learning

and in particular about Oral Mathematics. The topic of Oral Mathernatics can be better

understood if we also understand the relevant issues surrounding Oral Mathematics:

conceptual understanding, procedural fluency, auditory memory, mental mathematics,

and knowledge transfer. In the next chapter, I will explore those concepts by discussing

the relevant literafure-
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CHAPTER 2:

I,ITBRATURB RBVIBW

The relevant issues surrounding Oral Mathernatics that have been addressed in tlie

education literarure are reviewed in this cliapter. These issues are conceptual

understanding, procedural fluency, auditory rtemory, mental mathematics, and

knowledge transfer. First, the literature that describes concepntal understanding is

reviewed, since Oral Mathematics is based on mathenratical concepts previously

understood by the students. Second, the literature that talks about procedural fluency will

be reviewed, because in order for students to be able to reply correctly and quickly to a

question, they need to be well versed in the required procedures related to solving that

particular question. Third, the literatirre that describes auditory lnemory will be reviewed,

since the concepts that need to be remembered are practiced through oral drill. Fourth, the

literature regarding mental mathematics will be reviewed, since Oral Mathematics is a

part of rnental mathematics- Fifth, the literature concerning knowledge transfer is

reviewed, because the whole purpose of Oral Mathematics is to aid students in their

mathernatics learning so they can use it in and out of school.
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C o nceptual Under standing

Current Research

A considerable amount of current research focuses on how students leam

mathematics. This has led to an interesting discovery, which mathernatics teachers

probably have trarown for a long tirne. Over the years many researchers, (Boaler, 1998;

Carpenter, Franke, Jacobs, Fennema & Empson, 1997; Cobb, Boufi, McCain &

Whitenack , 1997; Thornpsom & Rubenstein, 2000) have found that conceptual

understanding plays an important role in mathematics learning. "Today it is vital that

young people understand the rnathematics they are learning" (NRC 2001, p.l6).

Concepflral understanding is one of the five interwoven and interdependent strands of

mathetnatical proflrciency as seen by the National Research Council (2001). Isolated

pieces of knowledge that are not understood are not of much value to snldents. In fact,

they rnay cause confusion, require more effort when solving a problem, and lead to

frustration. The ability to connect a variety of mathematical concepts by seeing the

sirnilarities and differences in them makes mathematics learning less stressful and rnore

enjoyable-

Although it is possible to learn sirnply by mernorization or by followin,e a

procedure, often this knowledge is forgotten easily when there is little or no

understatrding of the concept, that lies behind the procedure. When sfirdents analyze the

procedure until they derive rneaning from it, they end up gaining an understanding of the

corlcept and, therefore, better rernember the procedure (Skernp, 1978; NRC, 2001; Van

de Walle & Folk, 2008). The National Research Council (2001) noted that, "Conceptual
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understanding is the basis for further conceptual understanding: Knowledge that has been

learned witli understanding provides the basis for generating new knowledge and for

solving new and unfamiliar problems" (p. I19).

Boaler (1997) found that students who understood mathematical concepts were able

to adapt their learning to new situations. These students would use logical reasoning

when thinking about the strategies or methods to use in order to solve new and unfamiliar

problems; they achieved higher scores, and did better on the state-mandated standards

test. In her 1998 research paper, Boaler stated that "students who leamed mathematics in

an open, project-based enviromrent developed a concepfual understanding that provided

thern with advantages in a range of assessments and situations"' (p.41).

Carpenter, Franke, Jacobs, Fennema, and Empson (1997) report that "although

there are altemative perspectives, most curent theoretical arguments support the

developrnent of concepfual knowledge before students master algorithmic procedures" (p.

5). After liaving conducted a three-year longitudinal study of the development of

children's couceptual understanding of multi-digit numerals and operations, Cartrlenter

and colleagues ( 1997) concluded that their evidence suggested a close link between

children's invented strategies and their concepfual understanding. They further stated that

children who used an invented strategy, demonstrated understanding for the concept

before those children who were first tau-eht the algorithrn. Furthennore, they argued that

those children who were taught algoritllns first, had the lirnitation that they were unable

to use procedures flexibly to solve the extension problems. The NRC (2001) supports the

previous statement.
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Lo and Watanabe (1997) found that teachers can help their students to irnprove

their understanding in any topic area by providing thern with mathernatically rich

activities. "Most important, students need to have more experience with tasks involving

geometry and measurernent, because both provide rich contexts for developing concepts

of numbers and operations at all grade levels" (p. nfl.

Prior Knowledge

Mathematical learning, although curnulative, is not linear. Kieren, Pirie and Calvert

( I 999) write that "growth in understanding for a person occurs in many ways" (p 212).

They suggest tliat when teaching new matelial, teachers need to provide students with

proper "scaffoldings" and often help them "fold back" to prior knowledge or

understanding of sirnpler concepts or sirnpler presentations of a specific concept (Kieren,

Pirie & Calvert, 1999).

John Mighton (2007) maintains tliat prior to teaching new material teachers must

ensure that the students have the required background knowledge. If students do not have

the required background knowledge, teachers should spend the tirne teaching the missing

infonnation before they go on to the new lesson. For example, he states that before

learning long division, students "must have some method of finding the answer to simple

division questions such as l5 + 5" (p. 140). Mighton continues by saying that before

teaching the long division algorithrn he also teaches "students to understand the concept

of a remainder" (p. 144).

Students at any grade-level only can understand new mathematical concepts if they

have the required knowledge base to build on. "An extensive body of research on
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arithmetic operations, such as counting, addition, and subtraction, has shown that success

in aritlmetic appears to depend on the acquisition of an increasingly organized body of

conceptual knowledge" (Bruning, Schraw, Norby, & Ronning,2004,p.337). As well "an

examination of how sfudents solve algebra word problems suggests that difficulties stem

from students' failures to learn flexible and powerful strategies based on conceptual

knowledge" (Bruning ef aL,2004, p 337).It cannot be overstated that developing

students' concepfual understanding of r-nathematics is what is necessary for further

extension of mathematical knowledge.

Procedurul Fluency

Procedures and Concepts

As well as conceptual understanding, mathernatical learning involves learning

certain procedures known by rnathematicians as algorittuns. Mathernatical procedures or

algorithrns are precisely outlined mles that tell leamers how to get a certain output when

given a certain input and a finite number of steps (National Research Council, 2001). For

example, adding, subtracting, rnultiplying, and dividing numbers can be done using

pencil and paper procedures, mental cornputations, f,rnger counting, an abacus, or a

calculator. For each method people have devised various algorithrns to aid them with

their calculations. But as Van de Walle and Folk (2008) state, "All mathematical

procedures can and should be connected to the conceptr:al ideas that explain why they

work" (p. 28)
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John Mighton (2003) maintains that any student can learn to do mathernatics if it is

presented in small enough steps. He believes that presenting a lesson should be done in

small manageable pieces and not by showing the sfudents all the steps at the same time.

He states that teachers need to let students practice each small step so that they learn it

well before they go on to the next step. For example, when learning fractions, "students

leam to recognize pafterns, select appropriate algorithms, and carry out complex

sequences of operations. The goal of even the most mechanical exercise in the unit is to

prepare children for more advanced conceptual rnathematics" (pp. 63-64). When adding

two fractions with the same denominator, Mi-ehton suggests teacliing the rule by first

giving pictorial representations of fractions such as Il4 + 214 : 314. After doing a few

examples and getting them right, students need to be asked to add three fractions with the

same denomiuator. Teachers need to let the sfudents figure out the rule, then reinforce it

with a few examples. Next, teach students to subtract two fiactions with like

denominators (the sarne denominators) and finally let them solve mixed addition and

subtraction of fractions with like denorninators, such as 315 + 115 - 215 : ?, before going

on to fractions with different denorninators. Each step needs to be learned well before

going on to the next step. Further, Mighton states that "sfudents should never be

expected, when learuing a new operation, to ernploy knowledge or a skill that they

haven't tnastered" (p.3t) He goes on to say that "[i]t would be unwise, for instance, to

teach a student who has a shaky grasp of the six-times table to add fractions by producing

examples with denorninators divisible by six" (p. 31).

'Wright, Martland, Stafford and Stanger (2002) have a similar perspective. They

stated that it is important for primar-y teacliers "to learn as rnuch as possible about tlie
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child's current knowledge in early nurnber and to do this it is necessary to observe

closely, children's words and actions in appropriate mathernatical contexts" þ.8).

Children learn rnathematical procedures and concepts best when the new material is built

on their current knowledge.

Teaching Strategies

In their book Teaching Number: Advancing Children's Skills and Strategies,

Wriglrt, Martland, Stafford, and Stanger (2002) describe their strategies for teaching

children in primary grades to count, add, subtract, rnultiply and divide in detail. The

success of their rnethod is the highly individualized or one-on one teaching described in

the first two chapters. Whole class teaching strategies described in the book, such as

counting by 2s, 10s, 5s, 3s and 4s, which set the stage for rnultiplication and division, are

also suggested by other researchers (Baron, 2004b,2004c; Mighton, 2007; Van de Walle

and Folk, 2008).

Other strategies that teachers can use to help students be at ease with numbers are

for exarnple: (a) manipulating numbers, and (b) using appropriate procedures with ease.

Counting up or down is a process for teaching addition and subtraction facts, a rnethod

that rnany teachers and researchers (such as: Baron, 2004a,2004d; National Research

Council, 2001; Van de Walle & Folk 2008;Wright, Martland, Stafford, &Stanger, 2002)

support.

Another procedure is the "Ten-Frame Facts" rnodel presented by Van de Walle and

Folk (2008). These are arrays of 2 rows and frve columns (a2-row by 5 column paper

model) witli a specific numbe¡ of dots (10 or less) on each paper model. It is valuable for
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seeing certain number relations. "The ten-frame helps children learn the combinations

that make 10. Ten-frames immediately model all of the facts (from 5 + 1 to 5 + 5) and

tlrerespectiveturnarounds.Even5+6,5+7and5*Sarequicklyseenastwof,rvesand

some more, whett depicted with these powerful models" þ. 175). For example when

adding 5 + 8, the students miglrt think of that as 5 + 5 + 3.

Barou (200aa) also teaches addition facts by using ten frames as well as by using

models such as: cube trains consisting of one row of cubes, and dominoes. The

importance of the part-part-whole relationship and the cornmutative, or "'turnaround"

property of addition is stressed as a way of conceptualizing a number. Baron teaches

subtraction facts by using ten frarnes, dot patterns and number lines. She uses a var-iety of

different strategies in order to ensure that each of her students can choose a rnethod that

works best for hiln or her.

Pattern Building

Hindy (2003), ou the other hand, teaches oral and mental computation in order to

lead her students to computational fluency. She defines computational fluency as "having

a sense of numbers and their relationships, looking at the whole mathematics problem,

rnanipulating numbers by breaking thern apart and putting them together, and doing

matlrernatics meutally" (p.46). Hindy states that she strives to make mathematics

important, meaningful and fun for her Grade five students. She teaches cornputational

fluency by using wliat she calls "ArithmeTricks", strategies described in a book wdtten

by Edward H. Julius (1995). There is a summary of twelve "ArithmeTricks" that she

placed in a table. The first one is a pattem building technique combined with problem
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solving. Her questions are stated orally and the pattern is written on the whiteboard or

overhead projector. Here is a similar example:

5 x 3: 15

5 x 30: 150

5 x 300: 1500

5 x 3000: 15000

Hindy calls this the "zeros" trick because yorì can cover up the zeros. Another "trick" she

used was to add l0 and subtract 1 whenever you wanted or needed to add 9. For example:

58+9 ) 58+19:63, 68-t:67.

These pattem building teclniques helped Hindy's students discover short cuts to solving

arithmetic problems. (Hindy, 2003)

'Wicket, Kharas aud Burns (2002) use similar ideas. They teach fluency through

their careflilly desigied lesson plans for "Algebraic Thinking". Each lesson develops a

specific concept. Pattern development is a prominent factor in their lessons. They draw a

T-chart on the board labeling tlie two sides of tlie ftinction. For example, their first lesson

was a funny doubling game. According to their funny story, every time something was

dropped into the pot, rwo of that thing would be pulled out. So, the T-chart was divided

into two parts, "ir1" arld "out". The teacheruvould place numbers (only counting numbers)

uuder the "in" and the students had to decide or calculate wliat numbers would go under

tlìe "out". Later, for each set of ordered pairs on the T-char1, the teacher, with the aid of

the sfudents, would write an equation.
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Connections

Bmning, Schraw, Norby, and Roruring(200Ð emphasize that a large body of

research has shown that success in arithmetic seems to depend on an extensive body of

conceptual knowledge and that procedural knowledge needs to be closely linked with

conceptual knowledge.

Most estimation and cornputation skills depend on using number relationships

while some depend on numerical patterns (Menon, 2003). Menon clairned that short cuts

motivate sfudents, especially those with little success in computational mathematics. He

used frequent activities to aid his students with pattem learning, wliich, he noted, is

tecortmended by NCTM. Menon further stated that these activities prornpted sfudents to

learn to perfonn rapid mental calculations, and he gave examples such as multiplying and

dividirig by 5, rnultiplying and dividin gby 49 , and multiplying by I -5 . Menon rnaintained

that these shortcuts can be taught in such a way that number seuse and conceptual

understanding are enhanced.

"Connections are most useful when they link related concepts and rnethods in

appropriate ways" (NRC, 2001, p. I l9). When teachers create a rich mathematical

environment in their classrooms through tliouglitful planning and teaching, tliey create

room for the development of childreu's mathematical knowledge and strategies (Murphy,

l99l ; Wright, Martland, Stafford & Stanger, 2002).lt is likely that fonnal or invented

algorittuns, although powerful tools for solving problenis, are only remembered if they

are based otl an understanding of relevant nathematical concepts- Rubenstein (1985), for

example, described sarnple activities that go beyond the elementary school years. They

included: number sellse, beginning al-eebra, and pre-calculus. She claimed that by making
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rnental math a high priority in her classes, her students became rnore flexible thinkers,

were ülore able to use rnultiple approaches to problem solving, and had an easier time

learning topics which required numerical and symbolic fluency.

In order to analyze what type of problern solving procedures children use in

different situations, Carraher, Carraher, and Schliernann (1987) randomly selected and

tested l6 third graders from two public schools in Brazil. The ages of the sfudents varied

frorn 8 to l3 years. Each student solved a total of 30 arithrnetic problems that were

presented to them orally. The "experimenter" had selected items from three situatiolis: a

sirnulated store sifuation, an embedded word problem, and computation exercises. The

researchers noted that the type of calculation used by the stndents to solve each problem

depended on the meaningfulness of the situation presented to the children in each specific

problern. "Sifuations that present quantities embedded in meaningful transaction - such as

calculating the amount of change after a purchase or the number of children in a school -

seern to engage children in problem-solving procedures of the manipulation-of-quantities

t5rpe" (p. 95). Literestingly, in this study real-life problems were solved by the students

orally, while classroom type computation problems were solved using written algorithrns-

Carraher and colleagues concluded "that oral rnathematics can no longer be treated as

rnerely as idioslmcratic procedures nor inconsequential curiosities. It involves

sophisticated heuristics that are general, revealing a substantial amount of knowledge

about the decimal system and skill in arithrnetic problem solving" (Carraher, Caraher, &

Schliernann, l98J , p. 96).
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Anditory Memory

Importance of Memory

The National Research Council (2001) states that students should have certain facts

and procedures comlnitted to memory so they do not need the aid of their teachers,

friends or mathematical rulebooks and tables to perform simple calculations. "Automated

processes in attention, perception, melrory, and problern solving allow us to perforrn

complex cognitive tasks smoothly, quickly, and without undue attention to details"

(Bruning, Schraw, Norby, & Ronning,2004, p.7).

Expert musicians are known, and at times envied, for their amazing memories.

'Wlrat 
makes them so good at memorizing? Chaffin and lmreh, (2002) observed a concert

pianist when she was sfudying a new piece for a performance and noted: "Like other

expert memorists in other domains, she engaged in extended retrieval practice, going to

great lengths to ensure that retrieval was as rapid and automatic fi'orn conceptual

(declarative) memory as from motor and auditory lnemory" (p.342). Chaffin and lmreh

continue by quoting Ericsson & Kintsch (1995): "The feats of expert memorists have

been explained in terms of three principles: meaningful encoding of novel material, use

of a well-leamed retrieval stmcture, and rapid retrieval from long-tenn mernory"

(Ericsson & Kintsch as quoted in Chaffin & Imreh, 2002. p. 3a\.

Memory Theories

According to Bmning and colleagues (2004, p. 15), memory researchers have

traditionally divided memory processes into tlu'ee stages. acquisition, storage, and
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retrieval. They suggest, however, that "[a]lthough it is convenient occasionally to

distinguish among encodiug, storage, and retrieval, it is even more importaut to

remember that all memory functions are integrated" (Bruning et al., 2004,p. 96)

According to the APA Dictionøryt of P,sycholog,t (VandenBos,2007), auditory

mernory is the type of memory that retains infonnation obtained by liearing. Auditory

memory may be eitlier short-term or long-tenn, and the material retained rnay be either

linguistic (e.g. words) or nonlinguistic (e.g. rnusic). Further, the APA Dictionaty o/'

Psychology defines auditory memory span as the number of simple iterns, such as words

or numbers, that can be repeated in the same order by a person after hearing the series

once, and states that the auditory memory span indicates the capacity of a person's

working memory.

Educators and psychologists give irnportance to auditory memory, as it is one of the

items tested on academic screening tests. For example, word recognition and auditory

memory were significant variables in predicting mean academic grade for grade one

students when using The Einstein Assessment of School-Related Skills (Bennett, R. E.,

Gottesman, R.L., Cerullo, F. M., & Rock, D. 4., i991).

Automaticity

Although instant recall is of great value, marly studetlts lack the ability of instant

recall in many areas. Williamson (2007) suggested that we attempt to improve students'

rapid recall by designing meutal math activities that make students' learning more active.

Arithmetic basic facts in addition, subtraction, multiplication and division need to

be so well remembered that tlieir retrieval becomes automatic- Yet Culmin-q and Elkins
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(1999) in their study of 109 sfudents ranging from Grade 3 to Grade 6 have noticed that

there was a "lack of development of thinking strategies and automaticity by many of the

clrildren at even high grade levels" (p. 17 $. The authors concluded that when students do

not show an ability to reply to simple addition automatically, they "may be disadvantaged

in other areas by this lack (p.175). Other research by Bruning and collegues (Bruning,

Sclrraw, Norby, & Ronning ,2004) showed that the development of automaticity is slow

at tlie start, but that the knowledge of facts eventually becomes so automatic that sfudents

are able to uot only retrieve but also use the facts cor¡ectly. Performance continues to

improve with practice even after an extended amount of practice. "sensory memory

briefly processes a limited aûrount of incoming stimuli. Visual registers hold about seven

to nine pieces of infonnation for about 0.5 second. Auditory registers hold about five to

seven pieces of information for up to four seconds" (Bmning et a1.,2004, p. 26). The

authors noticed that skilled lea¡ners used a variety of information processing strategies

lanown as encoding processes to move new information from short-tenn to long-term

memory and use a variety of retrieval processes to access infonnation in long-term

memory for use in short tenn-memory. They write, "How we encode to-be-remembered

infonnation makes a huge difference in how well we remember it. One very important

dinrension of encoding is rehearsal" (Bruning et al., 2004,p. 66). Students wishing to

cotlmit ilifonlation to long-temr memory need to access a schema that activates prior

knowledge that is relevant to the new information, and subsequently connects the new

and stored infonnation to each other. Practicing with peers, using oral rehearsal prornotes

such learning. Rehearsal is needed in order for students to make math strategies and facts

autolnatic and more easily ffansferable.
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Mentul Matltematics

Importance of Mental Mathematics

Hope has explained the importance of mental rnathernatics as follows: "Mental

mathematics is the cornerstone for estirnation and leads to better understanding of

number concepts and number operatioll" (Hope, 1990, as stated in The'Western Canadian

Protocol, 1996,p.8). Mental mathernatics is the ability to perfonn rnathematical

calculations without the aid of a calculator, abacus, pencil and paper, or manipulative

objects. The ability to perforrn simple mental calculations is useful not just for students

but also for people in all walks of lìfe, "for workers, consuÍìers, and citizens"

(Rnbenstein, 2001 pAa\. Having the ability to calculate and solve problems mentally is

an important lifelong skill (Manitoba Education and Training, 1997). Mental mathernatics

was used for many cennrries, both in and out of school, long before the invention of

paper, pencils or calculators. In Japan, for example, the use of mental computation in

everyday life dates back to the 1Otl'century (Reys, Reys, Nohda, Ishida, Yoshikawa &

Shirnizu, l99t).

Articles written by classroorn teachers, including Bums (2007), Menon (2003) and

Rubenstein (2001), described mental math activities that they had their students do orally

during math class. Calculatin-e answers in our head is an important skill, and Burns

(2007) has suggested tliat teachers give this skill a "starring role" in their mathematics

teaching. She helps develop her students' mental math skills through an activity she calls

"hands on the table rnath". She encourages students to share their ideas and hear from
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their classmates, in order to "broaden their repertoire for computing, which helps support

tlreir nurnber sense and builds flexibility" (p. 52).

Schools may need to place more emphasis on mental mathematics. Studies such as

the one by Reys, Reys, Nohda and Emori (1995) show that students find mental

computation more challenging than written computation, that most students prefer the

pencil-and-paper, right to left calculation method, and do not attempt to try any other

method of calculation even on the most obvious sullrs. In addition, most children and

young adults carmot perform evell the simplest mental calculations llor are they aware

that a mental calculation is often the most convenient method of solution (Hope, Rays, &

Rays, 1988).

Skilled and Unskilled Students

Mental rnathematics skills can be developed. In a case study of a 13 year old highly

skilled mental calculator, Hope (1987) stated that out of the 50 multiplication iterns that

v/ere presented orally, the girl calculated correctly and rapidly 46 items in a single

attempt, averaging 1.75 seconds per calculation. One exception, which took her 50

seconds, was the calculation of 123 x 456. She also stated the corrected response to the

four incorrect items. Her mental calculation techniques included distributing of one or

nrore factots alid factoring strategies (for example, the above question 123 x 456 can be

looked at as (100 x 456) + (20 x 456) + (3 x 456). She had a rernarkable ability to

recognize prirne nutnbers and an incredible melnory for squares, recalling within a

second rnost of the squares of two-digit numbers. Recognizing number patterns was

another of her abilities.
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Hope noted that a high level of proficiency in mental calculation seems to require

an interest in number patterns and properties and, as in other everyday cognitive tasks,

success in mental calculation depends on the ability to select the correct method for each

task.

Hope and Sherrill (1987) have argued that skilled and unskilled students do not use

the same types of calculation strategies. In their effort to determine the characteristics of

unskilled and skilled mental calculators, Hope and Sherrill adrninistered, on an individual

basis, a 30 itern mental rnultiplication test to 15 skilled and 15 unskilled Grade ll and 12

rnathematics sfudents who were chosen based on their perfonnance on a previous mental

mnltiplication test attended by 284 sfudents. The srudy showed that the unskilled sfudents

were so used to pencil-paper calculations that many heavily relied on such calculations

rather than rnaking use of simple mental calculations. In fact, rnost of the unskilled

students calculatecl as if they had an imaginary writing pad. The skilled students used a

variety of strategies during their calculations with the most frequent being the distribution

strategy. The tendency of skilled srudents to calculate from left to right, thus calculating

the significant digits first while doing mental calculations, was also obseryed by Hope

and Sherrill (1987). "Because most wriften computational algorithrns seem to require a

different type of reasoning than rnental algorithms", Hope (1987) has argued that "an

early emphasis on written algorithrns may discoura-ee the developrnent of the ability to

calculate mentally" (p. 3al).
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Classroom Activities

Irvine and Walker (1996) have suggested that teachers make quick mental math

exercises part of the daily routine at the beginning and end of the day, as students line up

or between other activities. Mental rnath activities sliould not stop with wliole numbers

but should continue with fractions, decimals and percentages and other basics added to

the list each year.

Rubenstein (2001) has been developing strategies for implernenting short mental

activities in all of her classes, and has described the following benefits: "When sfudents

have regular opportunities to estimate, share orally, evaluate, compare their approaches,

and transfer strategies to new settings, they feel challenged and ultirnately ernpowered"

@. aa3). She also stated that students took pride in being able to use these new skills and

in not needing to rely on their calculators.

Mclntosh (1998) has suggested that we should shift our emphasis in teaching

mathematics to the teaching of mental computations. He reasons that formal algorithms

"do not correspond to the ways in wliich people tend to think about numbers" þ.aa) but

restrict children's thinking. He has stated that mental cornputation strategies "are flexible

and can be adapted to suit the numbers concemed" (p. 44).In additiori, he has claimed

tlrat students will develop number sense by analyzingthe numbers involved and deciding

on the strategy to be used.

Benefits of Mental Mathematics

Good estimation skills are a highly skilled mental math activity. Reys, Bestgen,

Rybolt, and Wyatt (1982) designed a study to explore and deterrnine what thinking
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strategies students and adults use, and Dowker (1992) designed a study to determine what

thinking strategy professional mathematicians use when asked to estimate the answers

orally (i.e., without pencil and paper and think aloud while estimating). These studies

revealed that the subjects used a variety of strategies for their mental calculations during

the interviews. The results indicated that the subjects were flexible in their thinking, used

a great number and variety of estimation strategies, which involved the understanding of

arithmetic properties and relationships, and were quick in choosing the approach to a

particular problern that seemed to be comfortable and natural to them. They were able to

change numerical data to a mentally manageable form, understood place value, had a

quick and accurate recall of basic facts, knew and were able to use number properties

and, in general, had good number skills, cognitive pÍocesses, and affective attributes.

In their above mentioned research study, Reys et al. suggested that mental

rnathematics aids students to think and calculate efficiently and accurately. "students

should possess adequate mental arithmetic skills so that they are not dependent on

calculators to do simple computations and are able to detect unreasonabld answers when

using calculators to solve harder cornputations" (NCTM,1989, p. 96). As Menon (2003)

stated, "Focusing on instruction, then, on the use of number relationships for nental

estirnation and calculation seems pedagogically sound and should bring about great

success in, and understanding of, computation" (p. 479).

The National Research Council (2001) has stated that being able to think

mathematically is very important today. "Citizens who camrot reason rnathematically are

cut off from whole realms of human endeavor." (p. l6). They have furtlier stated that

imrumeracy deprives people of opporfunities as well as competellcy in daily tasks.
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Students today need to be given the opporfunity to become literate in mathematics (basic

arithmetic, algebra, geometry, or pre-calculus) as well as in reading if they are to be

eligible for higher education. Improving students' mathematical performance in and out

of school is of major irnportalce.

'We 
are living in a highly technological world. Technological jobs are based on

mathematical larowledge. Srudents, therefore, need to learn mathematics in order to be

able to access many jobs in the labour market (National Council of Teachers of

Matliernatics, 2000; National Research Council, 2001). As well, "people will be called on

rnore aud more to evaluate the relevance and validity of calculations done by calculators

and more sophisticated rnachines" (NRC, 200I, p.16). Furthennore, the National

Research Council (2001) states that students need to be able to connect school

rnathematics to everyday life mathematics. Mathematically literate students know

mathematics (understand the concepts), are able to do mathematics (know when and how

to use certain procedures), and work efficiently and corectly.

Mental Mathemntics Across the Grades

Van de Walle and Folk (2008) believe that teachers can extend their students'

knowledge of early number relationships to working with larger nunbers. For example,

they contend that students should be able to do mental mathernatics in any grade. The use

of rnental math activities should not be restricted to the primary and elementary

classrootn as high school students also have a need for mental computation. For instance,

Lewkowicz (2003) uses mental computation games to introduce beginning algebra to her

students-
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As previously mentioned, Rubenstein's (2001) sample activities go beyond the

elementary school years. They include number sense, beginning algebra, and pre-

calculus. This is a good example of knowledge extension from simple to more difficult

rnathematical concepts. Slie states that by making mental math a high priority in her

classes, her students become more flexible thinkers, are nìore able to use multiple

approaches to problem solving, and have an easier time learning topics which require

nunerical and symbolic fluency.

The literature discussed in this chapter is presented to the reader to provide a

context for the research question: Can Oral Mathematics drill activities involving the

understanding of rnathematics concepts (and not just basic facts) be designed and

irnplernented in a way that increases accuracy and speed to the point of developing

automaticity? The literature discussed in tliis chapter examined: conceptual

understanding, procedural fluency, auditory mertory, mental rnathematics, and

knowledge transfer; these are the relevant issues surrounding Oral Mathematics. The

National Research Council (2001) has emphasized tlie ever growing importance of

nratlrematics and of mathematics leaming. Hope (1990) and the Weslent Canadian

Profocol(1996) have called attention to the importance of mental lnathematics in

mathernatics learning, wliile Bmning et al. (2004) have discussed the importance of

auditory memory for the leamin-e of mathematics. Instant recall or automaticity was an

integral part of tlie auditory memory section. The literature supports the view of the

importance of understanding of concepts for tlie purpose of leanring new concepts (NRC,

2001; Mighton, 2007), new procedures (Mighton, 2003), and of transferring knowledge

to new situations (Boaler, 1997). The literature strorlgly suggests that when teaching
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students mathematics, teachers need to make sure that students understand the concept

upon which a lesson is focused (NRC, 200I), that the material is presented in srnall steps

(Mighton, 2003), and that rehearsal, for the purpose of retention of the new material, is

incorporated (Baron, 2004a; Mighton, 2003; and Van deWalle & Folk, 2008). ConceptLral

understanding and mental nrathematics need to go hand in hand in order to help students

in nathematics learning (WCP, 1996). As the literature review demonstrates, mental

mathematics skills can be developed (Hope, i986), teachers should place more emphasis

on teaching mental rnathematics (Mclntosh, 1990), and teachers need to have tlie students

do mental math activities orally (Burns, 2007; Mennon, 2003 and Rubenstein,200l)

during math class. The importance of mental mathematics, as described above, leads to

the importance of my Oral Mathematics drill activities as described in Chapter l.

Rehearsal of basic aritlimetic facts and certain mathematical procedures to the point of

autonaticity may take time, as stated earlier, and require diligence on the part of the

students, but success can be achieved when rehearsal is built on prior conceptLral

knowledge as was stated above with reference to the lìterature.

The next cliapter will focus on the description of the rnethod used in my study. It

includes the description of the data gathering rnethod, and the description of the design

and delivery of the Oral Mathematics drill activities. The results and discussion of the

quantitative data will be presented in Chapter 4 and the results and discussion of the

qualitative data will be presented in Chapter 5.
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CtrTAPTER. 3:

MBTHOD

Researclt Design

Mixed Method Design

Data collected for this study is qualitative as well as quantitative in nature.

Therefore, tlie approach used is a mixed-rnethod research design refemed to as the

triangulation mixed-method (McMillan,2004). McMillan (2004) explains that in the

triangulation mixed-method research design both data collections (quantitative and

qualitative) are used at about the same time, each strengtliening the weakness of the other

method and, thereby, givin-u greater credibility to the findings.

Participants

The participants in this study were frve Grade 9 (Senior I) sfudents from a

secondary school (Grades 9-12, Seniol l-IV) located in a larger city in Western Canada.

The participants were three male and two fernale students. All five participants were

above average achievers, who were participatirrg in a variety of after-school activities.

Since all participants were volunteers, a cross-section from all three achievement levels

(below-average, average, and above-average) was not possible to obtain. The five

participants stated that they Iiked mathematics and were interested in becoming even

better leamers of mathematics. Eight students volunteered for the study, but due to after-

school activities, three had to miss too many sessions and decided to drop out of the
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study. For research validity and ethical reasons, the data collected from these three

students is not included in the study.

Data Collection Tools

Various data collection tools were used for this study. First, researcher designed

qrorzzes (see Appendix A, pp. l2I-172), which were based on the Oral Mathernatics drill

activities (see Appendix B, pp. 173-186), were used to collect daily responses to

questions, and the time each participating student spent on each quiz was recorded.

Second, researcher designed tests (see Appendix C, pp. lSl-192) were used to record

datato show mathematical knowledge on a cross-section of matliematics topics and the

tirne it took each participating student to respond to each question. Third, researcher

designed survey questiomraires (see Appendix D, pp. 193-194) were used to illurninate

students' view of the effectiveness of the Oral Mathematics drill activities. Fourth,

researcher's written observations during the daily Oral Mathematics drill activities were

used to keep track of either unusual or frequently occurring sigrrificant student replies,

student behavior or student comments, Fifth, an audio-tape-recorder was used to record

the Oral Mathematics test sessions with each student participant in order to later analyze

each reply by each individual student for conectness and time spent replying.

Data Collection Process

The school board and the school principal were both provided with an infonnation

letter and a consent form (see Appendix E, pp. 195-l9l and pp. 197-201). Having

attained the written consent of the board and principal, the school secretary was asked to
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distribute to each Grade 9 (Senior I) student a set of four documents: (a) an information

letter to the parenlguardian (see Appendix E pp. 201-202), (b) an information letter to

the student (see Appendix E pp. 204-205), (c) a consent form to the parenr/guardian (see

Appendix E pp 202-204), and (d) an assent forrn to the snrdent (see Appendix E pp. 206-

208). The school secretary was asked to also collect the incoming signed forms, to notify

the sfudents of the time and place of the initial meeting with tlie researcher, and to keep

the names of participating students anonymous.

During the initial meeting with participating students, the details of the research

study as outlined on the infonnation sheets were reviewed, tirnes for the pre-intervention

tests were scheduled, and the pre-intervention questiorutaires were colltpleted by the

student participants. Next, audio-tape-reco¡ded pre-intervention tests were conducted

with each student individually. This was followed by four and a half weeks of daily

intervention , after which a second round of audiotape-recorded tests (rnid-intervention)

were individually conducted with each student. Following the rnid-invention tests, daily

interventions over a period of five rnore weeks were conducted. A third round of audio-

tape-recorded tests (post-intervention) was conducted after completing the five weeks of

interventions. The sfudy ended with a final rneeting during which post-intervention

questionnaires were completed by the student participants. At the end of the final meeting

the stLrdents were thanked for their participation in the study. To view the timeline

showing dates and activities fi'om starl to finish, see Appendix F, p_ 209.

Each daily session during the intervention period consisted of two parts. During tlie

first part (at the beginning of the session) each participant completed a written quiz

(composed of l0 questions) and refumed it right after completion. The tirne that was
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spent on completing the quiz was marked on the paper as it was handed in for correction

and data collection. This quiz writing took 5 to 10 minutes. During the second and main

part of the session, Oral Mathematics drill activities were conducted. Questions were

asked orally and were also displayed on the overhead projector, one set of questions at a

time. Detailed description of the nature of the questions and the number of questions in a

set will be provided later in this chapter. (see Appendix B, pp. 173-186, for sarnple

questions). This second part, during which the students orally responded to the questions

as a class, took 5 to 20 minutes. If the reply was conect, the next question was asked

orally; and the process continued until all ten questions on the activity sheet had been

asked or until an incorrect reply was given by the group or an individual student. When

an incorrect reply was given by the group or an individual sfudent, the process was

interrupted with an explanation of the concept and an invitation for questions seeking

clarification. Tliis process will be further explained later in this chapter.

Data Analysis Process

Qtùzzes. The quizzes were used to determine the accuracy and speed with which

the student participants responded to the orally presented ten questions, which related to

the coresponding set of questions ir.r the Oral Mathematics drill activities. Since each set

of Oral Mathematics drill activities consisted of specific types of questions relevant to

particular mathematical concepts , fhe quizzes were also used to help detennine what

types of questions lend themselves better to alrtonatization and what types do not. Data

collected fron-r the quizzes were analyzed, and sample data tables and graphs

accompanied the analysis.
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Tesls. Each participant's taking of tlie pre-, mid-, and post-intervention tests was

audio taped and transcribed by the researcher. The transcribed data (see Appendix G, pp.

210-226) was aualyzed for accuracy of response and for speed, as well as diff,rculty of

questioll (concepnral and retentive). Data collected from the tests were analyzedbased on

the following coding: nurnerical, pictorial, and word problems. The level of difficulty

was increased with each subsequent test (pre-intervention, to rnid-intervention, to post-

intervention). This means that although, each of the th¡ee tests consisted of 22 questions,

the number of questions belonging to the: (a) nrunerical, and (b) word problems were not

the same throughout the tluee tests. On each test there were always four pictorial types of

questions. The questions on the pre-intewention test consisted of 12 numerical, 4

pictorial, and 6 word problem types. The questions on the rnid-intervention test consisted

of 10 numerical,4 pictorial, and 8 word problern types. The questions on the post-

intervention test consisted of 6 numerical,4 pictorial, and 12 word problem types. (See

Appendix G, pp. 210-226, to view the transcripts and coding on the three complete tests.)

Surveys. The survey questions were designed to collect data on each student's

perception of the effectiveness of Oral Mathematics drill activities and on their

capabilities and habits relative to mathernatics learning. Data collected from the surveys

were coded as school-based assignment (such as questiolrs # 6 - 8 on the initial survey),

sclrool-based teslquiz (such as questions # 14 and # 15 on the initial survey), and Oral

Mathernatics drill activities (such as questions # l6 on the initial survey)- To view survey

data and coding details, see Appendix I, pp. 231-238.
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Researcher's Observatiotts.Data collected during observations were all for the

purpose of supplementing and enhancing the interpretation of the quantitative data. Of

special interest were student comments or questions during the Oral Mathernatics drill

activities, and the use of pen and paper, fìngers, and quick, barely audible counting

sffategies during tests.

Oral Mathemutics Drill and Assessnxent Activities

Activities

Designing activities wliich involved concepnral understanding was a crucial part of

this study. In order to design the Oral Mathematics drill activities I took the following

steps:

1. I reviewed the K-8 Manitoba Mathematics Curriculurn Guide to view concept

development across the grades in all four strands: (l) Number Strand, (2) Patterns

and Relations Strand, (3) Shape and Space Strand, and (4) Statistics and Probability

Strand.

J.

Considering one strand at a time, I desigried a sample question for each concept

covered in the respective strand of the Grade 8 section of the K-8 Mathelnatics

Curriculum Guide of Manitoba. My objective was not to present new rnaterial but to

develop automaticity of material taught in prior grades.

After consideration of all sample questions, I eliminated those questions which were

based or1 concepts that require short-term retention of multiple partial solutions, for

2



4.

5.
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example calculating the surface area of a 3-D object other than a cube. My reasoning

for eliminating these types of questions was that there would be too many numbers

involved that needed to be kept in mind while still having to do more calculations.

For example, calculating the surface area of a rectangular box with a base area of

8cm by 5cm and a height of Tcrn would meall that students would have to (a)

calculate the area of the base of the box (8cm x 5crn :40crn2) and (b) double it since

there are two equal areas (40crn2 x 2 :80cmt), (.) keep this quantity in their working

rnemory while (d) calculating the next area (5cm x 7cm :35cm2) and (e) doubling it

(35crn2 x 2: 70ctn'), (Ð add this quantity to the previous quantity (80cm2 + 70cm2:

l50cm2), (g) keep this sum in their working rnemory while (h) calculating the third

surface area (7cn x 8cm : 56cm2) and (i) doubling it (56crn2 x 2: Il2cmz) and 0)

adding this result to the previous calculation to get the final answer (150cm2 +

Il2cmz : 262cn2).In rny mind, these types of questions do not lend themselves

well to mental calculations. I am not suggesting that they cannot be calculated

rnentally, I am sirnply suggesting that these types of questions take longer to

calculate and, thus, do not lend themselves well to drills for the purpose of achieving

autornaticity.

Again, working oÍr one strand at a time, I expanded each sample question into a

pattern (series of questions), tlius formin-e sample drill activities (see Figure 3-1).

I used l0 of the desigrred sample drill activities from the Number Strand (see

Appendix B, p, 173) as my first set of Oral Mathematics drill activities and

presented them to the student participants.
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6. I designed similar drill activities by varying the difficulty level, based on the

students' responses to the first set of drill activities (see Appendix B, pp.173-174 to

compare the difficulty level of the questions in drill activity #1 and drill activity #2).

The design of the activities frorn all four strands followed the described process (see

Figure 3-l for sample activities or Appendix B for all the drill activities).

Figure 3-1 Examples of Oral Drill Activities: One Example from Each Strand

(1) What is 5 % of:

30, 50, 70, 80, 100, 120, 1,50, 200, 450, 900?

(2) What is one more than the double of eacli of the followin,e:

3,5,7,9, 11, 13, 15?

(3) State the perimeter of the following shapes:

frE#ffiffi
(4) Express the shaded area as a fraction.
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Assessment Process Using Daily Quizzes

In order for the data gathering for the quizzes to be based on the Oral Mathematics

skills, certain rules and processes needed to be put in place. The required rules and

processes were as follows:

1. The student participants of this study were instructed not to bring a calculator or

paper when they came for the Oral Mathernatics drill activity sessions. They were

only to bring a pen or pencil with them for the purpose of completing a quiz.

2. Each quiz was adrninistered prior to the drill activity portion of the Oral

Mathematics session and consisted of questions cove¡ing one example frorn each

activity (see Appendix A, pp. l2l-172, for the quizzes.).

3. Each quiz was collected immediately after completion, and the time that it took a

student to cornplete the quiz was recorded.

4. The quiz was not corrected during the session.

5. Student participants were not told how many questions (or which questions) they

answered correctly. The only supporl for understanding the quiz problems was

provided through the Oral Drill Activities, which involved similar problems as those

on the quìzzes.

6. Quiz questions were not stated orally but were written down on a quiz paper

requiring students to read each question orl their own as well as wrìting down the

reply independently.

To view sample quiz questions see Figure 3-2 or Appendix A. Had the quiz been written

immediately following the Oral Matliernatics drill activities the results rnight have been

different. However, writing the quiz immediately before the start of the drill activities
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meant that each quiz was written at least 24 hours after exposure to the drill activity, and

therefore was lnore likely evidence of learning stored in long term memory.

Figure 3-2 Sarnple Quiz Questions Based on the Oral Mathematics Drill
Activities frorn Figure 3-1.

t.

2.

What is 5o/o of'. 80

What is one more tlian the double of the following: 7 ?

3. State the perimeter of the following shape:

4. Express tlie shaded area as a fraction.

Drill Process

In order to insure that students would practice Oral Mathematics skills rather than

reliance on some other means of calculation such as using paper and pencil or a

calculator, the sflrdents were instructed not to use the pencil or pen they had brought for

tlie quizzes during the drill sessions. In addition, the students had no access to the drill

activities other than during the Oral Matliernatics drill activity session. Following is a

description of a single drill activity session and a block of drill sessions.

Descripliort oJ'One Oral À4athematics Drill Activity Sessiott

1. Each Oral Matliernatics drill activity session began with each participant completing a

written quiz and retuming it to me immediately after completion; I then reco¡ded the

time spent completing it.
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Then the Oral Mathematics drill activities began. Each drill activity consisted of one

set of multiple interrelated questions put into a one-question pattern form (see figure

3-l for examples). I read the question of tlie frrst activity out loud and also displayed

it on the overhead projector.

All students replied orally at the same time.

If the reply was comect, I continued with the next questioll in that same activity (i.e.,

'What 
is 5%o of 50?) until the activity (pattern) was complete. To view sample drill

activities from the three other strands, see Figure 3-1 or Appendix B, pp. 173-186.

Next I read the questions of the second activity out loud and also displayed each of

them on the overhead projector. Tlie process continued until all the questions in all

ten activities on the activity sheet had been asked (see Appendix B, pp. 173-186 for

the activity sets) or until an incorrect reply was given by the group or an individual

sfudent.

When an incorrect reply was given by the group or an individual student, I stopped

the drill activity. Then I said: "It is O.K. not to understand. Let's see, what rnakes this

question difficult?" If none of the students would ask a question, I tried to clarify the

concept and then asked the group to redo that particular drill activity. I always tried to

explain the concept and never provided only a procedure to follow. If a student stated

a specifìc concern or asked a question, I spoke to that concenl or question until the

student said "It's O.K. I get it." If it looked like the student lleeded a longer

explanation, which seldom happened, we carne to a common agreement to clarify the

problem irnmediately after the Oral Mathematics drill session, thereby not holding

aJ.

4.

5

6.
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back the rest of the group. The actual drill activity portion of the Oral Mathematics

drill activity session required between 5 to 20 minutes.

One set of Oral Mathematics drill activities was presented to tlie snrdent participants

for more than one day. For the purpose of this study, the number of days in which one

specif,rc activity set was presented constitutes one block, which is described next.

De,scripÍiott of One Block of Oral Malhematic,ç Drill Actittity ^9essio¡zs

Day I

¡ The studelrts' flrst exposure to a new set of activities was always a quiz; therefore

the first quiz based on a certain set of activities was always a pre-activity quiz.

. After all the sfudents cornpleted and handed in the pre-activity quiz, I asked thern

if they found it easy or diffrcult. Then the drjll session was conducted as

previously described.

Subsequent days

. The quiz that I gave the students on the second day was identical in content to the

first quiz but the order of the questiotls had been changed.

o The first day's activities were repeated. With certain activities by this clay the

activity patterns were established, meaning that the students understood the

pattern and were able to do the activities without explanation and quite fluently.

o At the start of each new day the students wrote a quiz identical in content to the

fìrst quiz but with a re-ordering of the questions, so that it was not identical to the

order of any previons qr"riz based on the same activity set.
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The last day for an activity set was determined by a combination of factors:

. Were the students able to go through each of the ten activities providing

automatic responses?

" Did the students answer all l0 questions accurately?

. If the srudents were able to go tluough each of the ten activities with ease

providing an autornatic response and if the students answered all 10 quiz

questions accurately, then that day was considered to be the last day for that

particular activity set and the cycle started over with a new activity set.

o If the students were able to go tluough each of the ten activities with ease but the

answers were not all automatic and if the students answered all 10 quiz questions

accurately, then I took into consideration their motivational level. if the students

sounded excited about the activities, we repeated thern again in order to increase

the speed, if they gave comments to the contrary, then that day was considered to

be the last day for that pafiicular activity set and the cycle started over with a new

activity set.

o If the students were not able to go tlirough each of the ten activities with ease and

if the students did not answered all 10 quiz questions accurately but rnade

comments expressiug disinterest or boredom with the activities, then, for the fear

of loosing them to the study, that day was considered to be the last day for that

particular activity set, and the next day the cycle started over with a new activity

set.
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In this chapter, I described the design of the study, in general, and the activities and

the rnethods I used for my data collection, in particular. In Chapter 4, I present the results

and discussion of the quantitative data, and in Chapter 5 I present the findings from and

the discussion of the qualitative datathat were collected with this study design.
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C}IAFTER 4:

FII.{DIÌ\GS FROM AI\D DTSCUSSIO¡{ OF QUAI\TITATTVE DATA

As stated in Chapter l, this study examined in detail the research question: Can

Oral Mathematics drill activities involving the understanding of mathernatics concepts

(and not just basic facts) be designed and implemented in a way that increases accuracy

and speed to the point of developing automaticity? In this and the next chapter I will

present the data that were collected as outlined in the previous chapter and discuss the

fïndings. The organization of these two chapters is based on the design of the metliod of

the study. The present chapter wìll deal with the quantitative data, and Chapter 5 will deal

with the qualitative data. Since the research question addresses the notion of accuracy and

speed as two elernents required for automaticity, data has been collected during the study

to analyze both of these elements. The quantitative data gathered during this study were

data collected on sfudent accuracy and speed based on their daily quizzes, as well as

strategically placed tests (i.e.; pre-intervention, rnid-way-through intervention, and post-

intervention). In this chapter I will, first, present and discuss the quantitative data

gathered frorn the dally quizzes. Second, I will present and discuss the quantitative data

gatlrered frorn the tests. Thircl, quiz and test results are analyzed and discussed in temls of

ar-rtomaticify and concepflral understanding.
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Findings from Daily Quizzes

Quantitative data on accuracy and speed, as earlier stated, were based mainly on the

daily quízzes. In this section, I analyze and discuss how the data support the clairn for a

general improvemetrt in accuracy and speed in snrdent participants' quiz responses, since

accuracy and speed are the two elements which are central to this study.

Data were collected eacli day of the three-month long study. The complete

accuracy and speed data collected for each student based on the daily quizzes is shown in

Table 4-1 .Itis pertinent to have botli the number of conect replies for each quiz and the

time spent completing each quiz together on one inforrnation-sheet as portrayed in Table

4-1, because automaticity depends on both accuracy and speed. In Table 4-1, cells

without entry indicate that the respective student was absent at the time the quiz was

written. Cells along the word "Activity" name the set number for each particular Oral

Mathematics drill activity (numbered I to t2), and the cells right under this row, indicate

the number of each quiz (nurnbered I to 51). Cells marked "stu #L" to "Stu #5" represent

the five student participants respectively. The test scores in the cells next to "Stu #1" to

"Stu #5" are each out of 10, and the time is indicated in minutes and seconds. The

average group score is recorded under each quiz. The average group time for each quiz is

recorded as well. Each Activity Set is separated by a solid black line in order to make it

easier to associate the quizzes with the correct Activity set; for example. Quizzes #l and

#2 belong to Activity Set #l; Quizzes #3 and #4 belong to Activity Set#2, and so forth.
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Table 4-7 Darly Quiz Cornplete Data

A.ctivity

Set #

Quiz
]J

S C (-) R E T I M E

Stu #1 Stu #l Stu #-' Stu #z Stu #5 A.veragr Stu #ì Str¡ #l Stu #-: Sru #4 Stu #i Averagr

#t I
2 9

5

I
5

l0
4
10

8

t0
5.5

9.6 5:35

3:20
l:25

3:05

l:05
3:20

l:20
2:25
l:05

3:42

2:06
#2 3

4 8

o()

9

1

l0
1

8

1
l0

1.25

9 l:50
l:05
I:05

l: l5
0:45

i:00
0:50

l:00
1:05

l:05
l:07

#3 5

6

1

8

l
9

I
t0

8

9

9

5

3

t0
t0

8

9
l0
()

4
9

1

1.5

8.2
9.5

2:25

l:50
i:00
2:00

3:00

2:15

3:15

5:20

3:00
l:50
2:15

2:55
0:50
l:i0
t'25

3:55

3:40

3:25

1:58

2:14

2:20
#4 9

t0
L1

8

t0
9

7

l0
9

6

l0
()

9

8

t0

1

l0
t0

7.4

9.6
94

5:00

1:10
220

5:30

l:30
3:05

4:45

l:30
2:35

9:10
2:30
2:50

8:20
2:20
2:50

6:33

t:48
2:44

!Ê 2

-1

4

3

8

l0

4
10

l0

4
9

6

4
9
l0

-)

t0
l0

3.6

92
9.2

430
I :15

1:25

6:05

l:25
l:10

6;/s
2:15
I:45

4:50
l:10
l:30

5;50

!:50
l:40

5:32

l:3f
l:30

#6 5

6

1

8

7

9

9

l0
t0

6

6
I

8
()

ìo

-1

q

6.8

8

9)

2.00

2:00
0:50

2:20
1:30

0.55

2:55

1:l5
l:05

l:40
I:10
l:50

230

l:50

2;11

l:28
1:18

#'l l8
l9
20
2l
22

6

IO

8

l0

I
9

t0
t0
t0

1

8

l0
l0
l0

1

7

9

l0
l0

5

1

1

8

8

6.6

8.2

8,8

9.6

9.5

l:25
o;50
o;30
0:40

2:00
1:00

0:35

l:05
0:35

1:45

l: l5
0:40
0:40
0:30

2:00
l:10
0:50
l:00
0.40

2:30
1,15

0:45

l:00
r)-¿o

l:51
l:06
0,40

0:53

0:36
#8 23

24

25

26
)'7

5

8

10

i0
Ì0

8

I
It)
l0
IO

8

9

t0
9

t0

l0
9

9
9

8

1

9

8

8

1.8

82
9.15

9.2
94

l:05
l:30
l:10
I:05
o.¿5

l:50
l:00
l:30
l:05
l:15

l: l5
r"20

Ì:00
l:10
0.s5

I:45
l:10

l:00
0:45

2:15

4:05
l:10
2:0Q

0:55

l:38
l:49.
I:12
l:16
0:55

#9 28
29
30

31

-12

-1J

6

8

8

8

t0
l0

6
9

9

l0
10

6

6

9

IO

t0

8

8

7

8

8

0

0

0

0

1.25
1,4
8.6

8.75

9.6
l0

3:20
l:20
0:45

0:30
0:40
0:30

4:20
1:25

l:10
0:40
0:30

5:30
2:30
l:25

0:55

0:30

5:00
3:20
I:35
1:05

l:10

5:10
2:25

l:00
0:55

0:35

0:40

4:.45

2:41

l:14
0:5f
0:48

0:32
#10 34

35

-)t)

37

38

39

40
4l

5

7

6

5

8
o()

9

8

9

IO
1
()

t0

2

5

6

8

8 6

6

7

9

8

5.5

6.33

1

8.5
(r.5

1.33

9

1.5

4.50
l:50
l:35
l:50
2.20

l:20

5:05

3:50

2:20

l:30
I:40
l:50
l:40

4:30
4.30

2:50
2:30

2:20 3:.i0

5:15

4:15

2:00
2:10

4:41

4:31

3:35

l:40
2:35

2:03

2.tû
2:20

#t1 42

43

44
45

46

8

8

9

9

1

8

9

9

9

l0

l
1

8

9

9

6

9
9
9

9

8

ò

9
R

1.6

8.2

8.6

9

8.5

2:00
0.50

0:30

0:30
0.20

2:00
l:00
l:15
0:50
0:20

2.r0
l:00
0:40
0:40
0:30

3:50
l:50
0:40
0:50

3:00
l:50
l:00
0:40
0:30

2:36

l: l8
0:49

0:42

0:25
#12 47

48
49
50
5l

5

l0
l0
l0
r0

1

9

9

9
l0

5

9

l0
t0
t0

6
5

5

ô

5

9

9

8

5.5

8.6

8.6

85
92

2:40
l:50
0:45

0:50
0:45

2:30
l:50
l:15
0:55

0:55

2:30
2:30
l:15
0:25
0:55

3:50
l:30
l:00
I:15

3:30
2:10
l:00

I: I5

2:41

2:26

1:09

0:41

l:01
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Data on Accuracy

In tliis research study, as stated earlier, qluizzes were the major source of data on

acclìracy and speed; other sources were the tests, suryeys and the researcher's field Íìotes.

The quizzes tracked daily changes in tlie sfi"rdent participants' responses to the questiolls

in each activity. Quizzes were sample questions from the Oral Mathematics drill

activities and, thus, were based on concepts from the four strands: Number, Pattern and

Relations, Shape and Space, and Statistics and Probability. Quizzes based on Oral

Matlrematics drill activities #I,#2, and #3 covered concepts from the Nunlber Stland.

Quizzes based on Oral Mathematics drill activity #l were the simplest since they were

taken first and, therefore, the sirnplest Oral Mathematics drill activity presented to the

student participants. These frrst quizzes involved concepts that lent themselves well to

memorization and instant retrieval. Examples included squares of counting numbers I

tllough l0 and their inverses, perfect squares up to 100. This was followed by estirnation

of the square root of near perfect squares such as estimating the square root of 24, which

is close to the square root of 25, which is 5. Other concepts covered on the quizzes based

on drill activities #I,#2, and #3 included percents, decimals, and fractions, star-ting with

problems of less difficulty and then increasing to a higher level of difficulty. For

exanrple, calculating 1}Yo of a certain numberpreceded calculations of 20o/o,30%o,and

5Yo of thatnuntber, rlotirlg that20%o is double of l}Yo,that30%o is triple of 10o/o, and that

-5% is half of l0o/o of a certain nurnber. Quizzes based on Oral Mathematics drill activities

ll4 to #8 covered concepts fi'om the Patterns and Relations Strand. These quizzes and the

activities on which they were based covered several pattern concepts. Some exarnples

(see Appendix A, pp.12l-l72,for the qr-rizzes, and Appendix B, pp. 173-186, for the
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activities) were: (a) addition and subtraction in an oval, (b) fractions in a circle, (c) and

polynomial addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. Quizzes based on Oral

Mathernatics drill activities #9 and #10 covered concepts from the Shape and Space

Strand. Questions included here were: (a) calculating the third angle in a triangle when

the other two inside angles are known, (b) calculating the circumference and area of a

circle, and (c) calculating the perirneter and the area of squares, rectangles, and right

triangles. Finally, Quizzes based on Oral Mathematics drill activities #11 and#12

covered concepts frorn the Statistics and Probability Strand of the Grade-8 curriculum.

Concepts covered in this final portion included: (a) percents, (b) fractions, (c) averages,

and (d) calculating probability of an event happening. All quiz questions were based on

tlre Oral Mathernatics drill activities. See Figure 3-2,p.51, for sample quiz questions.

Individual quiz scores as seen in Table 4-1, indicate that with three exceptions,

wlriclr I will discuss later, in each of the 12 Activity Sets all five students scored higher

on their last quiz than they did on their first one. The highest score difference was 7

which was achieved by both Students #1 and #5 in Activity Set #5, the second highest

score difference was 6 which was achieved by Srudent #5 in Activity Set #6 and Student

#3 in Activity Set #10. The lowest scole difference was 0 (both the first and last score

being 8 out of l0) which was achieved by Student #3 in Activity Set #8. The three

exceptions I mentioned earlier are as follow: (a) in Activity #10 Student #4had only one

quiz score due to absence, and (b) in Activity #10 Students #1 and #5 each scored I less

on the last quiz than on the first one, which could be interpreted as a mistake due to speed

attempts to increase speed (see the tirne difference for both students for Activity #10)-
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The group average quiz scores for every quiz as rnentioned earlier can also be seen

in Table 4- I . In order to sirnplify the analysis of the compadson of the first and last group

average in each strand, a separate table has been constructed, Table 4-2. The data sources

for Table 4-2were the daily quizzes, with the highest score for each quiz being 10. As

described above, this table provides infonnation on the average quiz scores received by

all five student participants on the first and last quiz in each activity set. the first and

second quizzes for Activity Sets I and2 the frrst and third quizzes for Activity Sets 4, 5,

and 6; the first and fourth quizzes for Activity Set 3; tlie first and fifth quizzes for

Activity Sets 7, 8, 1 1, and 72 the first and sixth quizzes for Activity Set 9, and the hrst

and eighth quizzes for Activity Set 10. Table 4-2 also provides infonnation on the strand

that the quizzes frorn each activity set focused upon. For all twelve Activity Sets, the last

group average quiz score exceeded the group average score for the first quiz. Ten ofthe

twelve last quiz scores were between 9 and l0 points out of 10, and showed gains of 0.9

points for Activity Set #l I to 5,6 points for Activity Set #5. The highest last quiz group

average score (10-0 points for Activity Set #9) and lowest last quiz group average score

(7.5 points for Activity Set # l0) occurred in the Shape and Space Strand.
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Table 4-2 Comparison of Group Average First and Last Quiz Scores

Strand
Activity

Set
Number

First Quiz Score/l0
(mean)

Last Quiz Score/l0
(mean)

Nuntber
5:50 9.60

2 7.25 9:00
J 7:00 9:50

Pallents and
Rel0lion.c

4 7.40 940
5 3:60 9.20
6 6:80 9.20
7 6:60 9:50
8 7:80 9.40

Shape and
Space

9 7:25 10.00
l0 5:50 7:50

Stati,stics and
Probability

11 7.60 8:50
t2 5:50 9.20

Data on Speed

Speed is the second of the two elements required for automaticity, therefore, data

ou speed have also been collected and recorded (see Table 4-1). The time spent on

completing each of the 5 I quizzes by each of the 5 student participants was recorded. The

longest time to complete the first quiz was 9 minutes 10 seconds by Student #4 in

Activity Session #4. The shortest tirne to complete the first quiz was 1 minute by Student

#5 in Activity Session #2. The longest time to cornplete the last quiz was 5 rninutes 35

seconds by Student #l in Activity Session #1. The shortest time to complete the last quiz

was 20 seconds by Student #1 in Activity Session #l l. In eacli of the l2 Activity Sets,

the time spent colnpleting the last quiz is less for each student than the time spent

cornpleting the first quiz with one exception for which the time was the same (lrninute 5

seconds for both quizzes by Student #2 in Activity Set #2), and two exceptions for which

a longer time was spent on the last quiz than on the first one (in Activity Set #2 Srudent

#5 spent 5 seconds longer on the last quiz, and in Activity Set #3 Student #3 spent t5
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seconds longer cornpleting the last quiz). The greatest difference between the time spent

completing tlie first and the last quiz was 6 minutes 20 seconds by Student #4 in Activity

Session #4.

The group average time for every quiz underneath the individual time can also be

seen on Table 4- I . In order to simplifo the analysis of the comparison of the first and last

group average time in each strand a separate table has been constructed, Table 4-3. The

average time needed by the group of frve student participants to complete the first and

final daily written quizzes for each activity set varies, as seen in Table 4-3. With the

exception of Activity Set #2, for which the group average time increased by two seconds,

the last qr"riz for eleven of the twelve Activity Sets was cornpleted in less time than the

first quiz. This reduction in group average time ranged from the least difference of 25

seconds in the last quiz average tirne for Activity Set #10 to the greatest difference of 4

minutes and 13 seconds for Activity Set #9. The two other activity sets that showed great

reduction in tirne in completing the last quiz by the group were Activity Set #5 (4 rninutes

2 seconds in reduced tirne), and Activity Set #4 (3 minutes 49 seconds in reduced time).
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Table 4-3 Comparison of Group Average Time Spent on the First and Last Quiz

Strand
Activity

Set
Number

Time Spent on
First Quiz (min:sec)

(mean)

Time Spent on
Last Quiz (min:sec)

lmean)

Number
I 3:02 2.06
2 1.05 t.07
J 3.25 2:20

Palfents and
Relalion.s

4 6.33 2.44
5 5.32 l:30
6 2.17 l.l8
7 l:56 0:36
8 1:38 0:55

Shape antl
Space

9 4:45 0.32
l0 4.47 2:20

Stati,stics and
Probability

l1 2.36 0:25
t2 2_47 l:01

Improventent in Accuracy and Speed

The findings of this study, as previously stated, were based on data collected on

accuacy and speed. TIie students' written responses to the dally quizzes were the rnajor

source of data collection, and they clearly indicate that the student participants in this

study showed an increased accuracy and speed in their replies to the designed questiorls.

In addition, the data from the other sources (i.e., test results, survey responses, and

observation notes) supported those findings.

Daily exposure to Oral Mathematics drill activities showed that Grade 9 sflrdents

(Senior I) were able to iucrease accuracy and speed of their responses to various types of

rnathematics questions - not only facts and easily mernorized simple or straightforward

multi-digit nurnerical operations - when given the same set of oral lnathematics drill
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activities over a 2 to 8 day period. As described in Chapter 3, each daily quiz consisted of

10 questions. The goal during these Oral Mathematics Drill Activities was to have each

student reply to all 10 questions correctly and quickly. With the exception of one case

(Student #4, Qr"riz #23), stLrdents did not get all 10 questions correct oll the first quiz, but

quite often did have all l0 questions correct on later quizzes. When adjusted for absences,

tlre five student participants scored 10 out of a possible 10 points on 29 of the last 55

qtizzes taken for each of the 12 Actívity Sets. The daily quiz scores and the time records

for all five students who took part in this research study showed an increase in tlieir

accuracy and speed with each activity. (To view complete data collected fi'om the daily

quizzes see Table 4-1.) The accuracy lneasure consisted of recording the nurnber of

correct replies of each sfudeut for each quiz. The speed was measured by recording the

tirne it took each student to complete a quiz. By lookin-e at the frrst and last quiz score for

each section, we can observe the difference in the accuracy and speed for each student for

each activity set- The increase was not the same for all students, nor was it equal all

across tlie four strands of the mathematics curriculum. Nevertheless, an increase in both

accuracy and speed is evident from Tables 4-2 and 4-3 which show the group average

improvetnent in accuracy and the group average improvement in speed, respectively,

fiom the first to the last quiz of the study (also shown in Figure 4-l and Figure 4-2).
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Figure 4-1. Group Average Improvement in Accuracy Between First and Last Quizzes.
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The improvement was visible not only in the group average but also in individual

cases. All students showed an increase in accuracy and speed. To make this case, I chose

Íhat data from a student participant who shows the least amount of increase in accuracy

and speed namely, Student #4 (see Table 4-4). If we look at the first and last quiz scores

for each set of activities for Student 1i4,we notice that this student did not achieve the

same level of accuracy and speed in each activity set. Nevertheless, with the exception of

Activity Sets # 8 and #10, the number of correct replies on the final quiz were higher tlian

the number of correct replies on the first quiz in each activity set. The lowest number of

correct replies on the first quiz was achieved in the Activity Set #l (4 out of l0) and the

highest nutnber of correct replies on the first quiz was achieved in the Activity Set #8 (a

perfect score of l0 out of 10). The lowest number of correct replies on the last quiz

achieved by this student was in the Activity Set #10 (6 out of 10), and the hi-ehest number

of correct replies on the last quiz was achieved in the Activity S ets # I , #4 , #5 , #6, and #7

(perfect scores of 10 out of 10). The liighest increase in the scores between the first and

the last quiz was 6, and this occur¡ed in Activity Set #1. Along with showing increase in

accuracy, the quiz data in Table 4-4 also display improvement in speed. 'With the

exception of Activity Sets #6, the time spent completing the final quiz was less than the

tirne spent completing the first quiz in each activity set (in 10 of the l1 cases since

Student #4 did not complete the first quiz in Activity Set #10). The longest time spent on

the first quiz was 9 minutes l0 seconds in the Activity Set #4, and the shortest time spent

on the first quiz was 1 minute in the Activity Set#2. The longest time Student #4spent on

the last quiz was 3 minutes 30 seconds in the Activity Set #10, and the shortest tirne spent

on the last quiz was 40 seconds in the Activity Set #7. The greatest decrease in time spent
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between cornpleting the fi¡st and the last quiz was 6 minutes 20 seconds in Activity Set

#4, showing a gneat improvement in speed.

Table 4-4

Nurnber of Conect Replies and the Tirne Spent Cornpleting Each Quiz for Student #4

Strand
Activity

Set
Number

First Quiz
Score/10

Last Quiz
Score/10

First Quiz
Time

lmin:sec)

Last Quiz
Time

(min:sec)

Number
I 4 10 3:20 1:20
2 7 8 l:00 0:50
J 8 9 2.55 r.25

Pctllerns and
Relations

4 9 10 9:10 2:50
5 4 l0 4.50 1:30
6 8 l0 r.40 l:50
7 7 l0 2.00 0:40
8 10 9 t.45 0:45

Shape ancl

'Space

9 8 8 5:00 1:10
l0 6 3:30

Statistics anel
Probabiliry

il 6 9 3.50 0:50
t2 6 8 3:50 I :15

Quantitative Datn Gatltered from lhe Tfuee Tests

Another source of quantitative data were the tlrree researcher designed tests, i.e.;

the pre, rnid, and post test. Eacli test consisted of 22 questions, that were of the following

types: (a) nunerical questions, (b) pictorial representations, and (c) word problems. The

test questions were similar to the quiz questions since they were both based on the same

concepts, but they were not identical. There u/as a rnajor difference in the way the tests

were conducted in relationsliip to the quizzes. Wiile the daily quizzes were written by the
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elltire group at the start of each session, each of the three tests was conducted on

individual bases and the questions were posed orally. To view the researcher designed

tests see Appendix C, pp. 187-192.

Figure 4-3 shows results of the group average on accuracy based on the data

obtained from the three researcher designed and audio-recorded tests. The pre-

intervention test provided a group average of l6 correct responses out ofthe possible 22,

the mid-way intervention test and tlie post-intervention test provided group averages of

i9 correct responses out of the possible 22.The results represent an increase in accuracy

by 14% between the pre-intervention and the rnid-way intervention test but no increase

between the mid-way intervention and tlie post-intervention test.
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Figure 4-3. Comparison of Group Average Test Scores
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outof tlrepossible22,andthehighestscorebelongstoSrudent#l,whoobtained2l out

of the possible 22. The least amount of tirne spent replying to the mid-intervention test

questions was 3 minutes 3 seconds by Student #3, and the longest amount of time was

Table 4-5 Cornparison of Individual and Gror-rp Average Accuracy Scores and Time

Spent on Replies to the Pre Mid way and Post Tests

Student Pre-Test
Scorel22

Pre-Test
Time

(min:sec)

Midrvay
Test

Scorel22

Midway
Test Time
lmin:sec)

Post-
Test

Scorel22

Post-Test
Time

lmin:sec)
Number I t3 2.52 21 4.t9
Number 2 I6 3:l l 18 4.38 l9 6.40
Number 3 17 2.53 t9 3:03 l8 4.56
Mtntber 4 1B 5: 15 l1 3:53 l9 6:01
Nutnher 5 17 3:08 20 4:15 20 6.55

Grotrp
Averase

16.2 325 19 4.01 19 6:08

4 nrinutes 38 seconds by Student #2.The lowest score oll the post-interventiolt test

belongs to Student #3, who obtained 18 out of the possible 22, and the highest score

belongs to Student #5, who obtained 20 out of the possible 22. The least amount of tirne

spent replying to the prost-intervention test questions was 4 minutes 56 seconds by

Srudent #3, and the longest amount of time was 6 minutes 55 seconds by Student #5.

Althou-sh data obtained from the tests indicate an increase in accuracy, they do not

indicate an increase in speed as Table 4-5 illdicates. hl fact they show the opposite. One

possible reason for the increase in time spent on a test could be the inc¡ease of the

uumber of word problems (6 on the pre-, 8 on the mid-, and 12 on the post-intervention

test) in comparisou to the other two types of questions (nurnerical, and pictorial). Another

possible reason for the increase iri time spelit oll the tests could be the interjection of
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polynomials into the numerical portion of the mid- and post-intervention tests compared

to the strictly arithmetic types of numerical questions on the pre-intervention test. A third

possible reason for the increase in time spent on a test could be tiredness due to the

increase in the number of after-school activities, and preparation for tests and exams. It is

important to note that the pre-intervention test took place at the beginning of February

right at the start of a new semester.

Automaticity and Conceptusl (lnderstanding

In this section I analyze and discuss data from the study that su-qgested that for

sorne nrathematical problems sorne students demonstrated aulontctÍic recall in their

responses. Because of the questions involved, such automatic recall involved the

understanding of rnathematics concepts and not just basic facts. hi tlieir sfudy, Cumming

and Elkins (1999) refer to automaticity as "solution by fact recall or fast unconscious

processing of the facts" (p.150). In the plesent study, I refel to automaticity not only as a

fast recall of facts but also as quick processing of concepts where understanding is

involved. The Oral Mathematics drill activities were based on questions involving

conceptual understanding as I will demonstrate below.

Second, I analyze and discr¡ss how the data support the claim of automaticity in

participant students' responses to the quízzes, since the purpose of the study was to see if

it was possible to increase accuracy and speed to the point of developing autornaticity by

using Oral Mathernatics drill activities involving the understanding of mathematics
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concepts (and not just basic facts). Third, I analyze and discuss those data that do not

support the claim of automaticiry in student participants' responses.

Specific Support for the Claim of Improvement in Accuracy and Speed to the Point

of Automaticity

It is important to note that during this three-month research sfLrdy all five student

participants showed significant increase in their accuracy and speed. For some students, I

believe their progress in certain Oral Mathematics drill activity sets was to the point of

automaticity or at least almost to the point of autornaticity. As stated earlier, Curnrning

and Elkins (1999) refer to automaticity as "solution by fact recall or fast unconscious

processing of the facts" (p.150). The present study takes this further by expanding the

meaning of autornaticity. Instead of talking of automaticity of basic-fact recall, the

present study explores the possibility of automaticity involving mathernatical

understanding, As can be seen from Table 4-2 (p.62), data collected from the daily

written quizzes shows that the group average score for the last quizzes is greater than tlie

group average score for the frrst quizzes in each activity block- In fact, for ten ofthe

twelve drill activities, the group average score for the last quizzes is greater than 9 out of

10 possible correct replies. The data in Table 4-3 (p. 64) shows that the groltp avera-qe

tinre spent on the last quiz ìs, for eleven of the twelve quizzes,43 seconds to 4 rtinutes

and 13 seconds less than the group average time spent on the f,rrst quizzes- In Activities 7,

9, and 11, the group average tirne spent on the last quizzes is 36, 32, and 25 seconds,

respectively.
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The data from one activity block (Shape and Space, activity block #9) suggest that

students achieved automaticity. Figure 4-4 shows a sample quiz, which was given to the

sfudents during the study of activity block #9- In light of this data, the question that arises

is as follows: Will the automatic response have involved conceptual understanding? The

quizzes were not corrected during the sessions, and the students were not told which

questions they replied to correctly. In order to correctly reply to the quiz questions,

student participants needed to rely on the Oral Mathematics drill activities during which

the concepts of perimeter and area were discussed. As previously described, the Oral

Mathernatics drill activities were only available to the students during the drill sessions at

r,vhich tirne they had irnmediate oral feedback to their replies. Students had no access to

tlre Oral Mathernatics drill activities at any other time, nor would the activities on their

owrr help them with correct replies, since there were no written replies provided at any

tirne during the str-rdy. Therefore, I believe that the sftidents had to have had conceptuol

underslctnding of area and perirneter of rectangles and had to have used that

understanding in order to respond accurately and quickly to questions like #3 and #5 from

quiz #28 (see Figure 4-4). Students have developed (deeper) conceptual understanding of

the concepts involved in activity block #9. All questions in those quizzes were solved

without the aid of a calculator, any rnanipulatives or w¡itten calculations.
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Figure 4-4. Daily Quiz #28 based on Oral Mathematics Drill Activity #9 Shape and
Space Strand.

1. What is the total sum of the measure of the

triangle, ?

inside angles of a:

2. What is the measure of the third angle in a right triangle if

the second known angle is: 72"

3. What is the perimeter of the followinq shape:

4. How much willthe perimeter of a rectangle increase if

each length and width increases by:10

5- Determine the area of the following shape if each small square represents a square

unit.

6 Determine the shaded area of the following shape:

7. How many right angles does a right{riangle have?

B. Determine the area of the following shape:

9. Determine the circumference of the circle if the radius is: 3 units long.

10. Determinethe area of the circle 1nl¡ itthe radius is 5units long.

Copyright 2009 by Katarina Schilling
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Automaticity was not achieved in all cases, but it was acliieved in certain cases-

Figures 4-5 and 4-6 and Figures 4-7 and 4-8 suggest the development of accuracy and

speed up to automaticity for the respective activity blocks. Figures 4-5 and 4-6 provide a

case for autornatic responses (autornaticity) for problerns in activity block #9 by all

studeut participants (based on group average). The graph in Figure 4-7 shows an increase

in accuracy on daily quizzes from a single block (Activity Set #7) for Student #3 to the

desired perfect score of l0 out of 10 and the maintenance of this accuracy for three

consecutive quizzes. The graph in Figure 4-8 shows a decrease in the tirne it took Student

#3 to cornplete each daily quiz for that block to a very desirable speed of 30 seconds,

Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6. Group Average Correct Quiz Response and Tirne to

Questions Based on Activity No. 9 from the Shape and Space Strand.
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providing an avera-qe of 3 seconds per question. To appreciate this average of 3 seconds

per questioll, we have to take into consideration that tlie questions on the quiz were not

presented orally, but the students had to read each questiorì first before writing a reply. In

light of this fact, we can appreciate how quickly Student #3's mind must have worked in

order to read and reply to 10 questions of the above described nature. Also, we must keep
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in rnind that although the questions were identical on every quiz in one block the order of

the questions, as previously stated, was different for each quiz. Therefore, the snrdents

could not simply memorize and write the answers in the same order but were required to

read each question prior to writing a reply. In my view, Figures 4-7 md 4-8 provide

evidence for Student #3's development of accuracy and speed up to arìtonlaticity for the

problems in activity set #7.

Figure 4-7 .Increase in Accuracy on Daily quizzes for Snrdent #3 for Activity Set #7
frorn the Patterns and Relations Strand.
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predominant due to the fact that the activities take a form of daily math drills, my study

of Oral Mathematics is based on drill activities that involve concepfual understanding.

All 120 of the Oral Matliernatics drillactivities are careftllly built on Grade I concepts as

earlier described, and they are built to promote improvement in accuracy and speed in

student replies. Students answered the questions correctly rnost of the time. As long as
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Figure 4-8. Decrease in Time Spent Completing Daily Quizzes for Student #3 for
Activity Set#7 from the Patterns and Relations Strand.
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students answered a question correctly, there were no explanations provided. When

students gave an incorrect reply to a question, they were imrnediately corrected. If there

were different replies frorn the group of student participants, they were collectively asked

to think which answer was the correct one, which mealìs that they were involved in

building understanding of the concepts ínvolved in the respective problem. Most of the

time, after a quick reconsideration of the question, they had the conect reply, but there

were also times when all five students or perhaps just one would ask for an explanation of

the cotrcepts involved in the problem. For example, some of the Oral Matliernatics drill

activities based on the Shape and Space Strand, such as those in Figure 4-9, presented

some challenges tlie first day they were used. All five students were able to -eive correct

replies to questions related to solving the area of a square or a rectangle, but some found

it difficult to find the area of other shapes. As such, several days of repeated explanations

were required.

78
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Figure 4-9. Activity I frorn Activity Set # 9 based on the Shape and Space Strand.

. Detennine the shaded area of the followins sha Hffiffi
The activity in Figure 4-9 consists of three questions. All five students replied correctly

to the first question, stating that the area of the shaded region was 2 square units. The

secoud question required an explanation. I provided a pictorial explanation, showing

them that they can make a vertical cut in the middle of the square and get two rectangles,

two square units each. Then I asked them what the area of eacli rectangle was. They

seemed to understand the problem, since I heard thern all saying "It's OK" and sorne of

thern "It's one, so the shaded area of the shape is 2 units". I also challenged them to look

at the shape and tell rne what they noticed about each square. They seemed to have

noticed that each square was split into 2 halves. For the third question I asked if they

could see a rectangle in tlie shaded area. When they said "yes", I asked thern what else

they could see. When they said "two triangles", I asked how many square units the area

of the shaded triangle was. When they said "two", I asked what they had to do to find the

total shaded area. They apparently understood, because all five students replied in unison

that the shaded area was ten square units. Through this intervention, student participants

developed conceplual understanding, which in tum helped them to increase their

accuracy and speed in responding to the problems in the quizzes of Activity Set #9-

Figure 4-10 and Figure 4-l l provide information on the increase in accuracy and speed

for each student during the block in which the aforementioned explanation took place.

Althou-eh the concepts needed sorne explaining, three of the students cornpleted all ten
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questions correctly within 30 seconds, one student completed all ten questions within 40

seconds and the slowest student took 1 minute and 10 seconds to complete eight

questions correctly. For the problems in this activity set, the data suggest the

development of automaticity of the response process. It should also be noted that due to

the nature of the questions and due to the factthat the order of the questions was different

in each quiz, conceptual understanding was necessary in order for the replies to be correct

and increasingly quicker.

Figure 4-10. Accuracy Results for Each Student for Activity Set # 9 from the Shape and

Space Strand.
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Figure 4-11. Results of Quiz Time for Each Student for Activity Set # 9 from the Shape

and Space Strand.
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To further discuss the relationship between automaticity and conceptual

understanding, I am going to look at certain researcher designed /esl questions. Since the

quiz questions previously discussed in this chapter were from the Shape and Space

strand, I am going to comment particularly on the two test questions that were based on

the same strand and taken from the researcher-designed post test. The two test questions

are reprinted in Figure a-n @.82). The f,rrst of the two questions is based on the same

concept as quiz question number 3 in Figure q-4 @.75). The second of these post-test

questions is based on the same concept as quiz question number 5 in Figure a-a @.75).

Although the questions on the quiz and the test are based on the same concepts,

respectively, they are very different in appearance. Each of the two quiz questions have a

pictorial representation, while the test questions are strictly written without any pictorial

representations, which means that during the post-test the students had to base their

answers strictly on my oral questions. Had they not understood the concepts of perimeter

and area,I believe, they would not have provided the correct oral response to the test
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questions. All five students replied correctly to both test questions as can be seen in

Chapter 4 "Transcription Data from the Post-test". Only when conceptual understanding

is involved can students corectly reply orally to questions posed orally and without

pictorial representations. This conceptual understanding of perirneter and area, as

demonstrated in the test responses, must have been available to students when they

detnonstrated automaticity in their responses to the corresponding quiz questions.

Figure 4-12. Two Researcher Designed Test Questions Taken from the Post-test.

1. 'What is the perirneter of a 3rn long and 5m wide roorn?

2. How many square feet of carpet do you need in order to cover the floor if your room

is 9 feet wide and l1 feet long?

Data That Does Not Support a Claim of Automaticity

The research data from the daily written quizzes shows significant improvement in

accrÌracy in students' responses to Oral Mathematics drill questions. In many instances,

students achieved perfect accuracy (10 out of 10) as seen in the examples in the previons

section. The same data show, in most cases, a decrease in time spent (increase in speed)

completing the quizzes in each set of Oral Mathernatics drill activities. But thele are also

data wliich do not seerx to support the claírn of autornaticity (see Figure 4- I ). Why is it

that for some students and some questions in tliis study we cannot rnake the claim of

autornaticity? In order to answer the question I will analyze and discuss the data more
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closely by looking at three specifÏc cases where a claim of automaticity does not seem to

be supported.

Case #1: The block of data showing the least support for automaticity comes from

Oral Mathematics Activity Set # 10. These activities were based on the Shape and Space

Strand. The most prominent issue in this block is that the data are incomplete, which begs

the question: Why such a large number of missing data? Could the students have lost

interest? Did the students purposefully stay away due to the difficulty of the concepts in

these activities? Tliis activity set, like Oral Mathematics Activity Set # 9, required some

explanation of certain concepts. Only Student #2 achieved the required accuracy of 10

out of 10, but that snrdent started out with a high accuracy level of 9 out of 10 and rnissed

only the last quiz of eight for this Activity Set. Students #1, 3, and 5, who achieved

accuracies of 8 out of 10, missed two, three, and four quízzes, respectively, and Student

#4, who achieved 6 out of 10, was present for only the last of the eight quizzes. Absences

were due to illness or involvement in other after-school activities not because of the

difficulty level of the concepts.

Case#2. Quiz results in Figure a-ß @.85), which are based on Oral Mathematics

drill Activity Set # 5 from the Pattems and Relations Strand, show accuracy for the group

average as well as for the student with the smallest increase in accuracy, from 4 out of 10

to 6 out of 10, and the student with the largest increase in accuracy, frorn 3 out of l0 to

l0 out of 10. Figure 4-13 shows that for a rnajority of the students the accuracy level

increased to l0 out of 10. We can see in Figure a-la @.85) that the least arnount of tirne

spent on a quiz was over one rninute. In light of this data, the following question arises.

Why is there snch a big gap between the lowest and higliest quiz score and why is there
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not a greater increase in speed? It is important to note that Student #3, who scored 6 out

of 10 on the last quiz also received 9 out of 10 on the quizthatpreceded it, which would

make the gap not that large. Never-theless, it suggests that that student had some difficulty

with the questions. This perhaps points to the difficulty of the questions in this particular

strand.

Most activities in this study, as stated earlier, required not just autolnatic retrieval

but other processes based on conceprual understanding. Such were the questions based on

the Patterns and Relations Strand, which were asked on Quiz #12,#13, and #14. One

question, for example, required the students to analyze a pattern and then continue the

pattern. Another question required the students to find the number that is one more than

the triple of the terffr "8x"- Such questions do not completely lend thernselves to

automaticity in the same sense as, for example, a simple addition fact rnight, but

practicing them increases the speed at which a student might provide a correct answer for

tlrose questions. The graphs in Figures 4-13 and a-A (p.85) show that there were only

three qu;izzes in this block, which means that there were only tlrree sessions. This might

not have been enough time to develop autornaticity; perhaps more sessions of Oral

Matliematics drill activities would have lead to autornaticify.
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Figure 4-13. Quiz Accuracy for Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #5, Patterns and
Relations Strand
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Figure 4-14. Quiz Speed for Oral Mathematics Drill Activity set #5, Pattems and

Relations Strand
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Case #3: The quiz results in Figure 4-15 (p. 86) are from Oral Mathematics drill

Activity Set # 12 from the Statistics and Probability Strand and show accuracy results for

each student. For three of the students, Students # 1,2, and 3, the accuracy level increases

to 10 out of 10, and for Students # 4 and 5 the accuracy level increases to 8 out of i0.
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Figure 4-15. Quiz Accuracy for Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set#I2, Statistics and

Probability Strand

Figure 4-16 @.87) shows that 45 seconds was the least amount of time spent on a

quiz. Some of the questions in this strand have more text than others (see Appendix A for

the quiz questions), and the reading time, I believe, is one reason for the response time

not decreasing further. Also, as in Case #2, this type of activity might require a longer

period of time to become automatized. Due to the nature of these activities, I believe that

45 seconds for the 10 questions in this particular activity set is a suff,rcient speed for the

students' responses to be considered automatized. The reason for my claim is that I

believe that the length of time it took each student to read these questions also needs to be

taken into consideration. Since each question on the quizzes had to be read by each

student individually first and then the reply had to be written down, it is not possible to

separate the time it took to read each question from the time it took to reply to it.

Therefore the 45 seconds spent on a quiz does not mean that the student spent 45 seconds

replying to the 10 questions, rather it means that it took 45 seconds to do the combination
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of both: the time it took to read the questions and the time it took to reply to the

questions.

Figure 4-16. Quiz Speed from Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #12, Statistics and

Probability Strand
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Results based on data obtained from the researcher-developed tests do not indicate

automaticity in replies to questions involving the understanding of mathematics concepts

(and not just basic facts), since the results of the data did not show an increase in

response speed. As previously mentioned, the level of difficulty of the three tests was not

the same. Each test increased in difficulty. The pre-test was composed of six word

problems, the mid-test was composed of eight, and the final-test was composed of twelve

word problems. Since the questions on each test were new, the time it took to answer the

word problems of each succeeding test would not necessarily decrease. A question can be

raised here: "Was it a mistake to increase the number of word problems in each test?"

The Oral Mathematics drill activities were designed to deal with previously learned

concepts and were designed to increase acçvÍaçy and speed to the point of automaticity of
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sfudent replies. Although the answer to a completely new word problem may not be

autotnatic in the case of the test questions, the recognition of each coticept in that

question may be automatic.

This chapter dealt with the findings and the discussion of the quantitative data of the

study- Chapter 5 will provide the findings and a discussion of the qualitative data.
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C}TAPTER 5:

FII\DII{GS FROM AND DISCUSSION OF QUALITATIVE DATA

In this chapter, qualitative data of the study will be presented and discussed.

V/hile the quantitative data collected in this research study on accuracy and speed were

based primarily on the dally qtizzes and secondarily on the transcripts of the researcher

designed tests (pre-, mid-, and post-intervention), the qualitative data collected in this

research snrdy were based on the following three sources. (a) transcripts of the pre-, rnid-,

and post-intervention tests, which provided data on student participants' thought

processes when responding to certain questions, (b) field ltotes, which provided data on

the researcher's observations of certain students' replies or behavior during drill

activities, and (c) survey responses, which provided data on smdent opinions on their

own mathematical learning. Each qualitative data source will be discussed in the

subsequent sections.

Qualitutive Data Based on Test Transcripts

The trausc¡ipts of the recorcled tests (pre-, rnid-, and post-intervention), as stated above,

provided some data on the nahrre of the sfudent participants' replies and thought

processes for certain questions. The data collected from the tests were coded such that

they correspond to the nature of the question: (a) "N" for numerical, (b) "P" for pictorial,

and "W" for word problerns. The nurnber of numerical (N) questions decreased with each
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test (12N, i0N, and 8N respectively), the number of pictorial (P) questions remained the

same through all three tests (4P), and the number of word (W) problems increased with

each test (6'W, 8W, and l2W respectively). As well, it is worthwhile noting again that all

test questions were posed orally by the researcher and all students replied orally. I noted

also when a student requested to see a particrìlar questioll in order to reply to it.

Following are samples of qualitative data from each test I chose to discuss

Transcription Data from the Pre-test

Question: Tim has 8 kittens. He gave away 5 kittens last week and 3 kittens tlie week

before last. How many kittens did he have originally?

Student #i 'oOriginally he had I 1, I think. The eight he gave away last week and

the three the week before, that rnakes I 1."

Student #z"Uh 16"

Sfudent #3 "Ãlt, he has 8, 8+5 equals 13, sixteen"

Student #4"Uh,8, no. Can you repeat the question please? He had 8, oh O.K. so

16."

Student #5 "(Pause) 19"

The sarnple above shows that out of the five snrdent participants two provided an

instant numerical reply (a correct reply by Student #2, and an incorrect reply by Student

#5), two provided a reply followed by an explanation (a correct reply by Student #3, and

au incorrect reply by Student #l), and one student participant (#4) provided an inconect

reply, immediately asked to have the question repeated and then provided a coffect reply.
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Question: How many uncles does Mona have, if her mother has 8 brothers and her father

has 3 sisters?

Student #1"8. All right, it depends if the sisters are married. So, 11 if the sisters

are maried."

Student #2"Uh 3 uncles and 3 aunts, Can you repeat the question? Uh O.K. Uh 8.

8 uncles" (Me: Reason?) "Her mother has 8 brothers."

Student #3 "3 and O.K. 8 and 3, eleven uncles." (Me: How do you figure that.

Give rne the reason-) "O.K. because, her aunties might have married 3, and then

her rnorn has 8 brothers and that's 1 1."

Student #4 "8 because it doesn't really say that,,, if her sister's are married. Then,

she only has 8 uncles."

Student #5 "(Pause) How mally uncles? 8" (Me: Your reason or logic for it?)

"Because, her father only has sisters and her mother has the only uncles that she'll

ever have."

The above questioll requires the srudent to think deeper than just calculating

numbers (the reply will vary depending on whether or not the sisters are married). Three

studerrts (#2, #4 and #5) stated a correct reply and explanation based on the simplest

meaning of the question, one student (#3) provided another correct reply based on a

deeper meaning (the sisters are married and their husbands also become uncles), and one

student (#l) provided 2 cor¡ect replies which the student based on two distinct

possibilities (fìrst - all three sisters are single, and second - all tluee sisters are rnarried).
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Transcription Data from the Mid-test

Question: How many $ will you need to add to $ 29 in order to buy a $ 45 jacket?

Studerit #1 "Let's see here. 45 minus 29,35,25, (accenting) 16"

Student #2 "45-29, uh, (Pause) Can you repeat the question?" (I repeated the

qr-restion.) (Pause) "l 6 dollars."

Student #3 (Very quietly) "Uh, O.K. I, 2, 15,29, 45, 1," (Accenting) " 16"

Student #4"Uh 16."

Student #5 "Can you say that again? Sorrlz-" (I repeated the question.) "lIh 16."

For this question the student needed to find only the difference of the numbers,

wlrich makes the question quite sirnple. One student (#4) provided a correct reply, fwo

students (#1. and #3) did soure quick oral calculations prior to giving a coffect reply, and

two students needed to have the question repeated prior to giving a correct reply.

Question: How can Mimi figure out her uncle's age, if she knows that2 years ago he was

34 years old?

Student #l "He is 36-"

Student #2 "His uncle is 36 now."

Snrdent #3 "Uh,36. She can add 2 to 34 and she'll get 36."

Student #4 "She adds 2 to 34 which would be 36."

Student #5 "Uh,2 years a,eo, he was how old?" (Me: 2 years ago, he was 34.)

"IJh, 36."
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For the above question all five students provided correct replies. Two students (#l

and#2) provideci a reply and no explanation, fwo students (#3 and#4) provide a reply

and an explanation, and one student (#5) needed to have the question repeated prior to

providing a reply but no explanation.

Transcription Data from the Post-test

Question: There were 25 questions on the test. Walter got 80% of them correct. How

many questions did he get conect?

Student #2"Uh (Pause) I'm not sure." (i repeated the question.) "LJrn 80o/o of 25

so, Can I have paper please?" (Pause. Student writing) "IJffr, he gol 20" . (Me: 20

correct?) "Yah."

Student #3 "Uh þause) uh 20 or waif ,22."

Student #4 "80 %? O.K. Urn 80 divided by 20 (pause) B0 divided by 4 equals 20,

because 4x25 equaTs 100. So 80 over 100." (Me: So your answer is? How many

did he get correct?) "Twenty."

Student #5 (Pause) "25 questions?" (Me: Yes.) "Twenty."

The question is, I believe, a typical percentage mathematics question. The

transcript shows that one sfudent (#5) provided a correct reply after confìnning the

question, one student (#4) provided a correct reply after some oral calculations, one

student (#2) provided a correct reply after some oral calculations but not before the

question was repeated, and one sfudent (#3) provided a correct reply only to change it

instantly to an incorrect reply.
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Question: Torn's mother is 30 years old and his father ìs 34 years old. Tom's age is the

square root of his mother's and his father's age combined. How old is Tom?

Student #2"Uh8."

Student #3 "Um two ages combined. O.K. þause) I don't know." (l read the

questioll again.) "Oh, O.K. He is 8."

Student #4 (Pause) "The mother is 30. Oh 8."

Student #5 "The two ages combined? The square of those? (Me: the square root)

"What were the ages again? 30. So 5. Five; and then the, no. So I do square root

and then add or add and then square root? (Me: I can't tell you that. Sorry.) "Can I

liear the question again?" (I repeated it.) "Oh, 8."

The above question was answered correctly by all four students. Two students (#2

and #4) provided a correct reply after hearing the question, two students (#3 and #5)

provided a correct reply after having to hear the question a second time. StLrdent #5

seemed to have a great deal of difficulty trying to flrgure out tlìe answer prior to

requestin-e the question to be repeated.

Question: Peter had l2 hockey sticks. How many hockey sticks would you say Peter gave

away if he told you that he now has one third of the original amount?

Student #2"Ult 4."

Srudent #3 "He has 4 left. So he gave away 8."
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Studerrt #4 "Peter had 12? O.K. He lias 1/3 of the original amount left that would

be 4 over 12 and he gave away 8."

Student #5 "How rnany hockey sticks?" (l repeated the question.) "He has one

tlrird left?" (Me: One third left. Yes.) "Uh 4." (Me: He gave away 4?) "Oh no. He

gave away 8. He still has 4."

The above question seemed to have presented some difficulty to all students,

because all stLrdents wanted to reply to what they thought the question was rather than tlie

question that was posed. Student #2 stated the wrong reply without elaborating on it,

Student #3 and #4worked out the correct answer orally, and Student #5 arrived at tlie

correct reply through a dialogue with the researcher.

Question: There are 8 gift-baskets of apples, bananas and pears with the following label

on each (5a + 3b + 4p). How many of each does the storekeeper need in order to fill all

8 baskets?

Student #2"Can I see the question?" (Pause. Student looking at the question.)

"Uh, uh 40a plus 24b plus 32p."

Student #3 "Can you repeat the question please?" (I repeated it.) "So, 5 apple, I

don't know." (I sliowed the label to the sfudent.) "Oh, so O.K., O. Ok. So he

needs 40 apples 24bananas and32 pears."

Student #4 "Could you repeat the question please?" (I repeated it.) "How many of

each? (pause) Oh 40 apples wait,40 apples to fill up one basket and24 bananas

and wait, 40 apples 24bananas and32 pears."
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Student #5 "Could you repeat fhat?" (I repeated it.) "What were the labels again?

Sonlr-" (Pause) "96 lJh, Can I see the label? What was after the tag?" "O.K. uh,

40 apples, (pause) 24bananas and32 pears."

This particular question was difficult for all the students. All four students needed

the question repeated. Srirdent #2 needed to see the written question in order to provide a

correct reply, Students #3 and #5 needed to see the label, which was a polynornial, in

order to provide a correct reply. Judging by the number of pauses, qllestiorls, and requests

for repetition, it can probably be concluded that this type of question does not lend itself

well for oral testing.

Now, let us look at how the above stated chosen qualitative data based on the test

transcripts support the researcli question "Can Oral Mathematics drill activities involving

the understanding of mathematics concepts (and not just basic facts) be designed and

implemented in a way that increases accuracy and speed to the point of autornaticity?" [n

Chapter 4 the quantitative data obtained from the three tests þre-, rnid-way-, and post-

intervention) indicate an increase in accuracy but they do not indicate an increase in

speed as Table 4-5 indicates. In fact they show the opposite. As previously stated, one

possible reason for the increase in time spent on a test could be the increase of the

number of word problerns (6 on the pre-, 8 on tlie mid-, and l2 on the post-intervention

test) in comparison to the other two types of questions (numerical, and pictorial). This

increase in the number of word problerns is a very important factor to consider. It was not

accidental but was an intentional design element placed in the tests by the researcher in

order to test for conceptual understanding. Conceptual understanding, as earlier stated, is
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the central piece of this study. The difficulty level of the word problems also increased

with each successive test as can be seen in the above qualitative data frorn the transcripts

of the tluee tests. The pre-intervention test word problems were relatively simple and the

student replies, although not all correct, were quick. The students seemed to have solved

thern easily. As the above qualitative data from the rnid-way-through intervention test

word problems demonstrate, this test was a bit more challenging than the pre-intervention

test word problems, but the students still solved them with relative ease. The post-

intervention test word problems were the most difficult. The above selected examples

show tliat the students asked to have these questions repeated more often than the ones on

the pre-intervention test or the questiolls on the rnid-way-through test-

That the qualitative data above does not show an increase in speed in each

successive test does not by itself defeat the success of the Oral Mathernatics drill

activities. The above chosen transcription data show that the students were able to solve

the questions orally/mentally and were able to provide correct replies to the word

problems in the post-test even when the word problern was complicated and required

repeating as in the case of the last example from the post-test. The qualitative data

provided above show that two shrdents solved 3 out of tlie 4 selected word problems

correctly (Student #2 and Student #3) and that two students solved all4 out of the 4

selected word problems correctly (Student #4 and Student #5) providin-e a total of 14

correct replies out of the possible 16. Furthemlore, it is important to note that, the word

problerns in the tests were not previously rehearsed problems but were completely new

and specifrcally designed for each test. This rneans that the students would not have been

able to solve the word problefirs correctly had they not understood the underlying
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concepts. Furthermore, it shows that the O¡al Mathematics drill activities were designed

and irnplemented in a way that increased accuracy and speed to the point of developing

automaticity not in the word problems themselves but in the underlying concepts

necessary to apply in order to solve the word problems.

Qualitntive Data Based on Field lYotes

Along with the qvizzes, tests and survey questions I occasionally also wrote down

some of ury observations o1 (a) the readily noticeable speed of the replies (slow or quick,

as opposed to the actual time in minutes or seconds), (b) accuracy of the replies, (c)

participation (the number of sfudents that were replying), (d) unifonnity (Did all flrve

students reply at the same?), (e) peculiarities conceming a snrdent, and (f) peculiarities

conceming a drill session. These qualitative data were all for the purpose of supporting

the quantitative data. Of special interest were student cornments or questions during the

Oral Mathematics drill activities, including: (a) the use of fingers, and (b) quick, barely

audible courting (see the sumrxary of selected observations below).

The first set of data from my field notes are from the Activity session after Quiz

#-5. This was the seventh time that I met each student that attended all four previous drill

sessions. We met once during the time when the initial meeting took place and the suruey

questiomaires were filled in, we met for the second time when each audio-taped pre-

intervention test,vvas conducted, and we met four times for the drill sessions. By this
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session (seventh meeting but frfth drill session) the sfudents heard me say many times

that the correctness of their replies during tlie Oral Mathematics drill sessions will not

have any consequences on their regular class mathematics grade and that it was,

therefore, O.K. to call out a reply even if they were not sure of the coffectness of their

reply. I also believe that the students were starting to feel at ease with me. The

observations that follow were based on those prenises.

"Number straud worksheet #3 was introduced (fractions: addition, subtraction,

multiplication, and division).

Students said the quiz was difficult.

To ease the activities, we did pictorial representation of fractional operations.

Student #l was quiet throughout the entire time, seemed to be listenin_q, watching,

and absorbing.

Student #2 was very excited about the activities and explanations. Later on

Snrdent #2 asked if you could use common denominators when you add and

subtract.

At the staft of the activity session Snrdent #4 asked if "of'means "multiply", then

Student #3 said, "Oh! That's what that rneans."

All four stLrdents \ iere super eaqer to ,eive responses. They all responded with

excitement to the end.

Tliey all said: "Thank you." as they wele leaving."

(Field notes; activity session after Quiz #5; Srudent #5 was missing)
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it is irnportant to note that the above situation took place during a first day of a

new drill session. The quiz, which the sndents said was diffrcult, was actually their

introduction to those particular questions. The drill activities followed the quiz. The

questions and comments that the sftrdents made during this session suggested to me that

they were interested in learning.

The following field notes describe what I observed was the difference between a

last day activity session and a first day activity session:

"Activify set #4 does not seem to hold their interest any more."

(Field notes; Activity session after Quiz #1 1; all five students were present)

"Oral Mathematics activity set #5 seemed to liave created new interest. Al1 fìve

students were interested in the activities and asked good questions. We discussed

adding constant + constant vs. variable * constarlt."

(Field notes; activity session after Quiz #12; all five students were present)

These examples suggest that snrdents were interested in understanding and

learning new material in mathematics (activity session after Quiz #12), and that when

students understood and leaned the material that they were not interested in more

repetitioll (activity session after Quiz #11). The next and last example I chose was not a

re-eular activity session but rather a review session dealing strictly witli word problems.

This was the second last intervention session prior to the final individual testing, and

sLlrvey.
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"All questions were calculated orally/mentally. No pen þencil), paper, calculator

or any other devices were used by anyone.

Students #l and #3 were competing - trying to outdo each other in speed.

Student #2 objected to the almost unrecognizable fast talk.

Srudents #4 and #5 started with a great speed but then gave up. They repeated the

answers afterward.

Student #4 sometimes paused wanting more time processing the infomration.

Student #2 preferred a slower pace - time for processing information.

The sfudents have seen these questions (questions 1 - 13) on previous activity

sheets.

All replies were instant replies-

No quiz preceded this review session."

(Field notes; word problems-session 1; all five students were present)

This example suggests that all frve students were quite comfortable with Oral

Matliematics and it also suggests that all five students were quite cornfortable with word

problems, which is irnportant to ltote for the purpose of this study.

How does the above sample of the qualitative data based on field notes help

answering the research question? The following qualitative data selection based on the

field notes display involveurent of conceptual understanding during the Oral Mathematics

drill activity sessions:
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(1) "Atthe startof the activity session Student#4 asked if 'of means'multiply', then

Student #3 said, "Oh! That's what that means." (Activity session after Quiz #5)

(2) "All five students were interested in the activities and asked good questions; we

discussed adding constant + constant vs. variable + constant." (Activity session after

Quiz #i2)

The selected qualitative dala based on field notes also sug-eests that automaticity was

developed with concepts as well as with previously seen word problems: "The students

have seen these questions (questions 1 - l3) on previous activity sheets. All replies were

instant replies." (Word Problem session)

Quulitative Data Based on Survey Replies

Student participants' responses to the suwey questions provided data on wliat the student

participants thought about mathematics, their ability to learn mathematics, and the effects

of the Oral Mathematics drill activities on their learning. The complete set of responses to

tlre survey questions is provided in Appendix I (pp. 231-238). Here, I provide the

responses to only those survey questions that deal specifically with the notion of accuracy

and speed, since they are the two requirements for automatic replies.

Post-intervention survey question # 2.Did you find the Oral Mathernatics drills helped

irnprove yoùr accuracy with sirnple operations? Why? Or Why not?
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Student # | - "I would not know! I liave no specific examples available to me,

howevet, judging from the final test, I seem to be able to do word problerns a bit

more simple."

Student # 2 - "Yes it did because we were taught how to look at the problems

differently which made it much easier."

Student # 3 - "Yes, because then you are mentally prepared and able to do them"

Student # 4 - "Yes, for the drills explained how to solve and understand a

problem."

Student # 5 - "Yes, with some of the d¡ills such as the o/o of a # it becarne easier in

rny daily life."

These data show that four of the five students found that Oral Mathematics drills helped

improve their accuracy with sirnple operations. Student #l did not know whether the

drills helped or not. The staternent "I have no specific examples available to me" rnade by

student #l was in reference to the fact that the daily quiz results were not available to the

students and, therefore, they had no written proof of their progress as they were used to

from their regular mathenatics classes. In order to have a sense of their progress, the

students had to rely on the feedback they received from me in response to their oral

replies during the Oral Mathematics drill session. Our last two sessions, as mentioned

earlier, were not regular Oral Mathematics drill sessions but were review sessions dealing

with rnathernatics word problems, which I believe Student #1 was referring to wherr

stating "however, judging frorn the final test, I seem to be able to do word problems a bit

mote simple".
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Post-intervention survey question #3: Did you find the oral mathematics drills help

irnprove your speed while perfonning simple operations? Wry? Or Why not?

Student # 1 - "Not in particular since the tests required memorization due to

repetition, and the overhead I think helped defonn me. I was rnore for

memorization and speed; not always for accuracy once I understood how

something worked."

Student # 2 - "Yes because by doing the oral drills, it helped me think of it faster."

Student # 3 - "Yes, because you would be ready and to do it"

Snldent # 4 - "Yes for the repetition of the exercise helped to understand it

befter."

Student # 5 - "Yes with repetition it was easier to do all operations_"

These data show that four of the five students found that Oral Mathematics drill activities

helped improve their speed while perfonning simple operations. Student #1 did not share

that belief but was rather confused, as seen by his or her statement "Not in particular

since tlie tests required memodzation due to repetition, and the overhead I think helped

deform tne. I was urore for memorization and speed; not always for accuracy once I

understood liow sotnethin-e worked." I think it is important to note that Student #1 wanted

to understand the mathematical concepts and provided replies based on those

understatidings. This statelxent most likely rrearls that this student believed that his or her

replies will be accurate once he or she r¡nderstands the concepts; therefore the only

collcelrì is the speed at which the replies will be done. This seents to be the case because
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this student: (a) asked for clarification of concepts during the Oral Mathematics drill

sessions, (b) received l0 out of 10 on five of the rwelve final quizzes, when adjusted for

absences, (c) received 7 out of l0 as his or her lowest score only once, and (d) stated on

the final smvey questionnaire that 80% to 90o/o of his or her homework is usually correct.

Exarnining how the above selected qualitative data based orl the survey replies

relate to the research question, we notice that the selected research questions themselves

deal with the issues of accuracy and speed- The selected survey data reveal that 4 out of 5

sntdents believed that the Oral Matliernatics drill activities helped thern irnprove their

accuracy with sirnple operations, as well, 4 out of 5 students believed that the Oral

Mathematics drill activities helped thern improve their speed with sirnple operations. The

one student (Student #1) who was somewhat confused also stated that he/she found

solvin-e word problems "a bit rnore simple", which to me suggests that the underlying

concepts must have been rurderstood by hirn/her better.
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CTIAPTER 6:

CONCLUSTON

Answering the Researclt Question

The research question for the study was. Can Oral Mathernatics drill activities

involving the understanding of mathematics concepts (and not just basic facts) be

clesigned and implemented in a way that increases accuracy and speed to the point of

developing automaticity? In order to describe how the fhidings of this study answer the

research question, we need to look at the cornplete daily quiz data (Table 4-l); the

researcher's test recording based on the pre-, mid-way, and post-test (Chapter 5 and

Appendix G); and the researcher's field notes (Chapter 5 and Appendix H).

Both quantitative and qualitative data show that the accuracy increased for all

sfudent participants as measured by the group average as well as for most individual

participants (see Figure 4-1 for the gror"rp average improvernent in accuracy between first

and last quizzes, and see Figure 4-3 for the comparison of group average test scores; see

Table 4- 1 for the irnprovement in accuracy between first and last quiz score for individual

stuclents). Based on the research findings regarding accuracy, we can say that for this

sfudy Oral Matherîatics drill activities involving the understanding of mathematics

concepts (and not just basic facts) were designed and implenrented in a tvay that

increased accuracy iti students' responses to orally presented problems from all four

strands of the Manitoba mathematics curriculum.
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Just as the findings showed increases in accuracy in most cases over a three-month

period, they also showed decreases in the time students spent in completing quizzes but

not in completing the tests (see Figure 4-2, p.66 for group average improvement in speed

befween first and last quizzes, and see Table 4-5,p.71 for the cornparison of group

average time spent on tests; see also Table 4-I,p.58 to view the irnprovement in speed

between first and last quiz score for individual students). Based on the research findings

for speed, we can say that for this sfudy Oral Mathematics drill activities involving the

uuderstanding of mathetnatics concepts (and not just basic facts) were designed and

irnplemented in a way that increased speed.

If we take a closer look at the research findings regarding both accuracy and speed

based on the daily quizzes, we carl see that in certain cases and for certain students the

tirne it took to complete a ten-question quiz accurately was as shor-t as 20 seconds for a

particular student (for details see Table 4-1, and Figures 4-7 and4-8), and 25 seconds for

tlre group average (see Table 4-3, andFigures 4-5 and 4-6). These tirnes average to 2

seconds per question for a particular sflrdent and 2.5 seconds per question for the group

average. This speed, I believe, demonstrated automaticity in responding, which Cumrning

and Elkins ( 1999) refer to as "solution by fact recall or fast unconscious processing of the

facts" (p.150), and Vy'oodward (2006) refers to as "the 3-second per fact criterion" (p.

286). Although the research data show that automaticity was achieved in certain cases, it

v/as llot achieved in all cases. In Case #1, when automaticity was not achieved, it was

noted that student particìpants missed rnany sessions due to illness or due to involvement

in otlrer after-school activities. In case #2, tTtere might not have been enough time to

develop autornaticity due to tlie fact that there were only tlree sessions in that particular
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activify block. In case 3, the nature of some of the questions required more reading time,

and perhaps more repetition is needed in order to cause automatization. The questions

that I asked the student participants during the study were based on Grade 8 concepts; to

respond accurately to those questions, understanding was involved (not just basic facts,

see Figure 4-4 for sample quiz questions, and Figure 4-12 for sample test questions taken

from the Post-test). Yet on several occasions, the students gave a correct instant reply as

the field notes show (see Chapter 5). The evidence for conceptual understanding is seen

not only in the type of questions I posed but also in the numerous occasions the student

participants asked for an explanation of the concept. Based on my research findings

regarding accuracy and speed, I can state that for this study Oral Mathernatics drill

activities involving the understanding of mathematics concepts (and not just basic facts)

were designed and implemented in ways that increased snrdent accuracy and speed to the

point of developing automaticity.

Within the limitations of the sfudy (see next section ir this chapter), the results of

this study strongly suggest that Oral Mathematics drill activities can improve accuracy

and speed, and that Oral Mathematics drill activities involving the understanding of

mathematics concepts (and not just basic facts) can be designed and irnplernented in ways

that increase accuracy and speed to the point of developing automaticity This research

study shows that the Oral Mathematics drill activities I created can help students learn to

understand, remetnber and use mathematics concepts, and to perfonn acclìrate and quick

mental calculations involving a wide range of concepts. Since the literature (Van de

Walle and Folk, 2008, and.NRC, 2001) talks about procedural fluency being connected to

conceptual understanding, Oral Mathematics drill activities rnay play an important role in
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rnathematics learning in general. Drill activities practiced orally are not only part of the

Oral Mathematics drill activities that I created but also are promoted by other researchers

such as Hindy (2003) and Carraher, et al. (i987). The oral rehearsal in combination with

the auditory memory aided in producing favourable results such as those presented in

Tables 4-7 and 4-2.The results of this study in Oral Mathematics with Grade 9 (Senior 1)

shrdents strongly suggest that daily exposure to well designed Oral Mathematics drill

activities can improve the accuracy as well as the speed of students' responses in

tnathematics. In so doing, they are a valuable part of mental mathernatics. Oral

Mathernatics is a worthy activity to further explore with students possessing a range of

mathernatical abilities. It may be used as an aid in increasing stlldents' rate of response to

questions that can already be answered correctly and for improving accuracy with

questiolts that students do not yet answer correctly. Indeed, Oral Matliematics provides a

new way of designing and conducting mathematics drills.

Limitutions of tlre Stutþ uncl Future Researclt

This study has several inherent lirnitations. First, the research stLrdy was conducted

after regular school hours. As a result of not being part of the required and regular

classrooln activities, attendance was strictly based on the good will of tlie participating

students. Second, the srnall size of the study group limits generalization of the results of

the stLrdy and the use of statistics to aid in making comparisons. Third, the self-selecting

process for participation in this sfudy resulted in participants who were all high achieving
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sfudents of mathematics with a drive to self-improve. It is not known how average or low

achieving snÌdents would have progressed or how an entire class of students with mixed

achievement levels would have progressed had they been engaged in the same Oral

Mathernaf ics acti vities.

My study opens up important questions and suggestions for future research studies

in Oral Mathematics, for exarnple: Can Oral Mathernatics drill activities irivolving the

understanding of rnathematics concepts (and not just basic facts) be designed and

implemented in a way that increases accuracy and speed to the point of developing

automaticity (1) in a variety of grade levels? (2) when the activities are conducted over a

whole semester? (3) in a classroom of snrdents with mixed achievement levels? (4) in a

classroom of low achieving students?

In addition to tlÌese three questions, rny study also opens up questions about the

concept of automaticity. Woodward (2006) refers to automaticity in multiplication facts

as "tlte 3-second per fact criterion" (p. 286). Future research should address the question

whether a new definition of automaticity should be considered to account for

automatization involving more cornplex questions dealing with algebraic and geornetric

concepts such as those presented in this study. Such consideration should include

questions like 'Should the meaning of automaticity include meaning making?' 'What is

the role of strategic thinking in autornaticity?' and 'should concepnral understanding be

part of the definition of automaticity?'
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BeneJits of the Study

The findings of the snrdy have benefits to mathernatics education and teachers who

consider mental mathematics an important part of their teaching of rnathematics. The

benefits for mathematics education are several. First, the data strongly suggest that

certain concepts other than basic facts can be automatized. Second, the data suggest that a

significant improvement in accuracy and speed can be achieved even with those t1'pes of

questions which do not lend themselves to automaticity. Third, the data strongly suggest

that well designed Oral Mathematics drill activities could be beneficial to students at a

high school level.

This snrdy of Oral Mathematics can be beneficial to teachers in the following way:

a. This study lets teachers know tliat concepts, not jnst facts, can be

automatized.

b. This sfudy lets teachers know that concepts at any grade level, not only the

primary grades, can be autornatized.

c. This study provides sorne guidelines on how to design Oral Mathernatics

drill activities. Reviewing the appropriate provincial Mathematics

Curriculum Guide,o u,"* concept development across the grades is the

first of six steps, and perliaps tlie most crucial one, for teachers to note. As

well, special consideration should be given to all sample questions in

Chapter 3 and the elimination of those that are unsuited to this type of an

activity as described in Chapter 3-
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This shrdy provides some guidelines (described in Chapter 3) on how to

irnplement Oral Mathematics drjll activities.
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Appendix A:
Researcher Designed Daily Quizzes

Daily Quiz #1
based on Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #1 Number Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
:alculation

1 What s the expanded form of 5' ?.

2. What is the square of: 7 ?

3. What is the square root of: 64 ?.

4. Estimate the square root of: 37

5. Estimate the square root of. 62

6. What is 10 % of: 150 ?.

7. What is 20 o/o of: 80.?

L What is 30 % of: 70 2

9. What is 5 % of: 120 ?

10. To make a tasty jug of iced tea, you need 7 measuring scoops of iced tea powder for

every litre (L) of water. How many scoops of iced tea powder will you need for: BL of wate

Copyright 2009 by Katarina Schilling
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Daity Quiz#2
based on Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #'1 Number Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
calculation

1. What is the expanded form of 5- 2

2- Estimate the square root of: 37

3. Estimate the square root of . 62

4. What is 10 % of. 150 2

5. What is the square of: 7 2

6. What is the square root of: 64 2

7. What is SVo of . 120 ?

B. What is 30 % of: 70 ?

9. What is 20 % of: 80..?

10. To make a tasty jug of iced tea, you need 7 measuring scoops of iced tea powder for

every litre (L) of water. How many scoops of iced tea powder will you need for: BL of wate

Copyright 2009 by Katarina Schilling
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Daily Quiz #3
based on Oral Mathematics DrillActivity Set #2 Number Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
calculation

1. What is the square of: 10

2. What is the square root of: 49 .

3. Convert to decimals. 2110.

4. Convert to decimals: 10'2

5. Convert to fractions: 3.4

6. What is 10 % of: 1 50.

7. What is 2O o/o of: 80.

8. What is 30 % of: 120.

9. What is 5 % of: B0 .

10 Express in fractional form: 25o/o

Copyright 2009 by Katarina Schillin-s
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Daily Quiz #4
based on Oral Mathematics DrillActivity Set #2 Number Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
calculation

1. What is the square of: 10.

2. What is the square root of: 49 .

3. What is 10 % of: 150.

4. What is 20 % of. 80.

5. What is 30 % of: 120.

6. What is 5 % of: BO

7. Convert to decimals. 2l1O

B. Convert to decimals: 102

9. Convert to fractions: 3.4

10 Express in fractional form: 25o/o

Copyright 2009 by Katarina Schilling
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Daily Quiz #5
based on Oral Mathematics DrillActivity Set #3 Number Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
calculaiion

1 What is 112 of: 315

2. What is 113 o'f . 317

3. What is 2/3 of: 415.

4 What is 114 of . 5/9

5. What is 314 o'f: 314.

6. Add 112 to: 3/5

7. Subtract 1/2 from: 315

B. Add 1/3 to: 112

9. Subtract 1/3 from: 519

10. How many 112 can you make from: 3i5

Copyright 2009 by Katarina Schilling
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Daily Quiz #6
based on Oral Mathematics DrillActivity Set #3 Number Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
calculation

1. What is 112 of: 3/5

2. Subtract 1i2 from: 3/5

3. Add 112 to: 315.

4. What is 114 of: 5/9

5. What is 314 of . 314.

o. What is 113 o'f . 317

7. What is 213 of . 415

8. Add 1/3 to: 112

9. Subtract 1/3 from: 5i9

10. How many 1/2 can you make from: 3/5

Copyright 2009 by Katarina S cliillin-e
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Daily Quiz #7
based on Oral Mathematics DrillActivity Set #3 Number Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
calculation

1 How many 1/2 can you make from: 3/5

2 What is 113 of . 317

J. What is 213 of . 415.

4. What is 112 of . 315

5. Subtract 1/2 from: 3/5

6. Add 112 to: 315

7. Subtract'1i3 from: 519

B. Add 1/3 to: 112

9. What is 114 of . 519

10. What is 314 of . 314.

Copyri-uht 2009 by Katarina Schilling
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Daily Quiz #8
based on Oral Mathematics DrillActivity Set #3 Number Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
calculation

1. What is: 315 + 112

2. Add 112 to. 315

J. Subtract 1/2 from: 315

4. What is 213 of: 415

5. What is 112 of'. 3/5

b. What is 114 of . 5/9

7 What is 314 of . 314

B. What is 113 of . 317

I Subtract 1/3 from. 5/9

10 Add 1/3 to: 112

Copyri-eht 2009 by Katarina Schilling
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Daily Quiz #9
based on Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #4 Patters and Relations Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
calculation

1. Find the missing value in the ordered pair when y = 2x

(7, _)

2. State the appropriate equations

3. State the appropriate equations

4. State the appropriate equations

5. What is the Y-value of Y = 7 X forX ='1 ?

6. WhatistheY-valueof Y=2X+5 forX=0 ?

7. WhatistheY-valueof Y=3X-1 forX=5 ?

8. What is the Y-value of Y = 10 X2 for X = 0 ?

9. What is the Y-value of Y=-X+3 forX=9?

l0.WhatistheY-valueof Y = -X-2 forX=9 ?

Copyriglit 2009 by Katarina Schillin.e
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Daily Quiz #10
based on Oral Mathematics Drill Activity #4 Patterns and Relations

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
calculation.

1. Find the missing value in the ordered pair when y = 2x

(7, _)

2. State the appropriate equations

3. .State the appropriate equations

4. .State the appropriate equations

5. What is the Y-value of Y = 7 X forX= 1 ?

6. WhatistheY-valueof Y =2X+5 forX=0 I

7. WhatistheY-valueof Y=3X-1 forX=5 ?

B. What is the Y-value of Y = 10 X2 for X = 0 ?

9. WhatistheY-valueof Y=-X+ 3 forX=9?

l0.WhatistheY-valueof Y = -X-2 forX= 9 ?

Copyright 2009 by Katarina Schilling
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Daily Quiz #11
based on Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #4 Patters and Relations Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
calculation

1. Find the missing value in the ordered pair when y = - 3 x + 2

(7, _)

2. State the appropriate equations

3.. State the appropriate equations

4. .State the appropriate equations

5. What is the Y-value of Y = 7 X forX=-2 ?

6. What is the Y- of Y=2X-11 forX=0 ?

7. What is the Y-value of Y = 3X - 1 for X = 13 ?

B. What is the Y-value of Y = 10 X2 for X = 0 ?

9. WhatistheY-valueof Y=-X+3 forX=8?

l0.WhatistheY-valueof Y -3= -X-2 forX = 9 ?

Copyright 2009 by Katarina Scliillin,e
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Daily Quiz#12
based on Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #5 Patters and Relations Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written

1. How many years are four decades?

2. What is next in the pattern

2, 112, 3, 113, 4, 114,

3. What is next in the pattern

m+5, 3m+6, 6m+7, 10m+8,

4. What is next in the pattern

5 Continue the pattern

m2+1 , m3+2, m5+3, m8+4,

6 . What is one half of: 600xy

7. What is 5 added to: 23xy

L What is one more than the double of: 13t

9. What is one less than the triple of: 8w

10. State the number that is 3 more than half of: 10mn,

calculation

Copyright 2009 by Katarina Schilling
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Daily Quiz #13
based on Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #5 Patters and Relations Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written

What is next in the pattern

2, 1t2, 3, 1t3, 4, 1t4,

2. What is next in the pattern

What is next in the pattern

m*5, 3m+6, 6m+7, 'l0m+8,

Continue the pattern

m2+1, m3+2, ms+3, m8+4,

5. How many years are four decades?

6. What is one half of: 600xy

7. What is 5 added to. Z9xy

B. What is one more than the double of: 13t

9. What is 3 more than half of: 1Omn,

10. State the number that is one less than the triple of: 8w

calculation
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Daily Quiz #14
based on Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #5 Patters and Relations Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written

1. What is next in the pattern

What is next in the pattern

m+5, 3m+6, 6m+7, 10m+8,

What is next in the pattern

2, 1t2, 3, 1t3, 4, 1t4,

Continue the pattern

m2+1 , m3+2, ms+3, m8+4,

5. How many years are four decades?

6. What is one half of: 600xy

7. What is 5 added to: 29xy

B. What is one less than the triple of:

9. What is 3 more than half of: 1Omn,

10. State the number that is one more than the double of: 13t

calculation
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Daily Quiz #15
based on Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #6 Patters and Relations Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written

1. How many years is a quarter of a century

2. Continue the pattern

-2, -112, +3, +113,

3. Continue the pattern

4m+15, 9m-16, 16m+17 ,

4. Continue the pattern

5 Continue the pattern

ma+1 , m3+2, m2+3, m+4,

6. . What is one half of: 70xy

7. What is 7 added to: 56m

L What is one more than the double of: '101

9. What is one less than the triple of:

10. State the number that is 3 more than half of: B2z3

calculation
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Daily Quiz #16
based on Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #6 Patters and Relations Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
calculation

1 Continue the pattern

-2, -112, +3, +113, -4, -1t4

2. Continue the pattern

4m+15,9m-16, 16m+17.

3. Continue the pattern

X m m2 m3 m'

7 11 15 19

4. Continue the pattern

m4+1, m3+2, m2+3, m+4,

5. What is 7 added to: 56m

6. What is one half of: 70xy

7. What is one more than the double of: 10t

B. State the number that is 3 more than half of: B2z3

9. What is one less than the triple of. 7w

10. How many years is a quarter of a century
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Daily Quiz#17
based on Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #6 Patters and Relations Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
calculation
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1. How many years is a quarter of a century

2. Continue the pattern

-2, -112, +3, +113, -4, -1t4,

3. Continue the pattern

4m+15, 9m-16, 16m+17 ,

4. Continue the pattern

X m m2 m3
Am'

7 11 15 19

5 Continue the pattern

m4+1, m3+2, m2+3, m+4,

6. . What is one half of: 70xy

7. What is 7 added to: 56m

8. What is one more than the double of: 10t

9. What is one less than the triple of: 7w

10. State the number that is 3 more than half of: B2z3
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Daily Quiz #18
based on Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #7 Patiers and Relations Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
calculation

1. How many is a half: minute

2. Subtract 5y from: 2

3. Subtract 3z from: 9z

4. Add Bh to: 7h

5. Add 7c to: c+1

6. Add 3m to half of: 12m

7. Multiply by 7m: 6x

B. Multiply by 3x half of: 6

9. Divide by 3w: 7w

10. Divide by 5d: 3d
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Daily Quiz #19
based on Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #7 Patters and Relations Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
calculation

1. Subtract 3z from. 9z

2. Subtract 5y from: 2

3. How many is a half: minute

4. Add Bh to: 7h

5. Add 7c to: c+1

6. Add 3m to half of: 12m

7. Multiply by 7m. 6x

B. Multiply by 3x half of: 6

9. Divide by 3w: 7w

10. Divide by 5d. 3d
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Daily Quiz #20
based on Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #7 Patters and Relations Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
calculation

1. Add Bh to: 7h

2. Add 7c to: c+1

3. Add 3m to half of: 12m

4. How many is a half: minute

5. Subtract 5y from: 2

6. Subtract 3z from: 9z

7- Multiply by 7m: 6x

B. Multiply by 3x half of: b

9. Divide by 3w: 7w

'10. Divide by 5d: 3d
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Daily Quiz#21
based on Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #7 Patters and Relations Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
calculation

1. Multíply by 7m: 6x

2. Multiply by 3x half of: 6

3. Subtract 3z from: 9z

4. Subtract 5y from: 2

5. Add 7c to: c+1

6. Add 3m to half of: 12m

7. Add th to: 7h

B. Divide by 5d: 3d

9. Divide by 3w: 7w

10. How many is a half: minute
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Daily Quiz#22
based on Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #7 Patters and Relations Sirand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
calculation

1. Divide by 5d: 3d

2. Divide by 3w: 7w

3. How many is a half: minute

4. Add th to: 7h

5. Add 7c to: c+1

6. Add 3m to half of: 12m

7. Multiply by 7m: 6x

B. Multiply by 3x half of: 6

9. Subtract 5y from: 2

10. Subtract 3z from. 9z
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Daily Quiz#23
based on Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #8 Patters and Relations Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
calculation

1. Subtract 5y from: 5v-2

2. Subtract 3y from: 4Y*2

3. Add 3z to. -4m+2

4. Add th to: -7h-5

5. Multiply by 7c. c+1

6. Multiply by 3m: 2m+6

7. Multiply by (-7m): 6x-6

L Divide by 3x: 6

9. Divide by 4d. 3d+2

10. Divide by (-39): 3g-3
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Daity Quiz#24
based on Oral Mathematics Drill Actívity Set #8 Patters and Relations Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
calculaiion

1. Add 3zlo. -4m+2

2. Add Bh to: -7h-5

3. Subtract 5y from: 5v-2

4. Subtract 3y from: 4Y*2

5. Multiply by 7c: c+1

6. Multiply by 3m: 2m+6

7. Multiply by (-7m): 6x-6

B. Divide by 3x: 6

9. Divide by 4d: 3d+2

10. Divide by (-39): 3g-3
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Daily Quiz #25
based on Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #8 Patters and Relations Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
calculation

1. Multiply by 7c. c+1

2. Multiply by 3m: 2m+6

3. Multiply by (-7m): 6x-6

4. Divide by 3x: 6

5. Divide by 4d: 3d+2

6. Divide by (-39): 3g-3

7. Subtract 5y from. 5v-2

B. Subtract 3y from: 4Y*2

L Add 3z to: -4m+2

10. Add Bh to: -7h-5
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Daily Quiz #26
based on Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #8 Patters and Relations Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
oalculation

1. Multiply by 3m: 2m+6

2. Divide by 3x: 6

3. Add 3zto'. -4m+2

4. Subtract 5y from: 5y-2

5. Multiply by 7c. c+1

6. Divide by 4d: 3d+2

7. Add th to: -7h-5

8. Subtract 3y from: 4y+2

9. Multiply by (-7m): 6x-6

10. Divide by (-3g): 3g-3
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Daily Quiz #27
based on Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #8 Patters and Relations Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
calculation

1. Subtract 5y from: 5y-2

2. Subtract 3y from: 4Y*2

3. Add 3z to: -4m+2

4. Add Bh to: -7h-5

5. Multiply by 7c. c+1

6. Multiply by 3m: 2m+6

7. Multiply by (-7m): 6x-6

B. Divide by 3x: 6

9. Divide by 4d: 3d+2

10. Divide by (-39): 3g-3
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Daily Quiz #28
based on Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #9 Shape and Space Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
calculation

1. What is the total sum of the measure of the inside angles of a:

triangle, ?

2. What is the measure of the third angle in a right triangle if

the second known angle is:72"

3. What is the perimeter of the followinq shape:

4. How much will the perimeter of a rectangle increase if

each length and width increases by:'10

5. Determine the area of the following shape if each small square represents a square

unit.

6 Determine the shaded area of the following shape:

7. How many right angles does a right-triangle have?

B. Determine the area of the following shape.

9. Determine the circumference of the circle if the radius is: 3 units long.

10. Determine the area of the circle 1nr'z¡ if the radius is Sunits long.
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Daily Quiz#29
based on Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #9 Shape and Space Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
;alculation

1. What is the perimeter of the following shape:

2. How much will the perimeter of a rectangle increase if each length and width
increases by: 10

3. What is the total sum of the measure of the inside angles of a triangle ?

4. What is the measure of the third angle in a right triangle if the second known
angle is.72"

5. Determine the area of the following shape if each small square represents a

square unit.

6. Determine the are of the following shaded shape.

7. Determine the area of the following shape:

B. How many right angles does each 2D shape have: square, rectangle

9. Determine the circumference of the circle if the radius is: 3 units long,

10. Determine the area of the circle (nl) if the radius is Sunits long.
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Daily Quiz #30
based on Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #9 Shape and Space Strand

All quesiions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
calculation

What is the perimeter of the following shape:

2. How much will the perimeter of a rectangle increase if each length and width
increases by: 10

3. How many right angles does each 2D shape have: square, rectangle

4. What is the total sum of the measure of the inside angles of a triangle ?

5. What is the measure of the third angle in a right triangle if the second known
angle is'.72"

6. Determine the are of the following shaded shape:

7. Determine the area of the following shape:

B. Determine the area of the following shape if each small square represents a

square unit.

9. Determine the circumference of the circle if the radius is: 3 units long.

'10. Determine the area of the circle (nr') if the radius is Sunits long.
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Daily Quiz #31
based on Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #9 Shape and Space Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or writien
calculation

1. Determine the circumference of the circle if the radius is: 3 units long.

2. Determine the area of the circle (nr') if the radius is 5units long.

3. How many right angles does each 2D shape have: square, rectangle

4. What is the total sum of the measure of the inside angles of a triangle ?

5. What is the measure of the third angle in a right triangle if the second known
angle is.72"

6. How much will the perimeter of a rectangle increase if each length and width
increases by. 10

7 . What is the perimeter of the following shape:

B. Determine the are of the following shaded shape:

9. Determine the area of the following shape:

10. Determine the area of the following shape if each small square represents a

square unit.
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Daily Quiz#32
based on Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #9 Shape and Space Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
calculation

1 . Determine the circumference of the circle if the radius is: 3 units long.

2. How much will the perimeter of a rectangle increase if each length and width
increases by: 10

3. How many right angles does each 2D shape have: square, rectangle

4. What is the total sum of the measure of the inside angles of a triangle ?

5. What is the measure of the third angle in a right triangle if the second known
angle is.72"

6. Determine the area of the circle (nr') if the radius is Sunits long.

7. Determine the area of the following shape:

B Determine the are of the following shaded shape:

9. Determine the area of the following shape if each small square represents a

square unit.

'10. What is the perimeter of the following shape:
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Daily Quiz #33
based on Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #9 Shape and Space Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
calculation

1 . What is the total sum of the measure of the inside angles of a triangle ?

2. What is the measure of the third angle in a right triangle if the second known
angle is.72".

3. How many right angles does each 2D shape have: square, rectangle

4. How much will the perimeter of a rectangle increase if each length and width
increases by. 10

5. Determine the circumference of the circle if the radius is. 3 units long.

6. Determine the area of the circle (nr') if the radius is Sunits long

7. What is the perimefer of the following shape:

B. Determine the area of the following shape if each small square represents a

square unit.

9. Determine the area of the following shape:

10 Determine the area of the following shaded shape:
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Daily Quiz#34
based on Oral Mathematics DrillActivity Set #10 Shape and Space Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
calculation

1. What is the measure of the third angle in a triangle if the other two angles are.

69" and 40"

2. What is the length of the hypotenuse of the right triangle if the two sides are:

7km and 4km

3. Determine the area of the following shape if each small square represents a square

unit.

4. What is the perimeter of the following shape:

5. Determine the area of a triangle if the height is 7 cm and the base is

9 cm,

6. Determine the area of each of the following shape:

7 . What would the area of the above shape be if the base increased by7 units?

8. Determine the shaded area when the diameter is two units long.

9. Determine the circumference of the circle if the diameter is: B units long.

10. Determine the area of the circle (nr') if the diameter is: B units long.
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Daily Quiz #35
based on Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #10 Shape and Space Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
calculation

1. What is the measure of the third angle in a triangle if the other two angles are:

69" and 40"
2. What is the length of the hypotenuse of the right triangle if the two sides are:

7km and 4km
3. Determine the area of the following shape if each small square represents a square

unit.

4. What is the perimeter of the followino shape:
5. Determine the area of a triangle if the height is 7 cm and the base is

9 cm.

6. Determine the area of each of the followino shaoe:
7 . What would the area of the above shape be if the base increased by7 units?

8. Determine the shaded area when the diameter is two units long.

9. Determine the circumference of the circle if the diameter is: B units long.

10. Determine the area of the circle (nr') if the diameter is: B units long.
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Daily Quiz #36
based on Oral Mathematics DrillActivity Set #10 Shape and Space Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
calculation

1. What is the length of the hypotenuse of the right triangle if the two sides are:

7km and 4km
2. What is the measure of the third angle in a triangle if the other two angles are:

69' and 40'
3. Determine the area of the following shape if each small square represents a square

unit.

4. Determine the area of the followinq shape:

5. What would the area of the above shape be if the base increased by7 units?

6. What is the oerimeter of the followino shaoe:
7. Determine the area of a triangle if the height is 7 cm and the base is

9 cm,

B. Determine the shaded area when the diameter is two units long.

9. Determine the circumference of the circle if the diameter is: B units long.

10. Determine the area of the circle 1nf ¡ if the diameter is: I units long.
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Daily Quiz #37
based on Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #10 Shape and Space Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
calculation

1. Determine the circumference of the circle if the diameter is: I units long.

2. Determine the area of the circle (nr') if the diameter is: 8 units long.

3. Determine the shaded area when the diameter is two units long.

4. What is the measure of the third angle in a triangle if the other two angles are:

69" and 40'

5. Determine the area of a triangle if

the heioht is 7 cm and the base is 9 cm
6. What is the length of the hypotenuse of the right triangle if the two sides are:

7km and 4km
7. What is the perimeter of the following shape

8. Determine the area of the following shape if each small square represents a

souare unit

9. Determine the area of the followino shaoe:
10- What would the area of the above shape be if the base increased by7 units?
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Daily Quiz #38
based on Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #10 Shape and Space Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
calculation

1. Determine the circumference of the circle if the diameter is: I units lonq.
2. Determine the area of the circle (nr') if the diameter is: I units lono.
3. Determine the shaded area of the circle when the diameter is two units long.

4. What is the measure of the third angle in a triangle if the other two angles are.

69' and 40'
5. Determine the area of a triangle if

the heiqht is 7 cm and the base is 9 cm
6. What is the length of the hypotenuse of the right triangle if the two sides are.

7km and 4km
7. What is the perimeter of the following shape if the edge of each small square

represents one unit?
8. Determine the area of the following shape if each small square represents a square

unit.
9. Determine the area of the following shape if the edge of each small square

represents one unit.

10. What would the area of the above shape be if the base increased by7 units?
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Daily Quiz #39
based on Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #10 Shape and Space Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
calculation

1 Determine the area of the circle 1nr2¡ if the diameter is: B units long.

2. Determine the shaded area of the circle when the diameter is two units long.

3. Determine the circumference of the circle if the diameter is: I units lonq.
4. What is the length of the hypotenuse of the right triangle if the two sides are:

7km and 4km
5. What is the measure of the third angle in a triangle if the other two angles are:

69' and 40"
b Determine the area of a triangle if

the heioht is 7 cm and the base is 9 cm
7. What is the perimeter of the following shape if the edge of each small square

represents one unit?
B Determine the area of the following shape if each small square represents a

square unit.
9. Determine the area of the following shape if the edge of each small square

represents one unit.
10. What would the area of the above shape be if the base increased by7 units?
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Daily Quiz #40
based on Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #10 Shape and Space Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
calculation

1 Determine the area of the circle 1nr2¡ it the diameter is: B units long.

2. Determine the shaded area of the circle when the diameter is two units long.

3. Determine the circumference of the circle if the diameter is: B units long.

4. What is the length of the hypotenuse of the right triangle if the two sides are:

7km and 4km
5. What is the perimeter of the following shape if the edge of each small square

represents one unit?
b. Determine the area of a triangle if

the heiqht is 7 cm and the base is 9 cm
7. What is the measure of the third angle in a triangle if the other two angles are:

69" and 40"
B. Determine the area of the following shape if each small square represents a

square unit.
9. Determine the area of the following shape if the edge of each small square

represents one unit.
10. What would the area of the above shape be if the base increased bv7 units?
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Daily Quiz#41
based on Oral Mathematics DrillActivity Set #10 Shape and Space Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
calculation

1 What is the length of the hypotenuse of the right triangle if the two sides are:

7km and 4km
2. What is the perimeter of the following shape if the edge of each small square

represents one unit?
3. Determine the area of the circle (nr') if the diameter is: I units long.

4. Determine the shaded area of the circle when the diameter is two units long.:

5. Determine the circumference of the circle if the diameter is: B units long.

6. Determine the area of the following shape if the edge of each small square

reoresents one unit.
7. What would the area of the above shape be if the base increased by7 units?

8. Determine the area of the following shape if each small square represents a

souare unit.

9. Determine the area of a triangle if the height is 7 cm and the base is 9 cm

10. What is the measure of the third angle in a triangle if the other two angles are:

69" and 40"
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Daily Quiz#42
based on Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #11 Statistics and Probability Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manÍpulative object or written
calculation

1. How could you express the following numbers out of a hundred? lf you hear on the
news that a certain political candidate has a 28o/o change of winning

2. How would you express the above number in decimals?

3. Express as a fraction: 10%

4. Express as a decimal: 15o/o.

5. Express as a decimal: 1oo/o of 20.

6. Express the shaded area as a percentaqe

z. Exoress the shaded area as a fraction. I I I I

B. Express the shaded area as a decimal.
9 What is your chance of becoming the winner of a singing contest, if including you
there are:
60 oeoole enterino?
10. What fraction of dots on this graph represents: more than 3 ?

Lì

4

a

I

r:i

ÀECDEFGH
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Daily Quiz #43
based on Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #11 Statistics and Probability Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
calculation

1. Express as a fract¡on: 1O%

2. Express as a decimal: 15%.

3. How could you express the following numbers out of a hundred? If you hear on the
news that a certain political candidate has a 28o/o change of winning

4. How would you express the above number in decimals?

5. Express as a decimal: 10% of 20.

6. Express the shaded area as a percentage

7. Express the shaded area as a fraction T

B. Express the shaded area as a decimal.
I What is your chance of becoming the winner of a singing contest, if including you
there are:
60 people enterinq?
10. What fraction of dots on this graph represents: more than 3 ?

u

5

4

f

I

t:l

ÀBCDEFGH
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Daily Quiz #44
based on Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #1'1 Statistics and Probability Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
:alculation

1. How could you express the following numbers out of a hundred? lf you hear on the
news that a certain political candidate has a 21o/o change of winning

2. How would you express the above number in decimals?

3. Express the shaded area as a percentaqe
4. Exoress as a decimal: 15o/o.

5. Express as a fraction: 10o/o

6. Express as a decimal: 10o/o of 20.

7. Express the shaded area as a fraction f,

8. Express the shaded area as a decimal.
9 What fraction of dots on this graph represents: more than 3 ?

ÁECDEFçH

10. What is your chance of becoming the winner of a singing contest, if including you
there are:

60 people entering?
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Daily Quiz #45
based on Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #11 Statistics and Probability Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
calculation

'1. Express the shaded area as a Þercentaoe

2. Express the shaded area as a fraction II
3. Express as a fraction: 10%
4. Express as a decimal: 15%.
5. What fraction of dots on this graph represents: more than 3 ?

fJ

J

4

_ì

I

tl

.úFCDEFÊH

6. How could you express the following numbers out of a hundred? lf you hear on the
news that a certain political candidate has a 28o/o chanqe of winninq
7. How would you express the above number in decimals?
8. What is your chance of becoming the winner of a singing contest, if including you
there are:
60 oeople enterino?
9 Express as a decimal: 10% of 20.

10 Exoress the shaded area as a decimal
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Daily Quiz #46
based on Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #11 Statistics and Probability Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
calculation

1. What fraction of dots on this graph represents: more than 3 ?

É

5

4

J

')

I

ü

ÀECNEFGH

2. Exoress as a decimal: 15o/o.

3. Express as a fraction: 10%

4. Express the shaded area as a fraction II
5. How could you express the following numbers out of a hundred? lf you hear on the
news that a certain political candidate has a 28o/o chanqe of winnino
6. How would vou express the above number in decimals?
7- Exoress as a decimal: 10o/o of 20.

B. Express the shaded area as a decimal.

9 What is your chance of becoming the winner of a singing contest, if including you
there are:

60 people entering?

10. Express the shaded area as a percentage.
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Daily Quiz#47
based on Oral Mathematics DrillActivity Set#12 Statistics and Probability Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
calculation

1. Which measure of central tendency should you use to find the average of the
following sets of data: 9, B, B, 5,7 , B

2. Find the average of the above set of data using the appropriate measure of central
tendency.

3. Find the average: 30o/o,5}o/o

4. Find the mean: 15o/o,20o/o,25o/o

5.

6. There were 4 yellow, 4 blue, 2 purple, 5 green and 3 red candies in the bag of
candies you got for Easter. What is the probability of your first candy being: green, ?

7 lf your first candy was green, what is the probability of your second candy being:
green, ?

B. What is your chance of becoming the winner of a singing contest, if including you
there are: 235 people entering

9. State as a percent 0.98,

10. What fraction of dots on this graph represents:

D

5

4

2

1

{

tt
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Daily Quiz #48
based on Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #12 Statistics and Probability Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
calculation

What fraction of dots on this graph represents:

n)

J

1

1

I rt

2. State as a percent 0.98
3. Which measure of central tendency should you use to find the average of the

following sets of data: I, B, B, 5, 7, B
4. Find the average of the above set of data using the appropriate measure of central
tendencv.
5. Find the mean: 3, 5, 5, 9,4,
6. There were 4 yellow, 4 blue, 2 purple, 5 green and 3 red candies in the bag of

candies vou qot for Easter. What is the probabilitv of vour first candv beino: qreen. ?
7 lf your first candy was green, what is the probability of your second candy being:
qreen. ?

8. What is your chance of becoming the winner of a singing contest, if including you
there are: 235 people enterino
9. Find the averaqe: 3}o/o,51o/o
10. Find the mean. 15%,20%, 25%
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Daily Quiz #49
based on Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #12 Statistics and Probability Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
calculation

1. Which measure of central tendency should you use to find the average of the
followinq sets of data: 9. 8. 8. 5.7 . B
2. Find the average of the above set of data using the appropr¡ate measure of central

tendencv.
3. Find the averaqe: 30o/o, 5Oo/o

4. Find the mean: 15o/o,20o/o,25o/o
5. Find the mean: 3. 5. 5. 9. 4.
6. What fraction of dots on this graph represents:

I

g

7 State as a Dercent 0.98
B. What is your chance of becoming the winner of a singing contest, if including you
there are: 235 oeoole enterino

9. There were 4 yellow, 4 blue, 2 purple, 5 green and 3 red candies in the bag of
candies you got for Easter. What is the probability of your first candy being: green?

10. lf your first candy was green in the above question, what is the probability of your
second candy being: green?
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Daily Quiz #50
based on Oral Mathematics DrillActivity Set #12 StatistÍcs and Probability Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
calculation

Copyriglit 2009 by Katarina Schilling

'1. Which measure of central tendency should you use to find the average of the

following sets of data: 9, B, B, 5, 7, B

2. Find the average of the above set of data using the appropriate measure of central

tendency.

3. State as a percent 0.98

4. Find the average: 30%,50%

6. Find the mean: 15o/o,2jo/o,25o/o

7. What is your chance of becoming the winner of a singing contest, if including you

there are: 235 people entering

B. There were 4 yellow, 4 blue, 2 purple, 5 green and 3 red candies in the bag of

candies you got for Easter. What is the probability of your first candy being: green?

9. lf your first candy in the above question was green, what is the probability of your

second candy being: green?

'10. What fraction of dots on this graph represents:

ð

J

4
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Daily Quiz #51
based on Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #12 Statistics and Probability Strand

All questions are to be solved without the aid of a calculator, any manipulative object or written
calculation

1. There were 4 yellow, 4 blue, 2 purple, 5 green and 3 red candies in the bag of

cand¡es you got for Easter. What is the probability of your first candy being: green?

2. lf your first candy in the above question was green, what is the probability of your

second candy being: green?

3. State as a percent 0.98

4. What is your chance of becoming the winner of a singing contest, if including you

there are: 235 people entering

5. Which measure of central tendency should you use to find the average of the

following sets of data: 9, 8, 8, 5,7, I
6. Find the average of the above set of data using the appropriate measure of central

tendency.

What fraction of dots on this graph represents:

rl

4

I v

B. Find the average: 30o/o,5Oo/o

9. Find the mean: 15o/o,20o/o,25o/o

10.
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lVord Problem Quiz
based on Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Word problems

All questrons are to be solved wrthout the atd of a calculator or wrltten calculation
1. What is your chance of becoming the winner of a singing contest, if including you
there are 60

2. What is the length of the hypotenuse of the right triangle if the two sides are 3 cm and
4cm

3. To make a tasty jug of iced tea, you need 7 measuring scoops of iced tea powder
for every litre (L) of water. How many scoops of iced tea powder will you need for: 2L,

4. Your parents are building a house that is 7m wide and 9 meters long. What will be the
area of the house in m2 ?

5. Dad has 2 baseball bats. How many baseball caps does he have if the total of
baseball caps is one less than the triple number of baseball bats?

6. Bob Ís 2 years old and Don is 5 years old. How old is their mother if we know that her
age is the sum of the squares of their ages?

7. Jo's age is the square root of his grandfather's age. How old is Jo if his grandfather is:
81, 100, 121 years old?

B. Multiply by 7m. 5m

9. Multiply by (-7m): 6x-6,

10. Divide by (-2x): Bx+6
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Appendix B:
Researcher Designed Oral Mathematics Drill Activities

Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #1 Number Strand

1. whatistheexpandedform of'. 12,22,52,72,82 92, 102, 112, 122, 152.

2. What is the square of: 1 , 2, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15.

3. Whatisthesquarerootof: 1,25,36, 49, 64,81, '100, 121, 144,225.

5. Estimatethesquarerootof: 34, 10,24,5,50, 62, 80, 210, 98, 83.

10. To make a tasty jug of iced tea, you need 7 measuring scoops of iced tea powder for every

litre (L) of water. How many scoops of iced tea powder will you need for:

2L, 3L,41, 51, 81, '101, 12L, 151, 201, 251 of water?
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Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #2 Number Strand

1. What is the square of: 10, 20, 11 15, 13, I, 12.

2. What is the square root of: 169, 49, 100, 144, 225, 64, 16, 121.

3. Converttodecimals: 2110,314, 9/'10, -415,75110, -1215, 1115O, 15120.

4. Converttodecimals: 1o-2, 1o'1:314, -7110, -48t10, -6/50, -9/5,9i100.

6. What is 10 % of: 30, 50, 70, 80, 100, 120, 150, 20O, 450, 900.

7. What is 2O o/o o'f '. 30, 50, 70, 80, 100, 12O, 150, 200, 450, 900.

10 Express in fractional form: 1Oo/o, 18o/o, 25%, 40%, 60%, 81%, 95%, 150%
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Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #3 Number Strand

2.

cJ.

4,

5.

6.

7

8.

9. Subtractli3 from: 112, 213, 314, 3i5, 415, 516,317, 5/9

10. Howmanyl12 canyoumakefrom: 112, 2, 3, 314, 315, 4, 516,7
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Oral Mathematics Drill Activity #4 Patterns and Relations

1. Find the missing value in each ordered pair when y = 2x
(1,_), (10,_), (100,_), (4,_), (40,_), (400,_), (7 ,_), (70,_)

2. State the corresponding equations

3. Create a table of values for the equation y = 5x

4. Create a table of values for the equation y = - 3x

5. What is one half of each of the following: 6, 60, 600, 6000, 60000

6. What is 5 added to each of the following: 8, 18, 28, 38, 58, 98, 108, 148

7. Wlrat is one more than the double of each ofthe following: 3, 5, 7,9, I l, 13, 15

8. What is one less than the triple of each of the following: 2, 3, 5,7, 10, 15, 20

9. State the number that is 3 more than half of each of the following:

2, 5,8, 10, 18, 25, 30

10. How many eggs are in: one, two five, seven, ten dozen?
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Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #5 Patter¡rs and Relations

1. How many are four of each: decade, century, millennium, pair, dozen

2. Continue the pattern

2. 1t2. 3, 1t3,

3. Continue the pattern

m+5, 3m+6, 6m+7, '10m+8,

4. Continue the pattern

5 Continue the pattern

m2+1, m3+2, m5+3, m8+4,

6. . What is one half of: 6, 6x, 6xy, 60, 60x, 60xy, 600, 600x, 600xy

7. What is 5 added to: 8, 8x, 28, 28xy, 58, 58m 98, 98rn

8. What is one more than the double of: 3, 3t, 5, 7, 7t, 9, 9t, '13, 13t

9. What is one less than the triple of: 2, 2w, 3, 3w, 8, 8w, 11 , 1 1w

10. State the number that is 3 more than half of each of:

2, 2m, 5, 5m2, 8, 823, 10, 10mn, 25, 25mn2
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Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #6 Patterns and Relations

1. How many are a quarter of each: decade, century, millennium, pair, dozen

2. Continue the pattern

-2, -112, +3, +113.

3. Continue the pattern

4m+15, 9m-'16, 16m+17,

4. Continue the pattern

5 Continue the pattern

ma+1, m3+2, m2+3, m+4,

6. . What is one half of: 7, 7x, 7xy, 70, 70x, 70xy, 7OO, 700x, 700xy

7. What is 7 added to: 6, 6x, 56, 56rn 98, 98rny 216, 2l6xv,
8. What is one more than the double of: 8, 8t, 10, 10t, 14, 141., '19, 19t

9.Whatisonelessthanthetripleof: 4, 4w, 7, 7w, 13, '13w, 15, 15w

10. State the number that is 3 more than half of each of:

12, 12m, 50, 50m2, 82, 8223, 86, 86mn, 90, 90mn2
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Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #7 Patterns and Relations

'1. How many is a half: decade, century, millennium, pair, dozen, minute

2. Subtract 5y from each:

2, 112y, 3y, 1l3xy, 4, 4y, 5y, 5my

3. Subtract 3z from each:

92, 4m, 15, 112, 162, 16m2,

4. Add 8h to each:

Syh, 7, 7n, Myh, 14h, 25h, 5mh

5. Add 7c to each:

c+1, m+zc, cm+3, 5c+2cm, a+4c, 3a+8c+4

6. Add 3m to half of each of:

12, 12m, 20, 20m2, 32, 3223, 46, 46mn, 50, 50mn2

7. MultiplybyTm: 6, 6x, 6m, 5m, 8, 8my 9. 9m. 9xy.

8. Multiply by 3x half of: ^ 4T, 6, 6m, Õ, 8x, 16, 16t

9. Divideby3w: 3, 3w, 7, 7w, 12, 12\^?, 15, 15w2

10. Divide by 5d: 3, 3d, 7, 7dw, 12, 12d2, 15, 15d2
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Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #8 Patterns and Relations

1. Subtract (-5y) from:

5y-2, of-sy, 33-82, 8xy-3, -4yt-4, 5my-5y,

2. Subtract (-3y)from:

4y*2, -112y-4, zf*Sy, 1/3xy-y, -2mn+5y, 5my-3y

3. Add (-32)to:

9z-6, -4m+2, 2mz-15, 112+5, 16 z-11, -12m2-32

4. Add (-8h) to:

Syh+s, 7m-2h, -7h-5, '14yh-3h, -14h+2, -5h-25

Ã Multiply by (-7c):

c+1 , m+zc, cm+3, 5c+2cm, a+4c, 3a+8c+4

b. Multiply by (-3m):

2m+6, -4+8, 2Om2-x, -323-7, -6mn+50, 5mn2-3

7. Multiplyby(-7m): 6x-6, 6rn'-1, -5xrn-2, 8my+!, -3m-7, -9xy+7

9. Divide by(-ad): 3d+2, -4d+4, -7d3-5, 8dw-16d, -12d2.2}d, 16ds-40d

10. Divide by (-3g): 3g-3, 7g'-7, -7gw-7g, 1292-1292, -15g4-9g, 21mg2-3g
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Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #9 Shape and Space

'1. What is the total sum of the measure of the inside angles of a:

iriangle, square, rectangle, trapezoid?

2. What is the measure of the third angle in a right triangle if the second known angle is:

10" ,20" ,30', 48', 56', 69', 72"

3. What is the perimeter of the following shapes:

4. How much will the perimeter of a rectangle increase if each length and width increases by:

1,3,4,7,8, 10, 11?

6. Determine the area of the following shapes if each small square represents a square unit.

l
Determine the area of each of the following squares:

7. How many right angles does each 2D shape have: triangle, square, rectangle

8. Determine the area of the following shapes:

9. Determinethe circumferenceof the circle if the radius is: 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 units long.

10. Determine the area of the circle (nr') if the radius is: 1 , 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,7 units long.
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1. What is the measure of the third angle in a triangle if the other two angles are:

'100" and 35", 20" and 90", 35" and 80", 48'and 60", 56. and 74", 69. and 40"

2- What is the length of the hypotenuse of the right triangle if the two sides are:

3 cm and 4 cm, 3 units and 5 units, 12 m and S m, 12 km and g km, 7km and 4km

Determine the area of the following shapes if each small square represents a sqrrare un'it

hÞr=
4. What is the perimeter of the following shapes:

5. Determine the area of a triangle if the height is 7 cm and the base is

3cm, 8cm, 9 cm, '1Ocm, 20cm, 100cm

6. Determine the area of each of the following shapes:

7. What would the area of each of the above shape be if the bases increased by7 units?

8. Determine the shaded area of each when the diameter is two units long.

9- Determine the circumference of the circle if the diameter is: 3, 5, 8, '12 units long.

10. Determine the area of the circle 1nl¡ it the diameter is: 3, s, 8, 12 unlts long.

Oral Mathematics 182

Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #10 Shape and Space
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Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #11 Statistics and Probability

1 .How could you express the following numbers out of a hundred? lf you hear on the news that
a certain political candidate has a

28%, 25o/o, 30o/o 5O%, 6OVo, 75% 80% change of winning

2. How would you express the same number in decimals?

3. Express as a fraction:

4. Express as a decimal. 15o/o, 2O%o,25o/o, 42%, 68%,79%, 81%.

6. Express the shaded area as a percentage.

7. Express the shaded area as a fraction.

8. Express the shaded area as a decimal.

9 What is your chance of becoming the winner of a singing contest, if including you there are:

7, 12, 25, 60, 85, 200, 560 people entering?

10. What fraction of dots on this graph represents: more than 3, less than 3, 3?

t

J

,l

I
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Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set #12 Statistics and Probabilify

1 Which measure of central tendency should you use to find the average of the following sets

of data:

9,8,8,5,7,8 2,7,8,5,3,6 1,8,9,7,5 2,8,7,6,1 9,7,2,5,6

2. Find the average of each of the above sets of data using the appropriate measure of central

tendency.

3. Find the average: 30%,50% 60%75% 90%,100%.

4. Find the mean: 15o/o,20o/o,25o/o 42%,38%,60% 8%J2%,7%.

6. There were 4 yellow, 4 blue, 2 purple, 5 green and 3 red candies in the bag of candies you

got for Easter. What is the probability of your first candy being.

green, purple, red, blue, yellow?

7 lf your first candy was green, what is the probability of your second candy being:

green, purple, red, blue, yellora/?

8. What is your chance of becoming the winner of a singing contest, if including you there are:

10, 12, 25, 38, 90, 235 people entering

9. State as a percent: '1.0

10. What fraction of dots on this graph represents: 4, more than 4, less than 4?

TJ

5

4
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Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set Word problems

1. How many eggs are in: one dozen, five dozen, seven dozen, ten dozen?

2. What is your chance of becoming the winner of a singing contest, if including you there are:
60, 85, 200, 560 people entering?

3. Express the numbers out of a hundred. lf you hear on the news that a certain political
candidate has a 28%, 5O%, 60%, 75%, 80% change of winning

4. What is 5 % of:

5. What is the measure of the third angle in a triangle if the other two angles are:
20' and 90', 35" and 80 ", 48'and 60', 56" and74", 69" and 40.

o. What is the length of the hypotenuse of the right triangle
3 cm and 4 cm, 3 units and 5 units, 12 m and 5 m,

if the two sides are:

12km and 9 km

7. Determine the area of each of the following shapes:

\

f

8. What would the area of each of the above shape be if the bases increased by 2 units?

9. Determine the area of the circle (nl) ¡r the diameter is: 3, 5, 8, 12 units long.

10. Determine the shaded area of each when the diameter is two units long.

1 '1 . Determine the circumference of the circle if the díameter is: 3, 5, 8, 12 units long.

12. To make a tasty jug of iced tea, you need 7 measuring scoops of iced tea powder for every
litre (L) of water. How many scoops of iced tea powder will you need for:
2L, 31, 51, 81, 12L, 20L of water?
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Oral Mathematics Drill Activity Set Word problems

13. How many are four of each: decade, century, millennium, pair, dozen

14. Your parents are building a house that is 7m wide and 9 meters long. What will be the area of
the house in m'?

15. Dad has 2 baseball bats. How many baseball caps does he have if the total of baseball caps
is one less than the triple number of baseball bats?

16. Express in fractionalform: 1O%, 18o/o, 25o/o, 60%, 81o/o, 95o/o, 15oo/o

17. Add 3m to half of each of: 12, 12m, 20, 20m2, 32, 3223, 50mn2

18. What is the perimeter of the following shapes:

19. Bob is 2 years old and Don is 5 years old. How old is their mother if we know that her age is
the sum of the squares oftheir ages?

20. Jo's age is the square root of his grandfather's age. How old is Jo if his grandfather is: 81,
100, 121 years old?

21. Determine the area of the following shapes:

22.MultiplybyTm: 6, 6x, 6m, 5m, 8, 8my 9, 9m, 9xy

23. Multiply by (-7m): 6x-6, 6m2-1, -5xm-2, 8my+9, -3m-7, -9xy+7

24. Divide by (-3x): 4, 4t, 6, 6m, 8, 8x, 1ô, 16t

25. Peter says his uncle is 3 years less than a half-century and his grandfather is 2 decades short
of a century. What is the difference in their age in years?

26. State the corresponding equations

/ _1-ì \
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Appendix C:
Researcher Designed Tests

Researcher's Initial Mathematics Test

Solve Write the appropriate equations

2. Solve 325 + 175:

3. Add (r8) + (+s) :

4. Add (-2) + (-e) :

5. State the appropriate equations

6. How many is: one dozen?

7. Add (-32) + (+12) :

8. Subtract (+2s) - (+1s):

9. Subtract (+43) - (-7):

10. Subtract (-81) -(+20)

(-30)- (-8) :I l. Subtract
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12. State the corresponding equatiotls

,/1t? \,/\
É---r----ì

/ -t \,

13. Multiply (+2s) (+6) :

14. Multiply (+t2) (-7) :

l -5. How marly wheels are on 3 bikes?

16. Identify the fractions.

l7- Divide (3s0) / (-50) :

18. Divide (-280 t(+70) :

19. What is the degree measure of eacli angle in a square?

20. How many days are there in 6 weeks?

2l - Tim has 8 kittens. He 
-eave away 5 kittens last week and 3 kittens the week before

last. How many kittens did he have originally?

22. How many uncles does Mona have, if her mother has 8 brothers and her father has

3 sisters?
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Researcher's Mid-rvay Mathematics Test

State the appropriate equations

2. Add (-s) + (-7):

3. Subtract (-s1) - (+20):

4. Multiply (-2s) (+4):

s. Divide (+4s0) / (+1s) --

6. State the corresponding equations

7. Add (+l3x) + (-6x):

8. Subtract (+53x) - (-t7x):

9. Multiply (-ax) (+3y):

10. Divide (l2y') t(aÐ:

I l. identify the fractions
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12. What is25Yo of400?

13. How many years in four decades?

14. How many years in 314 of a cennrry?

15. What is the sum of half of 16 and a third of 9?

16. State the perimeter of this object

17. Estimate (3e) (s1):

18. Estimate 280 I 7r:

19. Estimate the square root of 84

20. How many S will you need to add to $ 29 in order to buy a S 45 jacket?

2I. Tony has 4 hockey sticks. He gave away 2 hockey sticks last week and 3 hockey

sticks the week before last. How marly hockey sticks did he have originally?

22. How can Mirni figure out her uncle's age, if she knows lhat 2 years ago he was 34

years old?
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Researcher's Final Mathematics Test

Add 295+35:

2 Subtract 296 -34:

J. Multiply (-2s) (-s):

4. Divide (240) l(-60):

5. State the equations

6. How many wheels are on 5 cars?

l. How rnuch does each ticket cost if the total for 6 tickets is $ 30 ?

8. Multiply by (-3m) the polynomial (2m-5y+9)

9. Divide by (-2x) the polpomial (-2d+4x-10)

10. There were 25 questions on the test. Walter got 80% of them correct. How

many questiolls did he get correct?

11. Torn's mother is 30 years old and his father is 34 years old. Tom's age is the

square root of his mother's and his father's age cornbined. How old is Tom?
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12 Ideritify the f¡actions

13. Peter had l2 hockey sticks. How many hockey sticks would you say Peter
gave away, if he told you that he now has one third of the original amount?

14. Mary's mother is 4 decades old. Mary is 2 years more than a quarter of her
mother's age. How old is Mary?

15. Add (shaded area)

16. Subtract (shaded area)

17. What is the perimeter of a 3rn long and 5m wide room?

18. How many eggs will your mother need if she wants to make three cakes and if
each cake uses half-a-dozen eggs.

19. What is your chance of wimring a spelling contest if including you there are
32 str-rdents enterins?

20. There are 8 gift-baskets of apples, bananas and pears with the following label
on each (5a + 3b + 4p) How many of each does the storekeeper need in
order to fill all 8 baskets?

21. What method of problem solving would you use? Why would you choose that
particular method?

22. How many square feet of carpet do you need in order to cover the floor if your
room is 9 feet wide and l1 feet long?

Copyright 2009 by Katarina Schilling
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Appendix D:
Researcher Designed Survey Questionnaires

Initial Student Survey Questionnaire

Please, cornplete each question in detail.

1. Do you find rnathematics easy or difficult? Explain why.

2. What mathematical topics do you find easy?

3. What do you think makes those topics you named easy for you?

4. What mathematical topics do you find difficult?

5. What do you think rnakes those topics difficult?

6. When your teacher assigns math exercises to be done in class, how much of the
work can you do on your own?

7 - Describe the rnethod(s) (strategy) you use to solve the matli problems (exercises).
Tliese problems (exercises) can be word problerrs, geometry questions, algebra or
simple arithmetic questions.

8. When you need help with your class work, what fype of help do you need?

9. 'When you get homework in mathematics, what rnethod(s) (strategy) do you use to
complete each question? If you use a variety, state when you use each.

10. Why do you use that particular rnethod of doing math exercises?

11. What portion of yoru homework do you usually mallage to cornplete?

12. What portion of your cornpleted homework is usually correct?

13. How much time does it usually take to do your math homework?

14. When you write a math test or quiz, do you usr.rally rnanage to cornplete it? Why?
Or Wliy not?

15. What portion of your math test or quiz is usually correct?

16. Do you prefer to work out your math problem in your head or by using a
pen/pencil and a piece of paper or by using your calculator? Explain why?
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Final Student Survey Questionnaire

Please, complete each question in detail.

1. Did yor"r find the oral rnathematics drills easy or difficult? Why?

2. Did you find the oral mathematics drills help irnprove your accurac]¿ with
simple operations? Why? Or Why not?

3. Did you find the oral rnathematics drills help improve your speed while
performing simple operations? Why? Or Wliy not?

4. Did the oral mathematics drills have any influence on your class work? How?

-5. Did the oral rnathematics drills have any influence on your homework? How?

6. Did the oral matheuratics drills have any influence on how you solve
questions on a rnath test or quiz? How?

7. When your teacher assigns math exercises to be done in class, how rnuch of
the work can you do on your own?

Is that the same as you what you could do before you were expose to oral
mathematics drills?

8. Describe the method (strategy) you use to solve the math problems (exercises)
now.

9. V/hen you ueed help with your class work, what fype of help do you need?

10. When you get homework in tnathematics, what rnethod (strategy) do you use
to complete each question?

I l. Why do you use that particular rnethod of doing math exercises?

12. What portion of your homework do you manage to complete?

13. What portion of your conipleted homework is usually correct?

14. How much tirne do you take to do your math homework?

1-5. Wlien you write a math test or quiz, do you usually rnanage to cornplete it?
Why? Or Why not?

I6. What portion of your math test or quiz is usually correct?

17. Do you prefer to work out your rnath problern in :¡our head or by using a
pelr/pencil and a piece of paper or by using J¿our calculator? Explain why?
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Appendix E:
Information Letters and Letters of Consent

Cover Letter for the School Board

To whom it may concern.

My name is Katarina Schilling. This year I am conducting a research study as part of rny
Master of Education program at the University of Manitoba, Faculty of Education. My
subject of interest is Mathematics. The purpose of my research study is to explore the
possible influence of oral mathematics on grade 9 snrdents'rnathernatical learning. This
lneans that I need to obserue and work with a few grade-nine students after school.

V/ith your perrnission, I would like to work with six to eight grade-nine students from
your high school. As part of rny research study, the grade-nine student participants will
be exposed daily, for the duration of 3 rnonths, to 5-10 minutes of oral mathematics drill
activities and short qtizzes. They will also be asked to do 2 surveys (one prior to
exposure and oue after exposure to oral mathematics) and 3 researcher designed, audio
taped oral mathematics tests (one prior to exposure, one at tlie halfway point, and one
after exposure to oral lnathematics). All questions and drill activities are based on
rnathematics that sfudents were exposed to in the previous grades. The total duration of
involvement in this research study will be a little over three months.

With this letter attached is your letter of consent providing you with more information
about this research project, as well as the letters addressed to the high-school principal,
and the gtade-nine sfudents and their parents/guardians.
I arn looking forward to your reply.

Sincerely,
Katarina Schilling

School Board Officiul's Letter of Consenf

Research Project Title: Oral mathematics: How does it aid rnathematics learning?

Researcher: Katarina Schilling - Telephone: Email:

Advisor Dr. Thornas Falkenberg - Telephone
E-uil.E
This consent form, a copy of which will be left with you for your records and reference,
is onlypart of the process of infonned consent. It should give you tlie basic idea of what
the research is about and what your participation will involve. If you would like more
detail about something mentioned here, or infom-ration not included here, you should feel
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free to ask. Please take the time to read this carefully and to understand any
accompanying information.

Purpose of the Research: This research study is a master of education thesis project at the
University of Manitoba. The purpose of my research study is to explore the possible
influence of oral mathematics on grade 9 students' rnathematical learning.

Procedures If you agree to pennit 6 to 8 of your grade-nine sftidents to participate in this
research study, after school hours they will be (1) exposed to daily 5 to l0 minutes of oral
mathematics activities for the period of three months, (2) given daily short quizzes prior
to the oral mathematics activities, (2) asked to fill in two suruey questiotlnaires about 30-
45 minutes each (one prior to and one at the end of the three rnonth exposure to oral
mathematics), and (3) asked to participate in three 30-45 minute researcher designed,
audio taped oral mathematics tests (one prior to exposure, one at the halfway point, and
one after exposure to oral rnathematics).

Recording and Transcription: With permission, the three oral mathernatics test sessions
will be audio-recorded. The researcher will take notes during the session. The recording
of the session will be transcribed for the purpose of analysis.

Associated Risks and Benefits: The benefits of this research for educators will be to gain
some understanding of the possible influence of oral mathematics on grade nine sfudents
toward rnathematics. The benef,rts of this research sfLrdy to the students are that tliey are
provided with consistency i.e. daily oral mathematical activities, they practice quick
mental activities, they practice relying less on their calculator and more on their brain,
and they are provided with instant confirmation to the correctness of their response. The
risk of potential harm with participation is no greater than that which one rnight
experience in the normal conduct of one's everyday life.

Confidentiality: To protect confidentiality pseudonyms will be used in the analysis and
reporting of the study. The participants' name and the name of the school will not appear
on the oral test session transcripts or the notes taken during the sessions. Only I, tlie
researcher will know the real identity of the subjects. I, will conduct all the interviews
and will be the only one doing all the transcribing in the privacy of rny horne; I will make
sure that no one else will have access to the recordings and I will be alone in the room
while listening to the recordings. I will store the data only on the home computer and the
files are password protected; all tapes and printout material I will keep in a locked filing
cabinet at my home where I only have access to the filing cabinet. Data will be destroyed
upon the cornpletion of the research project and requirements of the master's program.

Feedback The final results of this research project will be rnade available upon your
request. If you wish to obtain a copy of this study please write your mailing and/or email
address in the space provided at the bottom of this consent form and I will be happy to
send you a copy after the cornpletion of the research srudy and the requirernents of the
lnaster's program.
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Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction the
infonnation regarding participation in the research project and agree to participate as a
subject. In no way does this waive your legal rights nor release the researchers, sponsors,
or involved institutions from their legal and professional responsibilities. You are free to
witlrdraw from the study at any time, and./or refrain from answering any questions you
prefer to omit, without prejudice or consequence. Your continued participation should be
as infonned as your initial consent, so you should feel free to ask for clarification or new
information throughout your participation.

The research"., K3lurinu Schilling, can be contacted ut I, her advisor Dr- Thomas
Falkenberg utI

This research has been approved by the Education and Nursing Research and Ethics
Board.
If you have any collcerns or complaints about this project you may contact any of the
above-nameq_Pglso!!_ot Zata Lutfiyya, Actirg ciate Dean (Graduate Programs and
Research) ot X ot 

-. 

A copy of this consenr foim has
been given to you to keep for your records and reference.

Date)

School Board Official's
Signature)

Mailing address and/or email address if you wish to receive a summary of the results.

Ct¡ver Letter for thc School Principal

To whom it may concern.

My narne is Katarina Schilling. This year I am conducting a researcli study as part of my
Master of Education program at the University of Manitoba, Faculty of Education, My
subject of interest is Mathematics. The pulpose of rny research study is to explore the
possible illfluence of oral mathematics on grade 9 students'mathematical learning. This
llìeans that I need to observe and work with a few grade-nine students after school-
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V/ith your perrnission, I would like to work in your school after classes with six to eight
of your grade-nine students. There would be no teacher involvement necessary since the
entire research study is intended to take place outside ofthe regular classes, after school
hours. I would, though, need the help of your school secretary to send out letters to grade
9 students and their parents/guardians, and as well providing us (the student participants
and myself) with a roorn to work in.
As part of rny research study, the grade-nine student participants will be exposed daily,
for the duration of 3 nonths, to 5-10 minutes of oral rnathematics drill activities and short
quizzes. They will also be asked to do 2 surveys (one prior to exposure and one after
exposure to oral mathematics) and 3 researcher-designed, audio taped oral mathematics
tests (one prior to exposure, one at the halfivay point, and one after exposure to oral
mathematics). All questions and drill activities are based on mathematics that srudents
were exposed to in the previous srades. The total duration of involvement in this research
study will be a little over three months.

If pennission is granted by yourself, and the school board officials, the research study
will be conducted in the following order: 1. I will ask that your school secretary forward
the cover letter and the letter of consent addressed to the, grade-nine student and
parenVguardian, to ask for their participation in this research study. If they choose to
participate, they will need to return a sigrred letter of consent. 2. Student participants, who
send in a signed letter of consent, will be asked to meet with me for the first time for
about 30-45 minutes and will be given a survey questionnaire to filIout. 3. Individual
audio taped 30-45 minute olal mathematics test will be scheduled and conducted. 4. The
whole group of student participants will be meeting with me after school each day for
about 10-15 minute for 3 rnonths. During the daily sessions each student will be given a
short quiz (to keep track of daily progress), an explanation of the activity of the day and
5-10 rninutes of oral mathematics drill activities. 4. At the halfway point, close to fwo
months into the research study, a second set of individual audio taped 3045 minute oral
mathematics test will be sclieduled and conducted. 5. After the tluee+nonth exposure to
oral mathematics activities a third (final) individual audio taped 30-45 minute oral
mathematics test will be scheduled and conducted. 6- A final group meeting with all the
participants for about 30-45 rninutes will take place, during which a final suryey
questiounaire will be given to eacli participant to fill out. At tlie end of tlie final meeting I
will thank the participants for all their effort they put into this research study.

With this leffer attached is your letter of consent providing you with more infonnation
about this research project.
I am looking forlvard to your reply.

Sincerely,
Katarina Schilling
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Principal's Letter of Consent

Research Project Tit1e.

Oral mathematics: How does it aid mathematics learning?

Researcher. Katarina Schilling - Telephone: Errail

Advisor: Dr. Thomas Falkenberg - Telephone
Etouil.E

Tliis consent for-rn, a copy of which will be left with you for your records and reference,
is only part of the process of informed consent. It sliould give you the basic idea of what
the research is about and what your participation will involve. If you would like more
detail about something mentioned here, or infonnation not included here, you should feel
free to ask. Please take the time to read this careftilly and to understand any
accompanying infonnation.

Purpose of the Research: This research snrdy is a master of education thesis project at the
University of Manitoba. The purpose of rny research study is to explore tlie possible
influence of oral mathenatics on grade 9 students'rnathematical leaniing.

Procedures: If you agree to pennit 6 to I of your grade-nine students to par-ticipate in this
research study, after school hours they will be (1) exposed to daily 5 to 10 minutes of oral
mathematics activities for the period of tluee rnonths, (2) given daily short quizzes prior
to the oral mathematics activities, (2) asked to fill in two survey questionnaires about 30-
45 minutes each (one prior to and one at the end of the th¡ee month exposure to oral
rnathematics), and (3) asked to participate in three 30-45 minute researcher designed,
audio taped oral mathematics tests (one prior to exposure, one at the halfivay point, and
one after exposure to oral mathernatics)-

Recording and Transcription: With permission, the tluee oral mathematics test sessions
will be audio-recorded. I, the researcher, will take notes durin-e the session. The recording
of the session will be transcribed for the purpose of analysis.

Associated Risks and Benefits: The benefits of this research for educators will be to gain
some understanding of the possible iufluence of oral rnathematics on grade nine students
toward nrathematics. The benefits of this research study to the snrdelits are that they are
provided r,vith consistency i.e. daily oral mathematical activities, they practice quick
mental activities, they practice relying less on their calculator ancl more on their brain,
and they are provided with instant confinnation to the correctness of tlieir response- The
risk of potential liarm with participation is no greater than that which one rnight
experience in the normal conduct of one's everyday life.

Confidentiality: To protect confidentiality pseudonyrns will be used in the analysis and
reporting of the snrdy. The participants' name and the name of the school will not appear
on the olal test session transcripts or the notes taken during the sessions. Only I, the
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researcher will know the real identity of the subjects. I, will conduct all the interviews
and will be the only one doing all the transcribing in the privacy of my horne, I will make
sure that tlo one else will have access to the recordings and I will be alone in the room
while lìstening to the recordings. I will store the data only on the home colnputer and the
files are password protected; all tapes and printout material I will keep in a locked filing
cabinet at my home where I only have access to the filing cabinet. Data will be destroyed
upon the completion of the research project and reqr-rirernents of the master's progratn.

Feedback: The final results of this research project will be made available upon your
request. If you wish to obtain a copy of this study please write your rnailing and/or email
address in the space provided at the boftorn of this consent fonn and I will be happy to
send you a copy after the cornpletion of the research study and tlie requirements of the
rnaster's program.

Your siguaftlre on this form indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction the
infonnation regarding participation in the research project and agree to participate as a
subject- In no way does this waive your legal rights nor release the researchers, sponsors,
or involved institutions from their legal and professional responsibilities. You are free to
withdraw from the study at any titne, and/or refi'ain from answering any questions you
prefer to omit, without prejudice or consequence- Your continued participation should be
as infonned as your initial consent, so you should feel free to ask for clarifrcation or new
infonnation throughout your participation.

The research.., Kutu.i* Scliilling, can be contacted ut EI, her advisor Dr. Thomas
Falkenberg ot E
This research has been approved by the Education and Nursing Research and Ethics
Board. If you have any concenls or complaints about this project you may contact any of
the above-named persons or Zana Lutfiyya, Acting Associate Dean (Graduate Programs
andResearch)atIo.E.Acopyoftlrisconsentformhas
been given to you to keep for your records and reference.

Principa l' s S i _errature)

Mailing address and/or email address if you wish to receive a sumnary of the results
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Cover Lettet'for the ParcnÍ/ Guardion

To whom it may concern.

My name is Katarina Schilling. This year I am conducting a research study as part of my
Master of Education program at tlie Uriiversity of Manitoba, Faculty of Education. My
subject of interest is Mathematics. The plrrpose of rny research study is to explore the
possible influence of oral matliematics on grade 9 students'mathematical leaming. This
means that I need to observe and work with a few grade-nine students after school.

The shrdent benefits of this research sfudy are that students are provided with a lot of
extra time in mathematics; very much like tutoring but without the financial burden to the
parents. Students will be experiencing consistency i.e. daily exposure to oral rnathematics
activities, quick mental activities, practice rel,.¿ine less on their calculator, and they will
be provided with instant confirmation to the correctness of their response. By daily
exposure to oral mathematics activities subjects practice mathematical problem solving
quickly, accurately, and efficiently

As part of rny research sfudy, the grade-nine student participants will be exposed daily,
for the duration of 3 months, to 5-10 minutes of oral mathernatics drill activities and short
quizzes. They will also be asked to do 2 surveys (one prior to exposure and one after
exposure to oral mathematics) and 3 researcher designed, audio taped oral mathematics
tests (one prior to exposure, one at the halfivay point, and one after exposure to oral
rnathernatics). All questions and drill activities are based on mathematics that students
were exposed to in the previous srades. The total duration of involvement in this research
study will be a little over three months.

The research study will be conducted in the following order: l. I arn forwarding this letter
and a letter of consent to you, parent/guardian of a grade-nine student, to ask you for your
approval of your grade nine student's participation in this research study; as well, I am
forwarding a sirnilar letter and a letter of assent to your grade-nine student to ask him/her
for his/her participation in this research study. If you choose to let your grade nine
student participate, please, return your signed letter of consent along with his/her signed
letter of assent. 2. Student participants, who send in a signed letter of assent along with a

signed letter of consent from their parent/guardian, will be asked to meet with me for the
first tirne for about 30-45 rninutes and will be given a survey questionnaire to fill out. 3.

Individual audio taped 30-45 minute researcher-designed oral mathematic tests will be
sclieduled and conducted. 4. The whole group of student participants will be meeting
with rne after school each day for about 10-15 minute for 3 rnonths. During tlie daily
sessions each student will be given a short quiz (to keep track of daily progless), an
explanatìon of the activity of tlie day and 5-10 minutes of oral mathematics drill
activities. 4. At the halfway point, close to two rnonths into the research study, a second
set of individual audio taped 30-45 minute oral mathematics tests will be scheduled and
conducted. 5. After the three-month exposure to oral mathernatìcs activities a third (final)
individual audio taped 30--45 minute oral mathematics test will be scheduled and
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conducted. 6. A final group meeting with all the participants for about 30-45 rninutes will
take place, during which a final survey questionnaire will be given to each participant to
fill out. At the end of the final meeting I will thank the participants for all their effort tliey
put into this research study.

With this letter attached is your letter of consent providing you with more infonnation
about this research project.
I am looking forward to your reply.

Sincerely,
Katarina Schilling

Parent/Gunrcliun's Letter of C onsent

Research Project Title: Oral mathematics: How does it aid rnathematics learning?

Researcher: Katarina Schilling - Telephone:

Advisor: Dr. Thomas Falkenberg - Telephone
Email

This consent fonn, a copy of which will be left with you for your records and reference,
is only part of the process of informed consent. It should give you the basic idea of what
the research is about and what your participation will involve. If you would like more
detail about sornething mentioned here, or information not included here, you should feel
free to ask. Please take the tirne to read this carefully and to understand any
accompanying information.

Purpose of the Research: This research snrdy is a master of education thesis project at the
University of Manitoba. The purpose of my research snrdy is to explore the possible
influence of oral mathematics on grade 9 students' mathematical learning.

Procedures: If you agree to let your grade 9 srudent participate in this research study,
after school hours he/slie will be ( 1 ) exposed to daily to 5 to i 0 rninutes of oral
mathematics activities for the period of three months, (2) given daily short qnizzes prior
to the oral mathematics activities, (2) asked to fill in two survey questiomaires about 30-
45 minutes each (one prior to and one at the end of the three nonth exposure to oral
rnathematics), and (3) asked to participate in tluee 30-45 rninute researcher designed,
audio taped o¡al mathematics tests (one prior to exposure, one at the halfway point, and
one after exposure to oral mathematics).
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Recording and Transcription: 'With permission, the three oral test sessions will be audio-
recorded. The researclier will take notes during the session, The recording of the session
will be transcribed for the purpose of analysis.

Associated Risks and Benefits: The benefits of this research for educators will be to gain
some understanding of the possible influence of oral mathematics on grade nine students
towarcl matheuratics. The benefits of this research shrdy to the students are that they are
provided with consistency i.e. daily oral mathematical activities, they practice quick
tnental activities, they practice relying less on their calculator and more on their brain,
and they are provided with instant confirmation to the correctness of their response. The
risk of potential ham with participation is no greater than that which one might
experience in the normal conduct of one's everyday life.

Confidentiality: To protect confidentiality pseudonyms will be used in the analysis and
reportin-e of the srudy. The participants'name and the name of the school will not appear
on the oral test session transcripts or the notes taken during the sessions. Only I, the
researcher will know the real identity of the subjects. I, will conduct all the interviews
and will be the only oue doing all the transcribing in the privacy of rny home; i will make
sure that no one else will have access to the recordings and I will be alone in the rooû1
while listening to the recordings. I will store the data only on the home computer and the
files are password protected; all tapes and printout material I will keep in a locked filing
cabinet at my home where I only have access to the filing cabinet. Data will be destroyed
upon the completion of the research project and requirements of the master's ptogratn.

Feedback: The final results of this research project will be made available upon your
request. If you wish to obtain a copy of this study please write your mailing and/or email
address in the space provided at the bottom of this consent form and I will be happy to
send you a copy after the completion of the research study and the requirements of the
master's proglam.

Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction the
infonnation regarding your grade 9 student's participation in the research project and
agtee to let him/her participate ìn this research study. In no way does this waive your
legal rights nor release the researchers, sponsors, or involved institutions frorn their legal
and professional responsibilities. Your grade 9 student is free to withdraw from the sfudy
at any time, and /or refrain frorn answering any questions he/she prefers to omit, without
prejudice or consequence. If your grade 9 student withdraws, the data collected from
liim/her will not be reported. Your grade 9 student's continued participation should be as

informed as his/her initial consent, so helshe and you sliould feel free to ask for
clarification or new information tlrroughout his/hel participation.

Tlie researclt.Léglgttqu Scliilling, can be contacted ut I, her advisor Dr. Thornas
r dlNcltuËl= o,-

This research has been approved by the Education and Nursing Research and Ethics
Board. If you have any concerns or cornplaints about this project you may contact any of
the above-named persons or Zana Lutfiyya, Acting Associate Dean (Graduate Programs
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A copy ofthis consent fonn hasand Research) at E ot
been given to you to keep for

Date

your records and reference.

Name of the stLrdent (please print)

Signanrre
(parent/guardian)

Mailing address and/or email address if yor,r wisli to receive a summary of the results.

Cover Letter for the Sludent Particípunts

To whorn it may concelrl,

My name is Katarina Schilling. This year I am conducting a research study as part of rny
Master of Education program at tlie University of Manitoba, Faculty of Education. My
subject of interest is Mathematics. The purpose of rny research snrdy is to explore the
possible influence of oral mathernatics on grade 9 students'rnathematical leaming. This
rneans that I need to observe and work with a few grade-nine students after school.

The snrdent benefits of this research study are that sfudents are provided with a lot of
extra tirne in mathematics; very much like tutoring (but in a small group-setting). You
will be experiencing consistency i.e. daily exposure to oral rnathematical activities, quick
rnental activities, practice ¡el)¡ing less on your calculator, and you will be provided with
instant confirmation to the correctness of your resporlse. By daily exposure to oral
mathernatics activities you will practice mathematical problem solvin-e quickly,
accurately, and efficiently.
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As part of rny research study, you, the grade-nine student participants will be exposed
daily, for the duration of 3 months, to 5-10 minutes of oral mathematics drill activities
and short quizzes. You will also be asked to do 2 surveys (one before exposure and one
after exposure to oral mathematics) and 3 researcher-designed, audio-taped oral
rnathematics tests (one before exposure, one at the halfway point, and one after exposure
to oral mathetnatics). All questions and drill activities are based on nlathernatics that J¿ou
were exposed to in the previous grades. The total duration of involvement in this research
study will be a little over three months.

The research study will be conducted in the following order: 1. I arn forwarding this letter
and a letter of assent to you, grade-nine student to ask for your participation in this
research study; and a sirnilar letter and a letter of consent to your parents/guardians, to
ask them for their approval of your participation in this research study. If you choose to
participate, please, renlrn your signed letter of assent to the school secretary. 2. Student
participants, wlto send in a signed letter of consent, will be asked to meet with me for the
first tirne for about 30-45 minutes and will be given a survey questionnaire to fill out. 3.
Individual audio taped 3045 minute researcher-designed oral mathematics tests will be
scheduled and conducted. 4. The whole group of sfLrdent participants will be meering
with me after school each day for about 10-15 minute for 3 months. During the daily
sessious each student will be given a short quiz (to keep track of daily progress), an
explanation of the activity of the day and 5-10 rninutes of oral mathematics drill
activities. 4. At the halfivay point, close to fwo months into the research study, a second
set of individual audio taped 3045 minute oral mathematics tests will be scheduled and
conducted. 5. After the three-rnonth exposure to oral mathematics activities a third (final)
individual audio taped 3045 minute oral mathematics test will be scheduled and
conducted. 6. A final group meeting with all the participants for about 30-45 minutes will
take place, during which a final survey questionnaire will be given to each participant to
fill out. At the end of the final meeting I will tliank the participants for all their effort they
put into this research shrdy.

With tliis letter attached is your lefter of assent providing you with more infonnation
about this research project.
I am looking forward to your reply.

Sincerely,
Katarina Schilling
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Student's Lctter of Consent

Research Project Title: Oral matliernatics: How does it aid mathematics learnin.o?

Researcher: Katarina Schilling - Telephone:

Advisor: Dr. Thomas Falkenber-e - Telephone
Pnuit,E
This consent form, a copy of which will be left with you for your records and reference,
is onlypart of the process of infonned consent. It should give you the basic idea of what
the research is about and what your participation will involve. If you would like more
detail about sornething mentioned here, or information not included here, you should feel
free to ask. Please take the time to read this carefully and to understand any
accompanying information.

Purpose of the Research: This research study is a master of education thesis project at the
University of Manitoba. The purpose of my research study is to explore the possible
influence of oral mathematics on grade 9 students' mathematical learning.

Procedures: If you agree to participate in this research sfudy, after school hours you will
be (1) exposed to daily to 5 to 10 minutes of oral mathematics activities for the period of
three months, (2) given daily short quizzes prior to the oral mathematics activities, (2)
asked to fill in two survey questiorillaires about 30 45 minutes each (one before and one
at the end of the three rnonth exposure to oral rlathematics), and (3) asked to participate
in three 30-45 minute researcher designed, audio taped oral mathematics tests (one before
exposure, one at the halfway point, and one after exposure to oral mathematics).

Recording and Transcription: With pennission, the tlrree oral test sessions will be audio-
recorded. I will take notes during the session. Tlie recording of the session will be
transcribed for tlie purpose of analysis,

Associated Risks and Benefits: The benefrts of this research for educators will be to gain
some understanding of the possible influence of oral mathematics on grade nine students
toward mathematics. The benefits of this research study to yon students are that you are
providecl with consistency i.e. daily oral mathematical activities, yor-r practice quick
mental activities, you practice relying less on your calculator and rnore on your brain, and
you are provided with instant confilmation to the correctness of your respollse. The risk
of potential hann with participation is no greater than that which one rnight experience in
the normal conduct of one's everyday life.

Confidentiality: To protect confidentiality pseudonyms (fake narnes) will be used in the
analysis and reporting of the sfudy. Your name and the name of your school will not be
on the olal test session transcripts or the notes taken during the sessions. Only I, the
tesearcher, will know tlie real identity of tliose who participated in rny research stLrdy. I,
will be askin-e all the interview questions rnyself and i.vill be the only one doing all the
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transcribing in the privacy of my home; I will rnake sure that no one else will have access

to the recordings and I will be alone in tlie room while listening to the recordings. I will
store the data only on the home computer and the files are password protected; all tapes

and printout material I will keep in a locked filing cabinet at my home where I only have
access to the filing cabinet. Data will be destroyed once I complete the research project
and requirements of the rnaster's program.

Feedback: The final results of tliis research project will be rnade available upon your
request. If you wish to obtain a copy of this study please write your rnailing and/or email
address in the space provided at the bottom of this assent form and I will be happy to
send you a copy after I complete the research study and the requirements of the rnaster's
pr0gram.

Your signature on this fonn indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction the
information regarding participation in the research project and agree to participate as a

subject. In no way does this waive your legal rights nor release the researchers, sponsors,
or involved institutions fi'om their legal and professional responsibilities. You are free to
withdraw from the study at any time, and /or refrain from answering any questions you
prefer to omit, without prejudice or consequence. If you withdraw, the data (the answers
you give) will not be reported (will no longer serve as part of the research). Your
continued participation should be as informed as your initial consent, so you should feel
free to ask for clarification or new infonnation throughout your participation.

The researcher, Katarina Schilling, can be contacted ot I, her advisor Dr. Thomas
Falkenberg or I
This research has been approved by the Education and Nursing Research and Ethics
Board. If you have any concerns or complaints about this project you may contact any of
the above-named persons or Zana Lutfiyya, Acting Associate Dean (Graduate Programs
and Research) atl orE. A copy of this consent form has

been given to you to keep for your records and reference.

Date

Name of the grade 9 student (please print)

Signature (of the grade 9 student)
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Mailing address and/or email address if you wish to receive a summary of the results
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Appendix F:
Quiz Date- and Timeline

Month Feb

Date 11 12 13 17 18 '19 20 23
Strand Num ber
Activitv #1 #2 .11 .)

Quiz # 1 2 J 4 5 6 7 I

Month Feb Mar
Date aÀ 25 26 27 2, 3 4 5
Strand Patl ems Rela tions
Activitv #4 #5 #6
Quiz # I 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

Month Mar

Date 9 10 11 12 13 16 17 18, 19 2(
Strand Patt ems & Rela tÍons
qctivitV #7 #B
f,uiz # tö 19 20 21 22 23 25 ¿o 27

Month Mar April
Date 23 24 25 26 27 o

Strand Shaoe & Soace
Activitv #9
Quiz # 28 29 30 31 32 taJJ

Month April
Date 678914151617
Strand Shaoe & Soace
Activitv #10
Quiz # 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41

Month April Mav
Date 2U 21 22 24 28 29 1 4

Strand P ro bSta tls tlcs & ab il Itv
prob

solv

Activity #11

Quiz # 4¿ M 46 5148 49 5047
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Appendix G:
Test Transcripts and Test Codes

Researcher's Initial Mathematics Test

l. Solve Write the appropriate equations

2. Solve 325 + t75:
3. Add (r 8) + (+s) :
4. Add (-2) + (-e) :

5. State the aooronriate eouations

6. How many is: one dozen?

7 Add (-32) + (+r2):
8. Subtract (+2s) - (+1s):
9. Subtract (+43) - (-7) =
10. Subtract (-8r) -(+20)
I 1. Subtract (-30)- (-8) :

12. State the corresponding equations

¡i:r\
,,, , \,

-j l4
13. Multiply (+2s) (+6¡ :
14. Multiply (+12) (-7):
15. How many wheels are on 3 bikes?

16. Identifv the fractions.

17. Divide (3so) / (-so) :
18. Divide (-280 l(+701 :
19. What is the degree rneasure of each angle in a square?

20. How many days are there ir 6 weeks?

21. Tirn has 8 kittens. He gave away 5 kittens last week and 3 kittens the week before
last. How marly kittens did he have originally?

22. How many uncles does Mona have, if her rnother has 8 brothers and her father has
3 sisters?

Copyri-eht 2009 by Katarina Schilling
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Time (mintiles: seconds) and Studenl Response.þr

Student #1

Question
# & code

Tirne Student Response

I. P 0:10 "6 divided by 3 or as a fraction it's 6 over 3 and it's an irnproper
fi'action," (Me. Anything else?) '\lo. Could be 3 divided by 6 or
decimal: decimal 6. decimal3."

2.N 0:02 "500"
3.N 0.01 ,r23r,

4N 0:01 "Negative I l"
5P 0: l9 "HmrÌr, it could be fractions again- May be whole fractions or two,

four six, eight out of eight." (Me: Anything else?) "l suppose you
could do 2 times 4 equals 8" (Me: Anvthine else?) "No."

6.W 0.02 "One dozen? Twelve"
7. N 0 01 "Negative 20"
8N 0:01 10"
9N 0:06 "43 rninus 7,40 minus 4, thirry six"
l0N 0:03 "Neqative one hundred two"
ll.N 0: l3 "Negative 38, wait that's negative 22Ithink, because you are

subtractinq tlre negative. Yah. that would be nesatjve22."
12.P 0:40 "I have no clue what that lneans. Let's see. There is a twelve. I

suppose it represents how much space it takes up. May be the area
value 12 cn squared, 3 cm squared, 4 cm squared. I can't tell you."
(Me: The combination of the three nurnbers don't mean much to you?)
"I suppose, you could add them, whicli would equal 19." (Me:
Anything else?) You could add 3 and 4 or try to divide or something
of that sort. I'rn not sure with this equation."

13. N 0:05 "Hundred twenty five. Wait, no, hundred fifty."
14. N 0:04 "Neqative 84.'
ls. w 0:06 "'What type of bikes?

Rezular bikes.) "Six"
Motorcycles or just normal bikes?" (Me:

16. N 0:06 "Let's see here: 5 sixtlis or 1 sixth."
17. N 0:07 3-5 divided bv 5 eouals 7 and so it's 70."
18. N 0.r2 "28 divided by 7 (counting quietly and extremely fast) 7 , 14,21,28 so

40 or was there a negative in there?" (Me: negative 280 divided by
positive 70.) "Negative 40,"

19. w 0: l0 "Deglee measure? In a square? 90 desrees? I'm not slrre-"
20. w 0.09 "24 times 6, 25 times 6 equals 150 minus 6,166?"
21.W 0:10 "Originally he had I 1, I think. The eight he gave away last week and

the three the week before. that makes I 1."
22. W 0:08 "8. All riglit, it depends if the sisters are married. So, 11 if the sisters

are rnarried."
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Student #2

Question
#& code

Time StLrdent Response

l.P 0:10 "IJh, 6 over 3" (Me: Anything else?) "Oh, 6 divided by 3 equals
2." (Me. Alything else?) "No"

2.N 0:1 1 "Can I see? Uh, (pause) uh, (pause) 410."
3.N 0:09 "Uh 18 plus positive 5,uh23.'
4.N 0:O2 "Negative I1."
5.P 0: 13 "IJmm 8." (Me:

"8 squares" Me:
"No"

Anything tliat those squares rnake you think of?)
What kind of equations, though? Any equations?)

6.W 0:01 ,,T2"

7N 0:03 "Ulr negative20"
8N 0.02 15, umm 10."
9N 0:03 'uh 50"
t0. N 0:03 "Negative l0l
r1.N 0.02 "Negative 38"
12.P 0: l5 "3 and umm 3 times 4 equals 12,uh,12 divided by 3 equals 4, or

l2 divided bv 4 ecruals 3." lMe: Anvthins else?) "No"
13. N 0.43 "Tirnes? Uh 50? Can I see, uh, Can I write it down? I am not good

at rnental math." (Me: Sure. I'll give you a piece of paper and a
pen) "Uh l50"

14N 0:09 "Uh" (Writing it down) "Negative 84.'
15. W 0:03 "3bikes. uh 6.'
16. P 0:07 "IJmnl, 7 over B (Me: Anythin.e else?) "No."
17. N 0.07 (Pause. Student writing down the question.) "LJmm 7,

(Ernphasizes) 7."
i8. N 0.02 ..4>)

19. w 0:09 "I don't know what that is. (Me: How many degrees do you have
in each angle in a square?) "Uh, 90 degrees."

20. w 0:05 "uh 42"
21. w 0:03 "ljh 16"
22. W 0:33 "Uh 3 uncles and 3 aunts. Can you repeat the question? Uh O.K.

Uh B. 8 uncles" (Me: Reason?) "Her mother has 8 brothers."
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Student #3

Question #
& code

Time Student Response

1P 0:24 "All right. Oh- It has 9 squares. It is an oval and it has a line going
diagonally in the rniddle of the oval." (Me. What mathematical
statements corne across?) "Uh, diameter and surface area." (Me:
Equations) "None."

2.N 0:12 (Student quietly whispering .) "325
please?" (Again whispering.) "325
"500"

+ 17 5 ah Can I see tlie question,
so 300, 30, 400" Stating aloud)

3.N 0:03 "18 ah 20. (then accenting) 23"
4.N 0:01 "Negative I I "
5.P 0:18 "Ah, nothing; none." (Me: Think of something. What do you see

there?) "A whole one." (Me: O.K. What else do you see there?) "8
squares, 8 over 8 equals I over 1" (Me: Anything else?) "No."

6.W 0:02 "One dozen is 12."
7N 0:03 "Nesative 30 ah (then accentins) 23. (even louder) negative 20.'
8.N 0.02 "Ah 10"
9.N 0:03 "Ah 50- no. vah 50."
10. N 0:05 "Ah. neqative hundred one."
r1.N 0.04 "O.K. nesative22.'
t2P 0:08 "Ah, 3 times 4 equals 12, 12 divided by 3 equals 4,12 divided by 4

eouals 3. and vah."
13. N 0:01 "Hundred fiftv,"
14. N 0:1 I "56, (pause) 56, 68, 70, what ah, Can I see the question?" "Negative

70;'
15. W 0.01 "Ah,6."
16. P 0:l I "One seventh, or one eighth, ah, 7 over 1."
l7N 0:08 "4h 300,350,400, 450 ah (Counting very quietly, then saying loud)

seven.

18. N 0.08 "I don't lflrow." (Me. Would you like to see it?) "Oh 70, negative
40 no. nesative 4."

r9. w 0.1 I (Quietly) "Ah, What is the degree measure of each angle in a
square? Tliey are all the sarne?" (Me: How many degrees are the
each?) "Ah, 90."

20w 0:03 "6 weeks. 6 tirnes 7 is 42"
21. w 0:09 "Ah. he has 8. 8+5 equals 13, sixteen"
22.W 0.25 "3 and O.K. 8and 3, eleven uncles." (Me. How do you figure that.

Give rne the reason.) "O.K. because, her aunties might have
married3 and then her mom has 8 brothers and that's 1 1."
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Student #4

Question
# & code

Time Student Response

LP 0:24 "6 divided bv 3 . 2 over I . in fraction form becaus e 6'.3 is 2."
2.N 0:25 "lJm. Can I use a oiece of oaoer olease? Oh. 400- no- 500."
3.N 0:03 '18 plus positive 5, twenty three"
4.N 0:02 "IJm negative 14"
5.P l:02 "Oh, so there are 8 squares and I think that would be about it. If you want to

look into fraction form, if you shade in one square it would be I over 8.

Addition, maybe 4 plus 4 would equal 8, so you add 4 cubes and 4 cubes
come to another 8. Subtraction, because, say take away 3 from 8 would be 5.
Division, because what is I divided by 2;thatwould be 4 and multiplication,
4 times 2 would be 8."

6.W 0:01 *uh 12"
1N 0:06 "Uh. neqative 32 plus positive 12. uh nesative 20."
8N 0:02 "Uh, 10."
9.N 0:08 "Oh, uh,40 oh, uh 50."
10. N 0:1ó "59. no. no, positive 20? It would be negative 61."
r1. N 0:09 "Olr, uh, negative, no.22.yalt."
12P 1:08 "To rne, it kind of reminds me of something I do. Sornething in science. Like

finding the density of an object, like density for unit... So, something like
what we call the Devin circle. So density, no, mass would be on the top,
density and volume would be on the bottom just like this. And to find mass
you would have to rnultiply density and volume. O-K so, l2 divided by 3

would equal 4, which is on the bottom right hand and 3 rnultiplied by 4
would equal 12 which is at the top. Uh 12 divided by 4 would be 3, which is

at tlre bottom left hand and it also could be fractional because 12 over 4
would be an improper fraction; it would be 3. And urn l2 over 3 would
equal 4, same as an improper fraction."

3.N 0:05 "Positive 25 times 6, O.K. so. 150."
4.N rJ:04 "Uh nositive l2...nesative 84."
5.W 0:02 '< 6)',

16. P 0: l5 "You can think of it in two ways. (Student counting) 1,2,3, O.K. so, it's I
over Bbecause 1 piece is being taken away or it could be 7 over 8 because 7
pieces are shaded in."

t7N 0:ll "Uh neqativc 7"
r8. N 0.04 "Oh, uh, negative 4.'
r9. w 0:08 "Oh, uh, it's a right angle. (Me: Horv many degrees is that?) O, uh, that's

90."
20. w 0:06 "How rnanv weeks are there in 6 weeks'/ O.K. so. 7 times 6 would be 42."
2lw 0.l7 "Uh. 8. no. Can you repeat the cluestion please? He had 8. oh O.K. so I6."
22. W 0.t] "8 because it doesn't really say that... if her sister's are maried. Then, she

onlv has 8 uncles."
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Student #5

Question #
& code

Time Student Response

1P 0:30 "{Jh...6 halves and 3... 3 over half, 9 over 1" (Me: Alything else?)
"l ovg12"

2.N 0:09 "325 p1us125"...(Me: 75) "Uh 500."
3.N 0:07 "Negative 18 or positive 18?" (Me: just 18.) "Plus 5?" (Me:

l8+(+51.'¡ "23"
4.N 0:02 "Negative I 1."
5.P 0:16 "8 over l. 8 eishths- 2 halves. 4 ouarters."
6.W 0:01 t2"
1. N 0:08 "Uh, negative 32...plus positive 12. .. uh 20...negative 20."
8N 002 " 10"
9N 0:05 JO

10. N 0:10 "Nega ve 8l? Subtract?" Me: subtract positive 20.) "Negative 61'
11. N 0.02 "Nega ve 22."
t2.P 0.29 "Uh...ulr...3 thirds. Uh... 12 divided by 3 equals 4, 12 divided by 4

eouals 3 3 times 4 is 12...vah."
13. N 0.04 "l 50"
14. N 0.01 "Negative 84...uh. What was it? O. vah. negative 84."
15. W 0:02 o

16P 001 "7 eighths."
17. N 0.07 "O, negative 7.'
18. N 0.t2 "Negat

"Negat
ve, uh 280 divided by negative 70," (Me:positiveTO)
ve 4"'

19W 0:04 "The degree. uh 90.'
20. w 0:04 "(Pause) 42"
21. W 0:05 "(Pause) 19"
22.W 0:15 "(Pause) How rnany uncles? 8" (Me: Your reason or logic for it?)

"Because, her father only has sisters and her mother has the only
uncles that she'll ever have."
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Researcher's Midway Mathematics Test

State the appropriate equations

2. Add (-5) + (-7):
3. Subtract (-51) - (+20) :
4. Multiply (-2s) (+4):
s. Divide (+4s0) / (+ts) :

6 State the corresponding equations

/ 1i \

# r I',l,

7. Add (+l3x) + (-6x) :
8. Subtract (+s3x) - (-17x):
9. Multiply (-4x) (+3y):
10. Divide (r2y') I (-+Ð:

I 1. Identifv the fractions
12. V/hat is25o/o of 400?

13. How many years in four decades?

14. How many years in 314 of a cennrry?

15. What is the sum of half of I 6 and a third of 9?

16. State tlie perimete¡ of tliis object
17. Estimate (3e) (sl):
18. Estimate 280111:
19. Estirnate the square root of 84

20. How rnany S will you need to add to S 29 in order to buy a $ 45 jacket?

21. Tony has 4 hockey sticks. He gave away 2 hockey sticks last week and 3 hockey sticks
the week before last. How many hockey sticks did he have originally?

22.How can Mirni figure out her uncle's age, if she l<nows tb,at2 years ago he was 34 years
old?

Copyright 2009 by Kata¡ina Schilling
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Student #1 Midway Test Transcript, Code and Time (min:sec)

Question
# &code

Time Student Response

P 0:44 "Well, it's a whole number. Let's see here.2 times 4 equals 8. I suppose that
could count for an equation. 4 times 2 equals B. 2 units of 4. That puzzles
me. What else could I say'/ Sdivided by 2 equals 4. 8 divided by 4 equals 2."
(Me: Why or How does it ptzzle you? Is it because it's upright, not
sideways?) "Because it's all whole numbers. There is no ones that are

colorued. Which was different from what yon gave in the past. Because it's
alljust blank squares. Iftliere is one coloured then you could say that there is
7 plus I ecluals 8. Or I plus 7 equals 8. It iust threw me off suard."

2N 0:02 "Nesative 12.'

3.N 0:22 "Seven, negative 72,wa
31. (pause) Right?" (Me
So- I was risht the first t

t. No. Subtract2l?" (Me: positive2O) "So, negative
Negative 5l subtract positive 20.) "Negative 7l .

me.I think-"
4.N 0:02 "Nesative 100"
5.N 0:09 "l5, (pause) I think that'll be ne.qatíve 40.'
6P 0:1 I "35 divided by 7 equals 5, 35 divided by 5 equals 7, 7 times 5 equals 35, 5

times 7 equals 35"
7. N 0.07 "7 Lw7x"
8.N 0:02 "70x"
9.N 0:03 "Nesative l2xv"
r0. N 0.14 "l2y cubed, 3y? So, negative 3y.'
ll P 0:24 "Let's see here. That's I out of 5. So, that's I over 5 or 4 fifths. If you want

to do equations you can say I plus 4 equals 5 or 4 plus I equals 5. 5 minus I
equals 4, 5 mirius 4 equals l, and fractions 4 fifths and 1 fifth is rnainly what
I can think of."

2.W 0:12 "(Pause) 100"
3.W 0:02 ,r40r,

4.W 0:02 ,,7 
5,,

5W 0:03 I1"
16. P 0:24 "Let's see lrere. 4 and l. So, tl-re dimensions would be 2 times 4, 4 times 2.

There is 8 in all. Hmm, and the perimeter I suppose rvould be 1,2,3,4, 10,
wait. Wait, no I 2. (Coturting extremely fast) l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, l, 8, 9, I0, I l,
12 vah 12."

t7N 0:11 "200 around, because if you tin-res 40 by 50 that equals about, that equals
about: no 40 times 50. 4 times 5 equals 20 and 2000."

18. N 0:l I "280 divided bv 70 annroximation. That would ecrual about 4 I thínk."
19 w 0.2tJ Square root of 84. Let's see here. 9 is Bl and l0 is 100. So, that'll be

approximately 9.3 or 2. (Me: No decirnals, just rvhole numbers) "The closest
uh. 9."

20. w 0:09 "Let's see here. 45 rninus 29,35.25. (accentins) I6"
21. w 0.t] I think he had 3 this week. Can vou please. repeat that?" "Nine"
22W tJ:02 "He is 36-"
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Student #2 Midway Test Transcript, Code and Time (min:sec)

Question
#& code

Tirne Student Response

I 0:18 "IJh, one whole, 8-4 equals4, one half of 8 equals 4.L'm not sure."
2.N 0:03 "Uh, negative 12.'
3.N 0:13 "Ne-eative, What

negative 71"
was the first one?" (Me: (-51)-(+20)) "21, uh,

4.N 0:05 "Negative 100"
5.N 0:09 "Uh 450, (pause) 30"
6.P 0'12 "7 tirnes 5 equals 35,35 divided by 7 equals 5, 35 divided by 5

equals 7 and 5 tirnes 7 is 35"
7.N 0.12 "Did you say positive 6x?" (Me: (+l3x)+(-6x)) "IJ,7x"
8.N 0: 50 "53x?" (Me: (+53x)-(-1zx)) "IJh, 40, I'rn not sure. Can I write it

down?" (Me. Sure) (I gave paper to the student and repeated the
question.) "IJh, oh, J}x."

9.N 0l0 (Wltispering something very quietly, then) "Positive 3y?" (Me: (-
ax)(+3y)) "Negative l2xy"

IO. N 0:04 "Negative 3y''
11. P 0:16 "Uh l fifth, 5 over, no, uh 4 over 5, um, That's it. One fifth and 4

over 5."
12. W 0:10 "100 um, 40."
13. w 0:05 "Uh 400 years. No, 40 years."
14. W 0: l3 (Pause) "25 years?" (Me: three quarters of a century-) "Oh,75

years."
is. w 0:07 "l-rh 6"
16. P 0:04 ,\2r,

17. N 0:07 "Uh, 40 times 50, uh, 200"
18. N 0:19 ""300 times? What was the other? (Me: Estimate 280 divided by

71.) "300 divided by 70, uh 40."
19. w 0:03 "About 9"
20. w 0:39 "45-29, uh, (Pause) Can you repeat the question?" (I repeated the

question.) (Pause) "l6 dollars."
2r. w 0:19 "Can you repeat the question again?" (l repeated the question.) "9"
22. W 0:06 "His uncle is 36 now."
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Student #3 Midway Test Transcript, Code and Time (min:sec)

Question #
&code

Time Student Response

1P 0: 13 "IJh, one whole,4 plus 4 equal 8, uh, I over 1, negative 1 over
negative 1."

2.N 0.02 "Nega VE T2
aa

3.N 0.05 "Negat ve 51 take awav positive 20. uh. negative 31."
4.N 0:03 "Nega ve 100."
5.N 0.20 "Negative 450? Uh positive 450 divided by positive 15, uh, no,

nesative. a positive 30-"
6.P 0:10 "7 times 5 equals 35,5 tirnes 7 equals 35,35 divided by 7 equals

5. 35 divided bv 5 eouals 7."
7. N 0:04 "Positive 7x."
8.N 0:13 "Add Il? Can you repeat it?" (I repeated the question-) "Oh 70

positive 70."
9.N 0:05 "l2xy. oh. neeative 12xv.

t0. N 0.08 "Ulr, 3y' oh, negative 3y' ."
11. P 0:06 "4 fifth of I fifth."
12. w 0:I4 "A (pause) a 100."
t3w 0.02 ,r40r,

14. w 0:05 ,r75r,

rs. w 0:09 "Can you repeat it please?" (I repeated the question.) "Oh, 12,

oh 1 1."
16. P 0:03 '"12"
17. N 0:16 "Oh- 39 times 51. oh so. wait. A¡ound i600. 1700."
r8. N 0:08 "Uh,7l into 280, so, that will be about 4.'
19. w 0:03 "84, it will be about 9."
20w 0:14 lVerv ouietlv) "Uh- O.K. l.2.15.29.45. 1." (Accentins) "16"
2tw 0.03 "oh- g-'

22W 0.t7 "Uh. 36, She can add2 to 34 and she'll set 36."
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Student #4 Midway Test Transcript, Code and Time (min:sec)

Question #
& code

Time Student Response

1P 041 "O.K. I would say 2 times 4 would equal 8 and2+2+2*2 or 2 to the
power, no that would be wrong. UmZ times 4,4 times 2,2+2+2+2,
and 1 added 8 times, (moving fingers quickly) 1+1+1+1+1+1+1+1,
and 4 olus 4- and 6 Dlus 2."

2.N 002 "Negative 14."
3.N 0:04 "Negative oh, uh, negative 31."
4.N 004 "lIh, negative 100."
5.N 0:20 "Ulr, Did you say negative 4002" (I repeated the question." Uh 30.

Or wait. No. vah. no divided bv 15. Yah. 30."
6P 0:1 1 "'Wait. I can't see." (I put the triangle closer to the student.) "'Wait-

O.K- 5 tirnes 7 would be 35, 35 divided by 7 would be 5, 35 divided
bv 5 would be7."

7. N 0:06 "Oh- uh- 7x.'
8.N 0:08 "53x take away negative (pause)?" (Me: Take away negative 17x.)

"Olr. uh. 70x."
9.N 0:05 "Uh- negative 12xv."
10. N 0:10 "o. uh. 3v over nesative I

))

lt.P 0.21 "It's Llh, divided into 5? O.K. 1 over 5, 5, sorry, O.K. I over 5, 4
over 5 uh, Can I also add it?" (Me: If you wish.) "O.K. 1 plus 5. I'm
sorry. l-r4:5, 5-I:4, 5 -4:1."

12. w 0.18 "25Yo of 400? Uh,25o/o, oh, oh mm, 100."
13. W 0.02 ,r40r,

14. w 0:03 ,r7 
5r,

15w 0:05 "Half of l6 and a third of 9? Oh ah. I 1."
16P 0:10 "lJlr, perimeter? O.K, So, 2 plus, O,K. 4 plus 8 would be 12.'
l7N 0:33 "39 times 51?" (Me: Yes. Estimate it,) "Uh, wait, oh, plus 51?" ( I

repeated the question.) "Oh, O.K. 40 times 50 would be 20, so it's
200. No. 2000."

r8. N 0.04 "71?" (Me: Yes. but I want it estirnated.) "O.K. 40."
r9. w 0:04 "Estimate the square. Oh. aporoximatelv 9."
20. w 0.04 "l]h 16."
21 W 0.r3 "Tony has 4 hockey sticks? O.K. So, lie gave away 2 before?"

(Pause, then, I repeated the question.) "Uh, 9, (student repeated) 9."
22. W 0:05 "She adds 2 to 34 which would be 36.'
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Student #5 Midway Test Transcript, Code and Time (min:sec)

Question #
&code

Time Student Response

l.P 0: l3 "IJh, um, 2 times 4, 1 times 8, (Pause.) I think so, yah.'
2.N 0:06 "Uh, Negative 12.'

3.N 0:06 "Negative 71."
4.N 0.02 "Negat ve 80."
5.N 0:08 "Negat ve 15?" (Me. No, positive.) "30"
6P 018 "35+7:5, 35-5:7 , 7 .5:35,7 .5:35, 5.7:35 ."
7. N 0:09 "Positive 7x."
8.N 0:12 (Pause JOX

9.N 0:10 "What was it? Soruy. (I repeated the question.) "Negative l2xv."
r0. N 0: 16 "Hmm, negative, negative y, tro, 12y'? (I repeated the question.)

"Negative 3y2."
11. P 0:16 "I who

equals
equal a

e minus 1 fifth equals 4 fifths, I wliole minr¡s 4 fifths
fiftlì, I fiftli plus 4 fifths equal I whole,4 fifths plus I fifth

whole."
t2. w 0.27 (Pause-) "90. Wait. 25o/o of 400? (I repeated the question.) "Oh, a

hundred."
13. W 0:03 ,r40r,

14. w 0:02 ,r7 
5r,

15. w 0:23 "What was that saying?" (I repeated the question.) "Is this a
fraction question?" (Me: You could treat it as such.) "Half of 16?"
(I repeated the question again.) "Eleven."

r6. P 0.05 ..12))

17. N 0: 19 (Pause.) "Tirnes 51, I thousand, about. Wait. 30 what?" (I repeated
the question.) "Oh, uh. 2000."

18. N 0: 16 (Pause.) "280?" (I repeated the question.) "Uh. 4.'
19. W 0:03 "Approximately 9."
20. w 0.t4 "Can you say that again? Sorryr." (I repeated the question.) "Uh

16."
zt.w 0:14 "Uh, one more time. Sorry." (I repeated the question.) "Uh. 9."
22. w 0.r3 "Uh,2 years ago, he was how old?" (Me.2 years ago, he was 34.)

"uh,36."
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Researcher's Final Mathematics Test

I Add 295 + 35:
2 Subtract 296 -34:
J. Multiply (-2s) (-s):
4. Divide (240) l(-60):

5. State the equations
6. How many wheels are on 5 cars?
7. How much does each ticket cost if the total for 6 tickets is $ 30 ?
8 Multiply by (-3m) the polr¿nomial (2m-5y+9)
9 Divide bv (-2x) the polynomial (-2d+4x-10)
10. There were 25 questions on the test- Walter got 80% of them correct. Ho\^/

lnany questions did he get correct?
11. Tom's mother is 30 years old and his father is 34 years old. Tom's age is the

square root of his mother's and his father's age combined. How old is Torn?

12 Identifv the fractions.
13. Peter had 12 hockey sticks. How many hockey sticks woulcl you say Peter

gave away, if he told you that he now has one third of the original amount?
14. Mary's lnother is 4 decades old. Mary is 2 years more than a quarter of her

mother's age. How old is Mary?

15. Add (shaded area)

Subtract (shaded area)t6.
t7. What is the perirneter of a 3m long and 5m wide roorl?
18. How many eggs will your mother need if she wants to make three cakes and if

each cake uses lialf-a-dozen eggs.
19. What is your chance of winning a spelling contest if including you there are

32 students entering?
There are 8 gift-baskets of apples, bananas ancl pears with the following label
on each (5a + 3b + 4p). How rnany of each does the storekeeper need in
order to fill all 8 baskets?

20

21. Wliat rnethod of problem solving would you use? Why would you choose that
particular method?

22. How many square feet of carpet do you need in order to cover the floor if your
roorn is 9 feet wide and 1l feet long?

Copyright 2009 by Katarina Schilling
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Student #2 Post- Test Transcript, Code and Time (min:sec)

Question #
& code

Tirne Student Response

l. N 0:03 "IJm 3l5"
2.N 0: l3 "Uh, 200 (Pause.) I'rn sorry. 'What?" (I repeated the question.)

*263,262"

3. N 0:24 "Negative 115, ah wait. Is it negative 25 times negative 5? Oh 125".
(Me: Wllv did vou change vour rnind?) "I'm not sure."

4N 0:06 "Uh negative 40. No. Negative 4.'
5P 0:1 i "63 divided by 5 is 9, 63 divided by 9 is7, uh 9 times 7 equals 63, 7

times 9 is 63."
6.W 0:04 "Ult20."
7V/ 0.02 "Five"
8N 0.35 "Uh negative 2tn þause) uln, can I see it?" (i showed the question.)

(Patrse) "IJln. Negative 6mscluared plus 15mv minus 2'7m."
9.N 0.22 "What am I dividing by?" (Me: negative 2x) "Negative 2x, so d

over x plus uh 2 plus 10 over, no 5 over x."
10. w L:20 "Uh (Pause) I'm not sure." (I repeated the question.) "IJrn 80% of

25 so , Can I have paper please?" (Pause. Srudent writing) "IJm, lìe
got 20".(Me: 20 correct?) "Yah."

1r. w 0.02 "IJh 9."
T2.P 0.07 "IJh, one third, two thirds, and that's it."
13. w 0.03 "IJh 4."
14. W 0.31 "Did you say Mary is 2 years? Can you repeat it?" (I repeated the

question.) "Mary is more than - ?" (Me: 2 more than a quarter of her
rnother's age) "Uh (pause) 12."

ls. P 0:59 "Uh þause) one out of 8, uh one over 8." (Me: How did you do
that?) "I put the half and the shaded area of the other together and I
got one eight." (Me: So the total shaded area is 1 out of 8.) "Yah, oh
no, it's 7 out of 8."

16. P 0.42 "Uh (pause) uh 6 out of 10." (Me: The shaded area? You are
snbtracting them?) "So you are subtracting2 fifths and 2 fifths?
Zero. O.K." (Me: So that's what you got?) "Yah."

17. w 0:08 "The area?" (Me: Perimeter.) "Uh 16.'
l8 w 0:04 lð eqgs.
19. w 0:02 I out of 32."
20w 038 "Can I see the question?" (Pause. Student looking at the question.)

"Ulr, uh 40a plus 24b plus 32p."
21 W 0:16 "Uh I multiplied how maly, oh, I multiplied the label by how many

baskets there was." (Me: 'Why?) "Because it says that each basket I
think has that label."

22. W 0:08 (Roorn is l2 by 8), (Pause) 96 meters squared-"
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Student #3 Post- Test Transcript, Code and Time (min:sec)

Question #
& code

Time Srudent Response

l.N 0.02 "uh325."
2.N 0.07 "O.K. so 262.'
3.N 0:10 "Negative...Can you repeat the second part?" (I repeated the part.)

"Oh positive 125."
4.N 0:06 "Uh 4...uli neqative 4."
5.P 0.09 "Uh7 times 9 equals 63, 9times 7 equals 63,63 divided by 7 equals

9, 63 divided by 9 equals 7."
6.W 0.02 "IJh 20."
7. W 0.02 "Uh 5 dollars each-'
8.N 0:59 "Can you repeat it please?" (I repeated the question) "Uh Can I see

the question?" (Student looked at the question.) "O.K. so negative
6rn plus l5m or plus l5rnx negative 27m, Yah."

9.N 0:24 "O.K. so negative 2d minus 2x.vah, minus 10."
10. w 0:13 "Ulr (pause) uh 20 or wait,22.'
1r. w 0.32 "lJm two ages cornbined. O.K- (pause) I don't lúlow." (I read the

question again.) "Oh, O.K. He is 8."
2.P 0:05 "Two thirds or one third."
3.W 0:05 "He has 4left. So he gave awav B-"
4W 0:04 "40 years old. She is 12 years old."
5P 0:07 (Pause.) "So seveu eighths.'

t6P 0.17 (Student counting parts.) "Il5 wait,
you change your mind?) "Because I
ze[o."

notlring. Zero." (Me: Why did
saw. (Again counting) Yah,

17. W 0:05 "o.K. 16."
18. W 0:14 (Pause.) "3 She \¡/ants to rrake how many cakes?" (Me: 3cakes.)

"Yah and half a dozen?" (Me: Half a dozen each.) "O.K. l8 esss.'
19. W 0.02 "I orrt of 32'
20. w 0:51 "Can you repeat the question please?" (I repeated it.) "So, 5 apple, I

don't know." (I showed the label to the student.) "Oh, so O.K., O.
Ok. So lre needs 40 apples 24bananas and32 pears-"

21. w 0:14 "Multiplication. So I 8 tirnes multiplied the total number. Because
that's what I needed to solve the problem."

22W 0.06 "99"
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Student #4 Post- Test Transcript, Code and Time (min:sec)

Question
# code

Time Student Response

IN 0.t7 "295 plus 35 would give me 60, no, 295?" (Me: 295+35) "O.K. it
would give me 330."

2.N 0:07 "Uh296-34 O.K. 260. no 296 subtract 34 uh O.K.232.'
3.N 0:04 "Uh positive I25."
4.N 0.09 "260 divided by negative 60? Uh (pause) oh, uh, negative 4.'
5P 0:10 "O.K. Ttirnes 9 s 63, 63 divided by 7 is 9. 63 divided by 9 is 7 ;'
6W 0:04 "So hard afe 20."
7. W 0:02 "ljh 5-"
8.N 0:35 "Multiply by negative 3rn (pause) Can I see the question" "O.K. uh

negative 12m squared minus 15, no plus 15m, no, yah plus 15my
plus, no minus 29m."

9.N 0.40 "May I see the question please? Dividing by negative 2x O.K. d/x
plns uh 2 subtract by, plus 2lx, or did I do it wrong. Yali, I forgot
how to divide."

10. w 0:19 *80o/o? O.K. Um 80 divided by 20 (pause) 80 divided by 4 equals 20,
because 4x25 equals 100- So 80 ove¡ 100." (Me: So your answer is?
How many did he get correct?) "Twenty."

11. w 0:08 (Pause) "The mother is 30. Oh 8.'
t2.P 0:10 "O.K. ulr one over 3 or yah one third oÍ 2 over 3 -"
13w 0: l0 "Peter had12? O.K. He has 1/3 of the original amount left that would

be 4 over 12 andhe qave â way 3."
14. W 0_05 "2 years older than a ctuarter? That would be I2.'
15P 0:19 "Uh O.K. so wait 4 O.K. 3 eighth and one half would give rne um

(pause) 3 eieht plus one half equals 7 eishth."
16. P 0:22 "O.K. 2 fifth minus or 2 {tfth minus (laughing) zero." (Me. minus

zero?) "No 2 fifth minus 2 fifth equals zero."
17. w 0.15 "15 wait, wait, what? The room is 3 by 5 and you have to find the

area?" (Me: No, you have to find the perirneter.) "Uli, l6-"
18. w 0:04 "Half a dozen? Three cakes? l8-"
19. W 0.02 "One thirty twoth. How do you sav that?"
20w l:19 "Could you repeat the question please?" (l repeated it.) "How many

of each? (pause) Oh 40 apples wait, 40 apples to fill Lrp one baskes
and24 barranas and wait; 40 apples 24bananas and 32 pears."

21. w 032 "Multiplication each, multiply each food itern by 8 and you would
get the total amount. Why? Because it makes the rnost sense, because
if you take 8 baskets and each one of thenl has that total amount then
for like, uh; So then there are going to be 40 apples in total if you
have 8 baskets and the fonnula is 5a+3b+4p. Then you would have;
tlris is the total in 8 baskets 40a+24b+32þ."

22.W 0:08 "Got it, got it, I I feet long? 99 square feet. Wait, let me repeat that;
99 square feet. O.K. I got it."
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Student #5 Post- Test Transcript, Code and Time (min:sec)

Question #
& code

Time Student Response

l. N 0:06 fPause.) "Uh 330."
2.N 0.29 (Pause.) "296 take autav 34? foause) 252.'
3.N 0.05 "Tirnes? Nesative? A hundred twentv flve."
4.N 0:08 "Posìtive 240? Neeativ e4."
5.P 0"14 "O.K. ulr 63 divided by 9 equal 7,63 divided by 7 equal 9, 7 times 9

eaual 63. 9 times 7 eoual 63."
6.W 0:03

(.20))

7W 0:01 "5 dollars"
8.N 0.58 "Could you repeat that?" (I repeated the question.) "Can I see?

Negative 3m, Oh, uh negative 6m squared positive 15m oh, positive
3nry no, positive 15my plus negative 27m.

9N O:42 "Multiply by what?" (Me: negative 2x) "4dx-8dx is it -2x, negative,
no, positive 20x."

10. w 0:19 (Pause) "25questions?" (Me: Yes.) "Twentv."
l1 w 046 "The two ages cornbined? The square of those? (Me: the square root)

"What were the ages again? 30 so 5. Five and then the no. So I do
square root and then add or add and then square root? (Me: I can't
tell you that. Sorry.) "Can I hear the question again?" (I repeated it.)
"oh, g_"

12. P 0:14 "Ah the shaded or non-shaded?" (Me:just whatever fractions you
see tlrere) "Uh 2 thirds and one third."

13. w 0.26 "How many hockey sticks?" (I repeated the question.) "He has one
third left?" (Me: One third left. Yes.) "Uh 4." (Me: He gave away
4?) "Oh no. He gave away 8. He still has 4."

14. W 0:1 1 "Could vou reoeat that?" I I reoeated it.) "Twelve."
r5. P 0: 10

*Uh7 eishts."
16P 0:10 "ljh- zero-'
17W 0.t2 "Perimeter of, what are the dimensions?" (I repeated the

dimensions.) " I 6 rneters Derimeter."
18 W 0:03 " 1 8 eggs."
r9. w 0:06 "One thirtv two. uh one in thirtv two."
20. w 1:28 "Could you repeat that?" (I repeated it.) "What were the labels

again? Sorry." (Pause) "96 lJh, Can I see the label? 'What was after
tlre tag?" "O.K, uh, 40 apples, (pause) 24 bananas and 32 pears."

21. W 0:08 "Multiplication. 8 times each set. Because it sives the solution.'
22. W 0:04 "99 feet squared."
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Appendix H:
Field f{otes

Researcher's Observations were taken during certain but not all Oral Mathematics drill
activities.

Acli.ttily session afíer Qui: ll2.
All five sfudents present.
Activity sheet #1 seems to be too easy for them. Some students even comlnented that the
questions were "so easy".

Aclìtti0t se,ç,siott afrer Quiz 113

Student #l was rnissing.
2nd overhead sheet was used - slightly increased in difficulty from sheet #1.
Srudents enjoyed tlie activities.

Aclivillt sessiol aJier Quiz ll4
All five students present.
Did all exercises without the overhead projector.
Students replied quite quickly. The replies were mostly correct. If I got more than one
reply to a question we, together figured out which reply was correct.
Most students said they preferred it without the overhead projector. (One student, Student
#3, stated preference for seeing the questions, 4 stated preference to hearing it only.)

Aclivily sessiott aJier Quizll5
Student #5 was rnissing.
Number strand worksheet #3 was introduced (fractions: addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division).
Students said the quiz was difficult.
To ease the activities, we did pictorial representation of fractional operations.
Student #l was quiet throughout the entire tirne, seemed to be listening, watching, and
absorbing.
Snrdent#2 was very excited about the activities and explanations. Later on Student #2
asked if you could use comrnon denominators when you add and subtract.
At tlie start of the activity session Student #4 asked if "of'nteans "multiply, then Student
#3 said, "Oh! That's what that means."
All four students were super eager to give responses. They all responded with exciternent
to the end.

They all said: "Thank you." as tliey were leaving.

Aclivitlt se.s.çiott a/ier Qtri: ll9
All five sfudents were present.
After the explanations the pictorial patterns seemed too easy for all. So did the rest of the
activities.

Aclit¡ily session a/ier Quiz Ífl0
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All five students 'were present.
Everyone completed the quiz quite fast-
Activities seemed too easy. Students seemed to be preoccupied (not paying attention to
the activities all the time).

AcliviÍ1t sessiott aJier Quiz lll I
All five students were present.
Activity set #4 does not seem to hold their interest any rrore.

Actit it)¡ session after Quiz tll2
All five students were present.
Oral Mathematics activity set #5 seemed to have created new interest. All five sfudents
were interested in the activities and asked good questions. We discussed adding constant
I constant vs. variable + constant

AcÍit¡ity ,session after Quiz #16
Student#5 was rnissing.
Student #3 had an instant answer to almost all the questions and most of them were
correct. The rest seemed intimidated by the speed. We redid some questions and asked
Srudent #3 to slow down a bit and let the others also have a chance to answer.

AcÍivity sessiott aJier Quiz lllT
All five students were present.
Today seemed to be a speed cornpetition amongst the five of thern but especially between
student #l and#3.

AcÍivily session aJier Quiz fll S
Al1 fìve students were present.
Activiry seT.#7 is based on polyromials. Snrdents found it a bit challenging but they
remembered most of it from grade 8. We reviewed the concepts of addition, subtraction,
rnultiplication, and division of two single tenn polynomials (monomials).

Aclitti0t se,ç,gion after Quiz lll9
All five students were present.
Polynomial activities seemed to be a little easier today, after yesterday's overview. Most
of the replies were correct.

Acliviltt se.çsiott aJier Quiz f|20
All five students were present.
Today seemed like another competition, mostly between Student #3 and 4 at the stalt, but
Student #1 soon joined in with very quick and accurate replies.

Aclivil.v sessiott aJier Qui.z #28
Srudent#2 was absent-

Started geometry today.
It was quite slow going. They needed some revierv-
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Activity session after Quiz 1129

All five snldents were present.
Snrdent #1 was doing quick counting of squares out loud (counting each unit square).
Student #4 was doing quick calculations out loud.

Aclivillt se,s,si.ott afler Quiz ll30
All five students were present.
All five eagerly participated.
Student #3 was replying quicker than the others. Student #l and 2 quite quick with some
replies.

llord Problems-sess ion l
All five students were present.
All questions were calculated orally/mentally. No pen (pencil), paper, calculator or any
other devices were used by anyorle.
Sturdent #1 and #3 were cornpeting - trying to outdo each other in speed.
Student #2 objected to the ahnost unrecognizable fast talk.
Student #4 and #5 started with a great speed but then gave up. They repeated tlie answers
afterward.
Student #4 sornetimes paused wanting more time processing the information.
Student #2 preferred a slower pace - time for processing infonnation.
The students have seen these questions (questions 1 - l3) on previous activity sheets.

All replies were instant replies.
No quiz preceded this review session.

Word Problents attd Polynomials- session 2
Snrdent #2 and #3 did not attend. (They notified me that they had another after-school
activity to attend.)

Quiz was given today - 10 questions. There were 5 completely new word problems
amongst the questions (not just different numbers but completely different word
problems).
All three students were eager to calculate during the drill session. These questions were
nunbered 14 - 26. It was good to hear the students apply some of the techniques used
during the previous Oral Mathernatics drill sessions.

Question #14-correct instant reply by all.

Question #1S-correct instant reply by all. This time I asked the students how tliey fiprred
out tlie answer. Three voices were stating out loucl (Student #4 was the loudest) that the
triple of 2 is 6 and one less is 5.

Questions #16,ll and 18 were review qlìestions.

Question #19 Snrdent #4 said instantly "49".
How did you get that? - I asked.

Student #1 and 5 said: "No, 29."
Snrdent #4 said: "7 times 7 is 49."
What does the qlrestiorì ask? - I asked.
"Or is it two separate squares?" Student #4 asked.
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Let's see, - I said - it states that her age is the sum of the squares of their ages- What
does that mean?
All three replied: "Add 4 plus 25 together."
I said, - Yes, and when you read a question, be sure to pay attention to the exact wording.
So, sum of the squares means..?
Student #1: Square the numbers and add thern.
I said, O.K. so, watching for the wording of the question, the square of the surn is what?
Student #4. "Calctlate it first and square the sum of tlie two numbers 2+5 which is 7 so

it's 49, but we had to get the sum of the squares of their ages, so it's 2 squared plus 5
squared and that's 29."
Question #20 correct instant reply by all. Then, Student #4 asked: "How can a I2l year
old man have an 11 year old grandson?" We discussed that subject.

Questions 2L - 24 were review questions and the students found thern easy.

Question #25 very quick replies.
Student #1 replied: "That's 33; 80 minus 47 is 33"
Student #4:'"That's 147 -"
Student ll4 and 5: "No, that's 127."
How did you get that? - I asked.
Student #5: "The uncle is 47 and the grandfather is 80, that's 127."
Student #4: "The uncle is 3 less than a half-centurry, that's 47 years old and the
grandfather is 2 decades short of a century, that's 80 years, so that's 727 ." After a pause,
"No, wait, the difference in their age is; that's 80 minus 47 , fhat's 33."
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Appendix I:
Survey Data and Coding

Initial Student Survey Questions and Student Replies

Question # 1 (Dfficulty Level) Do you find mathematics easy or difficult? Explain why.
Str¡dent # l "lf I am given a formula to work with or work with sirnple algebra, math, I
can usually do very well. Changing fractions to decimals, irnproper fractions to rnixed
fractions, etc. I find easy for I understand math fairly well when given formulas or can
find simple patterns if I am farniliar with them-"
Student # 2 "Easy because I love rnath & I easily understand concepts even though I'm
not as good in mental math."
Student # 3 "I find it easy, because you have little things to memorize such as formulas."
Student # 4 "Although, I find math easy, some topics such as long division and square
root hard. I find these hard to do without a calculator for they require a lot of mental rnath
and patience."
Student # 5 "I find math easy because it comes naturally to me."

Question # 2 @fficulty Levcl) What mathematical topics do you find easy?
Student # 1 "Algebra (single) expressions, Pythagorean theorem, calculating Surface
Areas"
Student # 2 "Algebra, Geometry and just basic math"
Student # 3 "I f,md FRACTIONS, ALGEBRA, and SQUARE ROOTS,
PYTHAGOREAN THEOREM"
Student # 4 "I find fractions, division, multiplication, addition, subtraction, exponents,
geometry, decimals, algebra."
Student # 5 "I find most math easy especially Surface Area & integers."

Question # 3 (Dfficulty Level) What do you think makes those topics you named easy
for you?
Student # I *I find these topics easy for there are usually a set of rules or fonnula to
follow which l can apply and makes sense to me."
Student # 2 "because the concept is easy to understand"
Student # 3 "I am easily able to memorize how to do these in rny head and on a
calculator"
Str¡dent # 4 "I have done them before and i know most of the basic concept."
Student # 5 "I think it's because I have already done them."

Question # 4 (Dfficulty Level) What mathematical topics do you find diffrcult?
Student # I "perhaps plottin-e graphs, or information relating to graphs and problem
solving."
Student # 2 "Trigonomeffy"
Student # 3 "Surface Area with 3-D composite solids"
Student # 4 "Square root, long division, rnultiplication of large nurnbers."
Student # 5 "I find fractions and the Pythagorean theorem kind of difficult-"
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Question # 5 (Dfficulty Level) What do you think makes those topics difficult?
Student # l "I believe it is because Problem Solving may require creative thinking
instead of rnerely analysis. For graphing, I have little visual process ability"
Student # 2 "It's more complicated & you have to be very precise."
Student # 3 "Hard for me to figure out what formulas to use and which numbers you
have to do with the formula."
Student # 4 "they require a lot of tirne, and concentration."
Student # 5 "The way the formulas are laid out."

Qucstion # 6 (Assignments) When your teacher assigns math exercises to be done in
class, how much of the work can you do on your own?
Student # I "It depends if I plan to ( I ) guess and check (2) break down the formulas step
by step (3) try to do simple calculation in rny head to write on paper. I do not like
puncliing a whole equation at once in the calculation for we were taught to show all our
work. I understand the info usually, however I rnay not finish the work in class"
Student # 2 "I can usually finish it within class time."
Student # 3 "I can do at least 90%of work on my own"
Student # 4 "Most of it unless it's multiplication of decimals division of decimals, long
division, square root."
Student # 5 "I can do most to all of the work very easily."

Qnestion # 7 (Assignments) Describe tlie rnethod(s) (strategy) you use to solve the math
problems (exercises). These problems (exercises) can be word problems, geometry
questiolls, algebra or sirnple arithmetic questions.
Student # I "Word problems I break it down into small, easy blocks of information and
write what is discovered through simple analysis. Algebra I may look if x and y equal a
certain sum, what y increases by each time, etc."
Student # 2 "I just solve all of it then I go back & check."
Student # 3 "I read it out in rny head, solve the problem step-by-step and figure it ont."
Student # 4 "I could write out the problem, and flrgure it out as best as I can, step by
step."
Student # 5 "f will do as tnuch as I can mentally except with the triple digits and decirnal
question."

Question # I (Assígnments) When you need help with your class work, what type of help
do you need?
Student # 1 "Usually problern solving work or work that requires thinking outside the
box or logically. I need to be tauglit how to do a formula or those complex questions to
be able to understand it for I camrot tliink in math terms to solve difficult questions."
Student # 2 "Ijust check tlie book & instmctions just so I'm clear with what to do."
Student # 3 "Understanding the question."
Student # 4 "help frorn the calculator, and help from teachers/parents."
Student # 5 "I only need a simple guide for the one question."
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Question # 9 (Assignments)'When you get homework in mathematics, what method(s)
(strategy) do you use to complete each question? If you use a variety, state when you use
each.

Student # l "I may guess and check + I usually breakdown the formula step by writing
down specific answers, instead of punching it all into a big block of information. I show
tny work."
Student # 2 "I read the problem carefully & I think of the steps on how to solve it."
Student # 3 "Use the formula, or if it isn't that cornplicated I would use my head"
Student # 4 "I use guess and check, and step by step rnethods."
Student # 5 "I do the formula needed or if it's an easy question I will do it in my head."

Question # 10 (Assignments) Why do you use that particular method of doing math
exercises?
Student # I "We were taught to do that, to break the fonnulas down into simple
substances to see where we went wrong.
Sttrdent # 2 "Because it's easy & it takes me a small amount of time."
Student # 3 "Because it is efficient and easy"
Student # 4 "Por they make solving the problern easier through observation."
Student # 5 "It's easier and I don't find it difficult to answer"

Question # 11 (Assignments) What portion of your homework do you usually manage to
complete?
Student # 1 "What is taught and does not require too much creative thinking outside the
box."
Student # 2 "I easily finish homework once it's assigned & if we get enough class time
to work on it"
Student # 3 "All of it."
Student # 4 "95o/o of the homework I usually get done unless I forget to do."
Student # 5 "All of it, 90 - -700o/o"

Question # 12 (Assigrunents) What portion of your completed homework is usually
correct?
Student # 1 "Those, which we are tau-eht or learn. I rnay rnake sirnple mistakes with
fonnulas or rules learned, however, not often. Again, complex problem solving"
Student # 2 "mostly all of them."
Student # 3 "about 75 -90o/o"
Student # 4 "4l5ths of it is usually correct."
Student # 5 "Most of it, 90 - 700o/o"

Question # I3 (Assignments) How rnuch time does it usually take to do your math
homework?
Student # I "An hour or hvo, depending"
Student # 2 "about half an hour, depends how much is assigned"
Student # 3 "Depends on how much we _eet. Usually 10 - 20 rninutes."
Student # 4 "about I hour- 30 rnin."
Student # 5 "Depending on how rnany questions, 5 -20 min."
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Question # 14 (Test/Quiz) When you write amath test or quiz, do you usually manage to
complete it? Why? Or Why not?
Student # 1 "Yes, because I know the answers and know how she wants us to show our
'work."

Student # 2 "Yes because I star-t witli the problems that take me longer & I quickly
breeze tlrrougli the easy problems."
Student # 3 "Yes, but sometimes I either rusli (don't go over it) or guess because I run
out of time."
Student # 4 "Yes but sometimes the test is too long or the time is too short."
Student # 5 "Yes, I find tlie questions easy or understandably easy."

Question # 15 (Test/Quiz) What portion of your math test or quiz is usually correct?
Student # 1 "That which l srudied, Problem Solving can be the annoyance."
Student # 2 "usually 90%o of it is correct"
Stndent#3"70Yo-85Yo"
Student # 4 "about 3l4ths of the testes and quizzes"
Student # 5 "All to most 85% - l00o/o"

Question # 16 (Calculotion Preference) Do you prefer to work out your rnath problem in
your head or by using a pen/pencil and a piece of paper or by using your calculator?
Explain why?
Student # I "I prefer using a pen or pencil and partially in my head if dealing with
sirnple problerns. I do not like r.rsing the calculator for then it is a big, cornplex box of
infonnation that I cannot understand. Pencil and paper is good to breakdown the
information-"
Student # 2 "'I prefer to use pen/pencil or calculator because I'rn not so good in rnental
rnath. It takes rne a while to come up with the correct answer if I don't have pen or
paper."
Student # 3 "-Pen/pencil and paper because then I can w¡ite it out, see my errors, and
make sure I'm doing it right."
Sttrdent # 4 "I do the problern in my head and if the problem is too hard then i will do it
on a piece of paper (which I prefer) for it rnakes doing the problem easier."
Student # 5 "I do the questions that I can in my head and the difficult questions on a
calculator"
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Final Student Survey Questions and Student Replies

Question # 1 (Orol Moth) Did you find the oral mathematics drills easy or difficult?
\Mhy?
Student # I "Depends if I look at the written work difficult by itself being nurtured by
words than by sound, it is liard to visualize numbers on the test. I did well during
overhead for benefit of viewing information. Just tried during tests."
Student # 2 "Easy because some of it is just basic math & sone of it we've already
done-"
Student # 3 "Difficult, because I am used to doing everything on paper or calculator"
Student#4"difficultforihadpreviouslymissedabout6-Tclassessolcouldn'tkeep
up."
Student # 5 "Easy, because with the repetition of the problerns it became easier."

Question # 2 (Oral Muth) Did you find the oral mathematics drills help improve your
accuracJ/ with simple operations? Why? Or Why not?
Student # I I would not know! I have no specific examples available to me, however,
judging from the final test, I seem to be able to do word problems a bit rnore a pl."
Student #2'"Yes it did because we were taught how to look at the problerns differently
whicli made it much easier."
Student # 3 "Yes, because then you are mentally prepared and able to do them"
Student # 4 "Yes, for the drills explained how to solve and understand a problem."
Student # 5 "Yes, with some of the drills such as the o/o of a # it became easier in rny
daily 1ife."

Question # 3 (Oral Muth) Did you find the oral mathernatics drills help improve your
speed while perforrning sirnple operations? Why? Or Why not?
Student # I "Not in particular since the tests required memorization due to repetitiorl,
and the overliead I think helped defonn me. I was rnore for memorization and speed; not
always for accuracy once I understood how something worked."
Student # 2 "Yes because by doing the oral drills, it helped me think of it faster."
Student # 3 "Yes, because you would be ready and to do it"
Student # 4 "Yes for the repetitiorì of the exercise helped to understand it better-"
Student # 5 "Yes with repetition it was easier to do all operations."

Question # 4 (Ornl Murh) Did the oral mathematics drills have any influence o11 your
class work? How?
Student # I "Not in particular, rnaybe because what we did seemed slightly detached
frotn the curriculum in some way a lack of rules taken?"
Stndent # 2 "Yes because the sruff that we do in class is fairly the sarne."
Student # 3 "Yes, it's enabled me to do rny work faster"
Student # 4 "Yes for it blought new perspective to me and it made math easier"
Student # 5 "Yes, i was able to answer numerical questions easier and faster"

Question # 5 (Orol Xloth) Did the oral mathematics drills have any influence on your
homework? How?
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Student # 1 "I do not think so, if any maybe I wait. . .I think so since rnath homework
takes or feels to take a shorter amount of time now, it was a subtle change."
Student # 2 "Yes it made me do homework faster because like I've said, what we do ili
class is fairly the same material."
Student # 3 "No, because I use calculator just to make sure"
Student # 4 "Yes for it rnade me faster & more efÍicient at my work than before."
Student # 5 "Yes, I was able to do the numerical questions in rny head without a
calculator."

Questiort # 6 (Orul Math) Did the oral mathematics drills have any influence on how you
solve questions on a math test or quiz? How?
Student # I "If there were any, they were extremely subtle."
Student # 2 "I1. would have if we had math tests and quizzes that are exactly the sarne but
because the material was covered at different times, then it mostly didn't help me"
Student # 3 "No, I always use calculator, just so I don't get it wrong"
Sttrdent # 4 "Yes, by helping me dissect the problem and piece it back together."
Student # 5 "Yes, specifically with the % of other #s.

Queslíon # 7 (Assignmcnts) When your teacher assigns math exercises to be done in
class, how much of the work can you do on your own? (7.1) Is tliat the
same as you what you could do before you were expose to oral mathematics drills?
Student # I "Most of it if I understand it; it is not often I do not understand something
(since I listen to the teacher's explanations in class). (7.1) Yes, I believe so. Math is
about knowing the building blocks of the wotk, not so much the activity."
Student # 2 "I can finish most of the exercises within the given class time. (7. i) It was
basically the same but I think this time, I can be more efficient & sorne of tl.re processes
are automatic."
Student # 3 "All or most of it. (7.1) Yes, it is tlie sanre as what I could do before."
Sttrdent # 4 "abouT3l4ths (7.1) No, for I could only do about 3/1Oths of it befo¡e."
Student # 5 "I most likely can do all or at least most of it (7.1) Yes"

Question # I (Culculation Preference) Descrrbe the method (strategy) yoìi use to solve
the math problems (exercises) now.
Student # 1 "I try to use mental rnath abilities such as 8 x 12, seeing it as (8x10) + (8x2)
:80*16+96
Student #2lhave to understand the problem but once I get I can altswer it instantly."
Student # 3 "I think about how I should do it, and do it."
Student # 4 "understanding the problern, solving it mentally, & answering it."
Student # 5 "I use the same ones except for percents of numbers I use the strategy I
leamed frorn the oral math."

Question # 9 (Assignments) When you need help with your class work, what type of help
do you need?
Student # 1 "I just need the foundations or logic to be put in my head"
Strrdent # 2 "I don't usually get help, but when I do I just ask for directions/instructions."
Student # 3 "Understanding and solving it"
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Student # 4 "help with understanding the problem."
Student # 5 "'T would only need basic, check over help."

Question # I0 (Calculation Preference) When you get homework in mathematics, what
rnethod (strategy) do you use to complete each question?
Student # l "I try to use my head to solve questions, go over notes, do addition,
subtraction, rnultiplication, division, etc."
Student # 2 "I use the same method as my answer in #8."
Student # 3 "The Right rnethod used to frnd answer"
Student # 4 "Understanding the question, looking at the problem, and trying to solve it
mentally before writing it down."
Student # 5 "What ever method is needed to finish the question."

Question # 11 (Calculsfion Prefernce) Why do you use that particular method of doing
math exercises?
Strrdent # l "I prefer to do calculation in my head for I see it more beneficial to rne in the
long run"
Student # 2 "Because it's what I'm farniliar with & it's easier for me."
Student # 3 "Because it's effective and efficient"
Student # 4 "It makes it easier to do the problern. And because I've been taught to do it
like that."
Student # 5 "It is required by the type of math question"

Quesfion # 12 (Assignments) What portion of your homework do you manage to
complete?
Student # I "All of it (with rare occurrences of being incomplete)"
Student # 2 "In class, when the teacher gives us class time I complete all of it."
Student # 3 "The easy questions if not all."
Strrdent # 4 "all of it - l00o/o"
Student # 5 " l00o/o - 90Yo"

Question # 13 (Assìgnments) What portion of your completed homework is usually
correct?
Student # l "80Yo,90Yo"
Student # 2 "mostly all of it"
Student # 3 "more than 7 5o/o of it"
Student # 4 "rnostly all of it - 9/lOths - 90o/o"

Student#5"l00%-80Yo"

Question # 14 (Assignments) How much time do you take to do your math hornework?
Student # I "30 min - I hour"
Student # 2 "Ihe amount of tirne our teacher gives us during class."
Student # 3 "15 minutes to 35 minutes"
Student # 4 "about 20 - 30 minutes."
Student # 5 "Depending, no more than 20 minutes"
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Question # 15 (Tesy/Quiz) When you write a math test or quiz, do you usually manage to
complete it? Why? Or Why not?
Student # I "Yes because I usually know the information, skip a question I do not know,
etc-"
Student # 2 "Yes because I understand rnath easily & it doesn't take me long to answer
the questions."
Student # 3 "Yes, because most of the time I'm prepared for it and know it"
Student # 4 "I usually don't mange to complete it for our teacher makes the tests too
long for everyone."
Student # 5 "Yes, because the teacher gives equal # of questions to time needed to
complete"

QuesÍion # 16 (Test/ Quiz) What portion of your rnath test or quiz is usually correct?
Student#I"80-l00o/o"
Student # 2 "mostly all of it"
Student # 3 "Between I jYo and 95o/o"

Student # 4 "about 80% of it (4l5ths)"
Student # 5 "90%:o -'70o/o"

Questiotr # 17 (Calculation Preference) Do you prefer to work out your math problern in
vour head or by usins a pen/pencil and a piece of paper or by using )¡our calculator?
Explain why?
Student # I "My head if possible since it is more convenient to calculate things when
lacking a pen/pencil and a calculator. Stimulates the mind more."
Student # 2 "Lprefer using a pen/pencí| &. a piece of paper, because that way I know my
answer is accurate."
Student # 3 "Using calculator because it's the easiest and it's efficient (unless you type
wrong numbers)."
Student # 4'"I like to use a pen & paper, for then I can keep track of my work and look at
the question."
Student # 5 "I try to do it in my head rnost of the time to get better at mental matli but if
it is a difficult question or o/o than I use a calculator."


